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About this Book

1 Alf
MIcroso t

Windowsv
Professional

Windows XP for Beginners was written to help people
who recently bought a computer with the Windows XP
Professional or Home edition operating system (the latter
being a cut -down version of the former). The most
frequent question which comes to mind is "having bought
the computer, what can I do with it now?"

Answers might include; keeping in touch with your
children or grandchildren, browsing the Internet to get
some useful information, downloading the photographs
from your digital camera and storing them on the
computer's hard disc, or simply getting to grips with
simple word processing, or running educational programs
for your offspring. The choice is endless.

Whatever your reasons for buying a computer, it is

very important to understand its operating system (in this
case Windows XP), because it is the operating system that
allows you to run other programs, store and retrieve
information, and looks after the health of your PC.
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The material in this book is presented using a simple
language, avoiding jargon as much as possible, but with
such a subject some is inevitable, so a glossary of terms is
included, which should be used with the text of this book
where necessary. The book is structured on the 'what you
need to know first, appears first' basis, although you
don't have to start at the beginning and go right through
to the end, as the chapters have been designed to be fairly
self-contained. We even cover the Windows Security
Center that comes with Service Pack 2 (SP2) which was
released in August 2004. Microsoft has made security the
central theme of SP2 with additional Control Panel
utilities which allow you to automatically update
windows XP, access a new Security Center which
monitors your PC's security settings with respect to its
Firewall, Automatic Updates, and Virus protection.

The present book was written with the non technical,
non computer literate person in mind. It is hoped that with
its help you will be able to get the most out of your
computer, when using Windows XP, and that you will be
able to do it in the shortest, most effective and enjoyable
way. Have fun!

If, however, you are upgrading your computer's
operating system from a previous version of Windows to
Windows XP and want to know what preparations you
need to make to your system, as well as how to use all its
tools and the accessory programs that come with it, then
may we suggest you take a look at our book Windows XP
explained (BP514), also published by Bernard Babani
(publishing) Ltd.
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Package Overview

Windows XP (XP for eXPerience) is available in two
flavours; the Home edition (less expensive) and the
Professional edition (more expensive, but with additional
features such as more options for networking computers
with added security and simplified management). The
latter edition also includes features for power users, such
as enhanced file security, remote access to the computer's
desktop and a personal Web server.

Although we have used Windows XP Professional to
write this book, we will only cover what is common with
the Windows XP Home edition, as most home PC users
will find that these common options between the two
editions contain all the facilities they will ever need.

In Windows XP, Microsoft has adopted the Tasks pane
approach which allows easy manipulation of files and
folders which helps with the management of your data,
such as word processed documents, photographs, etc.
Tasks panes also provide you with an easy way for
carrying out a host of other operations, such as printing,
scanning, faxing, downloading or publishing information
on the Web. In Windows XP the content of a Tasks pane
changes to accommodate what you are doing at the time.
In what follows, we assume that Windows XP has been
installed on your computer and is up and running.

1



I Package Overview

The Windows XP Start Menu

Switching on your PC automatically loads Windows XP.
Below (Fig. 1.1) we show the Windows XP working
screen, called the 'Desktop', with one item on the bottom
right of it identified as the Recycle Bin. In addition, the

start button at the bottom left corner of the
Windows screen has been clicked with the

left mouse button to display the two -column start menu.

The left menu column provides shortcuts to the
Internet Explorer, Outlook Express, and the six
applications used most often (in your case these will most
likely be totally different as they can be changed). On the
right column there are shortcuts to My Documents, My
Computer, Control Panel, etc., which are normally
common to all users.

diInternet
lo,e, no, 12 c4onet

:sitke.# E.g.<

yy1 Tour Wndows )P

AHes and Sett ros transfer
Wood

14118M5 bplorn

0 Wndom Medea Mayer

wnoows Mowe Mak&

AR Programs 1.,),

My Documents

My Recent Documents

My Pictures

MY Music

COMy Computer

(3. Cortrri Penal

;0' Oryters and FMCS

WS* and SLPpat

Search

R., 

Fig. 1.1 The Windows XP Start Menu Screen.
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If your computer is already capable of being connected to
the Internet (if not don't worry as we will show you how
to do this in detail later on), you could then use the
Internet Explorer program that comes bundled with the
operating system to surf the Net, or the Outlook Express
program to send and receive e-mail. These two programs
will be discussed in some detail later on.

Windows XP also comes with a number of features,
such as 'Communications' and 'Entertainment' utilities,
`System Tools', the 'Paint' graphics program, the 'Picture
and Fax Viewer', and the adequate word processor
`WordPad'. Some of these will be discussed in some
detail in the following chapters of this book as they form
the core of the tools you need to master so as to keep your
computer healthy and your data safe. Of course, Windows
XP (particularly the Professional edition) caters for many
new technological developments, but we shall not be
delving into these as they are beyond the scope of this
book.

Finally, Windows XP can manage all other programs
that run on your computer, such as fully featured word
processors, spreadsheets, databases, games, and many
more. For example, hovering with the mouse pointer ever

the All Programs button, shown here
(also see the bottom of Fig. 1.1 for its
position on the screen), displays the

first column of the cascade menu where all Windows
applications are to be found. In Fig. 1.2 on the next page
we show some of the contents of the All Programs
available on one of our computers, as well as the contents
of the Windows Accessories mentioned above.

All Programs 10
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Adobe Acrobat 4.0

"Tti Games

t± Lotus SmartSuite

!#, Microsoft Clip Gallery

r+.: Microsoft Encarta

 Microsoft Office Tools

,tt Startup

Internet Explorer

Microsoft AutoRoute 2002

1E1Microsoft Excel

rtMicrosoft Money

Microsoft Picture It! Photo 2002

Microsoft Word

MSN Explorer

,3j Outlook Express

Remote Assistance

)7t; Accessibili:y

at Communications

Entertainnent

rI4 System Tools

NA> Address Book

LaCalculator

MICommand Prompt

Notepad

Itif Paint

101) Program Compatibility Wizard

.afir Scanner and Camera Wizard

trig, Synchronize

 Tour Windows XP

Windows Explorer

qiii Windows Movie Maker

34P WordPad

Fig. 1.2 The Windows Accessory Utilities.

Note that entries in menu lists such as the Accessories
that have an arrow head () to the right of their name as
in the case of Accessibility, Communications,
Entertainment and System Tools, contain additional
lists of utilities, while entries such as the Address Book,
Windows Movie Maker and WordPad, to mention but a
few, are self-contained programs.
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User Accounts
At the top of the start menu the name of the current user
is displayed with a picture against it. Left -clicking this
picture opens the User Accounts screen shown in Fig. 1.3.
From here you can choose a different picture for the
current user either from the ones supplied or from one of
your own. You can also change the Computer's theme,
desktop, screen savers, etc. - more about these later.

Related Tanks

Owye ',tense

I eirm *best

uftar.....

Pick a new picture for your account
T. wive veu noon sd MOON on R. ,C,00 .

ril w II II
III III 111 rf* III III

>w..a e4. actugn
(31 :et a peva how s camera '1 um...

Fig. 1.3 The User Accounts Dialogue Box.

As we mentioned earlier, Windows XP has the ability to
adapt the first of its two -column menus to the way you
use your computer. It keeps track of what features and
programs you use the most and adds them to the list at the
bottom of the left column. For example, if you use
WordPad by selecting it from the Accessories sub -menu,
next time you click the start button you will see this
application pinned to the bottom of the first column of the
start menu. This saves time as you don't have to scroll
through menu lists to find the application you want to use.
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1 Package Overview

To remove an application from the first column of the
start menu, right -click it with your mouse and select
Remove from This List, as shown in Fig. 1.4. This
removes the name of the application from the list, not the
application itself from your hard disc.

Lotus Word Pro

W4 Paint Shop Pro 7

[g Microsoft Excel

Windows Explorer

it Quicken Deluxe 2000

Windows Update

Macromedia Dreamweay..

AVG ,7,:rr-rtrcd Cerrier

AVG Vir us vaurt

Notepad

Address Book

All Programs

"/ My Documents

ti
My Recent Documents

1.] My Pictures

My Music

My Computer

414 My Network Places

Control Panel

Odh, Connect To

Open
Run as...

Scan with AVG

Pin to Start menu

Send To

Copy

Remove from This List

Rename

Properties

Fig. 1.4 Simultaneous Display of Running Applications.

You also have a menu option to Pin to Start menu any
selected program. This adds it to the top of the left
column of the start menu which is a more permanent list.
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Package Overview 1

You can also use this facility to pin your favourite
programs, even if these are to be found in the All
Programs menu or its sub -menus, to the top of the left
column of the start menu, thus customising the way you
run your computer.

Exercises
If you have read so far, do try the following exercises:

1.1 To change the picture that represents you as a user:

Left -click the start button to display its menu.

Place the mouse pointer on the picture at the top
left of the start menu (your picture could be
different to the one shown here), and
when it changes to a pointing hand, as
shown to the right, left -click it to open
the User Accounts dialogue box shown in Fig. 1.3.

Select a different picture to represent you by left -
clicking one frcm the displayed list and left -click
the Change Picture button at the bottom of the
dialogue box.

1.2 To pin your favourite programs on the top left
column of the start menu:

Left -click the start button to display the start menu.

Hover with the mouse pointer over the All
Programs button to display the start menu.

Move the mouse pointer on your chosen program to
highlight it and right -click it to display its shortcut
menu (see next section), then left -click the Pin to
Start menu option to pin the selected program to
the top of the left column of the start menu.

7



1 Package Overview

Once you have pinned your chosen programs to the start
menu, you could rename them, if you so wished, using the
right -click menu, or you could move their position on the
list to suit your preferences.

To move an item on the start menu, point to it to
highlight it, then press the left mouse button and while
keeping it pressed, drag the mouse pointer to the desired
position on the list. Letting go of the mouse button, fixes
the item in selected position. Fig. 1.5 shows Microsoft
Word being moved to just below Microsoft Excel.

,-. Noel Kantaris

i; lotus Word Pro

ti4 Paint Shop Pro 7

gMicrosoft Excel

WinCrs Explorer

41 Quicken Deluxe 2000

Windows Update

Macromedia Dreamweay...

7A Microsoft Word

AVG 6.0 for Windows

a AVG Control Center

WordPad

4 Notepad

Address Rock

NI AVG Virus Vault

AN Programs

My Documents

My Recent Documents

My Pictures

/ My Music

My Computer

My Network Places

aControl Pane

tit Connect To

'1 Printers and Fares

Help and Support

?Search

r3 Run-

owog r.Iff Tun Off Computer

Fig. 1.5 Moving an Application on the Start Menu List.
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Right -click Menus

To see another right -click menu (also known as a shortcut
menu) containing the most common commands applicable
to, say, the desktop, point with your mouse to an empty

part of it and right -click. This
displays the menu shown in Fig. 1.6.
From this menu you can select how
to Arrange Icons on your desktop,
Paste a shortcut icon on it, or create
a New folder for your favourite
program.

Right -clicking the Recycle Bin
icon on the desktop, reveals the
options in Fig. 1.7.

In this case we have the
option to Open the Recycle
Bin which has the same
effect as double-clicking its
icon with the left mouse
button, Explore its contents,
Empty it of its contents, or
display its Properties.

If you were to right -click
a program icon on the All

Programs menu, such as that of a word processor, if one
was installed on your computer, you would find that
different options to those of the Recycle Bin are being
offered. For example, the option to delete or rename such
a program is included (we do not recommend you do so),
while the Recycle Bin icon does not offer such options.

14 Arrange Icons By

Refresh

Paste

Paste Shortcut

New

Properties

Fig. 1.6 The Desktop
Right -click Menu.

Fig. 1.7 The Recycle Bin
Right -click Menu.
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Parts of a Window

Do spend some time looking at the various parts that
make up the Windows screen - we use the word
`Windows' to refer to the whole environment, while the
word 'windows' refers to application or document
windows. Below we show My Computer which is
opened by clicking on the start button and then clicking
its entry on the top -right column of the displayed menu.
To see what appears below, left -click the View menu
command and select Icons from the displayed sub -menu.

Command button Title bar
Menu bar

Toolbar

Fie Edt View Favor* Tods Help

Hack. )._) search

Maximise button

Minimise button Close button

Fdders X
Address bar

IQ 01t

`Floppy drive4- 4.0
Floppy (A:) Local Disk (C) Local Disk (

Scroll button

Fig. 1.8 The My Computer Screen.

Go

Disc drives

emovable drives

Mouse Pointer
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Each application, and some documents you choose to
work with, open and use separate windows to run in.
Although every window has some common elements, not
all windows use all of these elements. An application
window is easily opened by either double-clicking its icon
on the Desktop, or clicking its name on one of the
cascaded menus resulting from clicking the start button.
When a program is running, an icon is placed on the
Taskbar (more about this later).

Although multiple application or document windows
can be displayed simultaneously, only one is the active
window and displays on the top of any other non -active
windows. Title bars of non -active windows appear with a
lighter shade than that of the active one, as shown in
Fig. 1.9 below (here My Computer is the active one).

Fig. 1.9 Simultaneous Display of Running Applications.
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The typical window is subdivided into several areas
which have the following functions:

Area Function

Command button Left -clicking on this icon
12(see upper -left corner of the

My Computer window in
Fig. 1.8), displays the pull -down
Control menu which can be used to
control the window. It includes
commands for restoring, moving,
sizing, minimising, maximising,
and closing the window.

Title bar The bar at the top of a window
which displays the application
name and the name of the current
document.

Minimise button Left -clicking this button el
stores an application as an
icon on the Taskbar. Clicking on
such an icon will restore the
window.

Maximise button Left -clicking this button fills
the screen with the active
window. When that happens,
the Maximise button changes
to a Restore Down button
which can be used to restore the
window to its former size.

171

al
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Close button

Menu bar

The extreme top right button
that you click to close a
window.

12

The bar below the Title bar which
allows you to choose from several
menu options. Clicking on a menu
item displays the pull -down menu
associated with that item. The
options listed in the Menu bar
depend on the specific application.

Toolbar A bar of icons that you click to
carry out some common actions.

Address bar Shows the location of the current
folder, or the URL (Uniform
Resource Locator) of the new
Web page to go to next.

Scroll bars/buttons The bars/buttons on the extreme
right and bottom of each window
(or pane within a window) that
contain a scroll box/button. Click-
ing on these allows you to see
parts of a document that might not
be visible in that size window.

Mouse pointer The arrow which appears when
the pointer is placed over menus,
scroll bars, buttons, and folder
lists.

13
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Tasks

Other Places

These change according to the
function of the activated applica-
tion. For example, if you activate
My Computer, the Tasks refer to
the System; you can view system
information, add or remove
programs, or change a setting. If
you activate My Documents, the
Tasks refer to files and folders;
you can make a new folder,
publish this folder to the Web, or
share it with other users.

The list shown under this heading
also changes according to the
function of the activated applica-
tion. For example, if you activate
My Computer, the list refers to
activities related to it, such as My
Network Places, My Documents,
Shared Documents, and Control
Panel. If you activate My
Documents, the list refers to activi-
ties related to it, such as Desktop,
Shared Documents, My Computer,
and My Network Places.

Details Gives details of the displayed
Task.

14
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Pitt tilt Tasks

Activity Related Tasks

Fig. 1.10 shows activity related Tasks. Here we have
selected the My Pictures folder and, as you can see, the
Picture Tasks and File and Folder Tasks menu lists
change to reflect the current activity.

lirI \Mv

Address LC.3 c:Vey Pictures

%Sew as a side show

<Joie, prints orknt

:h Pont th.s cly

4, 5,t 5de:lzou
hacivgrourKT

Tab opy rot

File and bidet Tasks

Pename this lie

4 Move thin he
Copy this fee

Publish this file to the
Web

E-rnai this fie

X Delete this file

ci

Diagonal Sand.ipg Iceberg.rao

Fig. 1.10 Activity Related Tasks.

For example, from here you can view your pictures as a
slide show, print a selected picture, etc., or rename, move,
or delete a selected picture file. This allows you to reach
easily and quickly related activities for the selected object
(more about this later). Your pictures might be different
to the ones above, but to see them in the shown form, use
the View, Thumbnails menu command.
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The Mouse Pointers

Windows has many different mouse pointers, with the
most common illustrated below, which it uses for its
various functions. When a program is initially started up
probably the first you will see is the hourglass, which
turns into an upward pointing hollow arrow. Some of the
other shapes, as shown below, depend on the type of work
you are doing at the time.

3 The hourglass which displays when you are
waiting while performing a function.

L
The arrow which appears when the pointer is
placed over menus, scrolling bars, and
buttons.

The I-beam which appears in normal text
areas of the screen.

The large 4 -headed arrow which appears after
choosing the Control, Move/Size command(s)
for moving or sizing windows.

4-- The double arrows which appear when over
the border of a window, used to drag the side
and alter the size of the window.

t The Help hand which appears in the help
windows, and is used to access 'hypertext'
type links.

I

4

Windows applications, such as word processors,
spreadsheets and databases, can have additional mouse
pointers which facilitate the execution of selected
commands, such as highlighting text or defining areas.

16



Package Overview 1

Using the Help System

To obtain help in Windows XP, click the start button,
then click the Help and Support menu option which
opens the main Help window, shown in Fig. 1.11 below.

1111, nnl N:11 mil1,0, x

0 0 rad-. t mt., 3
4

Pick a Help topic

0 Help and Support Center

Ask for assistance
rhsle. n». Prowl r Aunt are r
nfteu. gam., mrlaste
WenA.n bag" NOWA nk-1 XP nriongtoust,

vtnotiring and I he Pck a task
. yforio.s nynarty

1/2..t lady end 4...111.t.loon ,<"1.XtEt . vvn, Vn 11,14/..

.r.
a, rw.hatity

Mn., mg end ',mop

Profonvon  oont naintrnante
f-nrafnn

 tvan, nnfdnn
,nntot 'nes Irrdb.uk ty.
nhcloann

Moikoom arld boll

' SyngemPestme

look to %.e eter

Did you know?

Fig. 1.11 The Windows XP Help and Support Center.

The Pick a Help topic option gives you off-line help on
various listed topics, while the Ask for assistance topics
require connection to the Internet, as do the first two
options under Pick a task. It might be worth your while
spending some time here investigating the various options
available to you. If you are new to Windows, you might
like to have a look at the 'What's new in Windows XP'
option.
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1 Package Overview

With all options you get a 'Search' facility, and with all
but the 'start a New Connection Wizard' under the Did
you know? option you are presented with an
extraordinary number of hypertext links to various topics.
Clicking such a hypertext link, can open up a further list
of hypertext links until you home onto the specific subject
you are searching for.

The Search facility gives you access to a very powerful
individual word search of the Help system, as shown in
Fig. 1.12 below. For example, if you wanted to know
something about e-mail, type the word e-mail in the
Search box and click the el button to have Windows
display almost everything there is to know about e-mail.
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Fig. 1.12 Using the Help Search Facility.
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Package Overview 1

The last item under each Search screen's Browse the
search results statement is always the Index link.
Clicking this link, opens up a Help index facility and
typing the first few letters of a word in its input box
homes onto the available topics in the list. Selecting one
and clicking the Display button opens its help page on
that item. Try it.

Exiting Windows XP

To exit Windows, click the start button and select the
Turn Off Computer option, as shown in Fig. 1.13.

Fig. 1.13 The Lower Part of the Start Menu.

This opens an additional box, shown in Fig. 1.14 below.

Turn off conputer

Stant:1U,

)
turn UN Restart

Fig. 1.14 The Turn Off Computer
Dialogue Box.
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1 Package Overview

From here you can either put your computer in a Stand
by mode, Turn Off the computer, or Restart it. The
Stand by mode is used to save power by turning off your
monitor and/or hard disc after a specified time interval
(see also Chapter 9, page 196). Selecting the Turn Off
option, exits all the open programs, carries out any file
saves you require and then tells you when it is safe to
switch off your computer. The Restart option is used if
you want to clear the memory settings and restart
Windows XP, or if you have a dual boot system to start
the other operating system.

Note: Unlike previous versions of Windows where this
was the only way that you should end a session, with
Window XP you can just switch off your computer - the
Turn Off the computer procedure will then be carried out
automatically.

***

In the next chapter we discuss the Windows environment
with its common toolbar buttons, menu bar options,
dialogue boxes, and Taskbar buttons so that you can find
your way around your programs and data. We then show
you how to manipulate windows on the desktop by sizing,
moving, minimising, maximising and displaying them in
different ways on the screen.
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2

The Windows Environment

You must have noticed by now that the My Computer,
and My Documents folders, to mention but a few, have a
toolbar with browser -style forwards and backwards
arrows similar to the Internet Explorer which is bundled
with Windows XP. The My Computer window is shown
in Fig. 2.1 below.

M I Milpilff

Ale Eck Mow Fevortes Took Help

x

0 eP Search Folders X 19
Address r My Computer le

Fkiopy (A:)

1110

400 lirso
Local Disk (C: r Loco/ Disk (DO Local Disk a:)

System Tasks

Dnew system
information

1-5 Add c. remove
Programs

D. Charge a setting
Local Disk (F:) Sy let Drive CD Drive (I:) CD Drive (.10

(H:)

Other Places
trod twwi

1131 My Network Places Shared Noel KNItarle;
My Documents Doctments Documents

Shared Doctrnents

13. Control Panel

Fig. 2.1 The Toolbar of a Windows Application.

Note that for the above display we have used the View
button on the toolbar and selected the Icons option.
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2 The Windows Environment
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For the display in Fig. 2.2, we chose the Details option.
Highlighting an item, in whichever display option you
operate, gives you information about that tem.
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Fig. 2.2 The Details View Option.

Additional information can be obtained by right -clicking
an item such as a drive, a.1 Disk Q.1 Prole,' es 7 IS(
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Fig. 2.3 The Properties Box.

folder or a file and selecting
Properties from the
drop -down menu. In Fig. 2.3
we show the Properties box
of a local disc which
displays visually its
capacity. You can also find
out what maintenance tools
are available by clicking the
appropriate tab.
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The Windows Environment 2

The Common Toolbar Buttons

Returning to the common user interface toolbar, apart
from the default buttons appearing on it, there are several
others which can be added to invoke extra facilities. To
do this, use the View, Toolbars, Customize command to
display the screen shown in Fig. 2.4 below.

11.111111ill, 11111111,11

Available loobat buttons: Comore toobar Wens:
Dose

Separator XDelete K
Rent

Lei] stop 19 Undo
Add ->

Refresh ;0 Views

Home Separator

111 Map Dove Favades

.at

Text OPbOni: Selective text on richt 4
Icon cottons: Large (CM

Fig. 2.4 The Customize Toolbar Dialogue Box.

To place an additional button on the toolbar, select it in
the left pane, and press the Add button. Its place on the
toolbar depends on the position of the focus in the right
pane. Once a button has been added on a toolbar, it will
also appear on the toolbar of all other program
applications that use the same common user interface.

Some applications or utilities display a `?' button on
the right end of their title bar as shown here to the

Iripleft (see also Fig. 2.4) Clicking this button
changes the mouse pointer from its usual inclined
arrow shape to the 'What's this?' shape. Pointing

with this to an object in the window and clicking, opens a
Help topic.
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2 The Windows Environment

The various buttons on the common interface toolbar
have the following functions:

Button

0 Back

Function

Go back to the previous display.

Go Forward to the next display.

Go up one step in the hierarchical tree
structure of the filing system.

Search for folders and files, for
computers or people or the Internet.

Replace the Tasks pane with a
hierarchical tree structure of your
filing system.

Delete selected items.

Undo last command.

Select a different view for displaying
your files and folders.

Show your favourite links to Web
sites on the Internet or to folders on
your hard disc.
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The Windows Environment 2

The Menu Bar Options

Each window's menu bar option has associated with it a
pull -down sub -menu. To activate a menu option, point to
it with the mouse to highlight it and click the left mouse
button. As the mouse pointer is moved onto each of the
sub -menu options it highlights it. To activate a sub -menu
option, highlight it and click the left mouse button.

The sub -menu of the View option of the My
Documents window, is shown in Fig. 2.5 below.

Ai My Documents

File Edit cgi Favorites Tools Help

io Standard Buttons

vo Address Bar X I7 -Status Bar

Explorer Bar Links
Addres,

file and 1

Thumbnails

Tiles

Lock the Toolbars

Customize...

G.

 Icons
_J

Renan List
Fax Mobile My

Attachments
Move Details

11)3 Copy I Arrange Icons by .V511
Pbulisi -
the wi Choose Details My Data My Music My Pictues

Share G3 To
Sourcesj Refresh

X Delete this folder

eio
My Scans My Videos desktop

Fig. 2.5 Menu Bar Options.

Items on the pull -down sub -menu which are marked with
an arrow to their right, as shown here, open up
additional options when selected, as shown on the

My Documents window of Fig. 2.5.
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2 The Windows Environment

The items on the menu bar of a specific application might
be different from the ones shown here. However, almost
all Windows XP system applications offer the following
options:

File Produces a pull -down menu of mainly file
related tasks, which allow you, amongst
other options, to rename, move, copy,
publish on the Web, e-mail, print, or
close a file or folder.

Edit Gives access to the most common editing
tasks which can be applied on selected
items, such as cut, copy and paste, copy or
move such items to a folder, or select all
files or folders.

View Gives you control over what you see on the
screen. For example, selecting the
Toolbars, Status bar, or Explorer bar
options checks these options and allows
their display (selecting them once more
removes the check mark and toggles them
off). Files can be displayed as thumbnails,
by their titles, icons, as lists or you can
display their details.

Favorites Allows you to add and organise useful
URL addresses, customise links, or access
various pre-set media addresses on the
Internet.

Tools Allows you to map or disconnect network
drives, and set folder options.
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The Windows Environment 2

Help Activates the help and support centre, or
opens a window and displays basic system
information.

Note: Having activated a menu, whether from the menu
bar or a right -click, you can close it without taking any
further action by simply left -clicking the mouse pointer
somewhere else on the screen, or by simply pressing the
Esc key.

Dialogue Boxes
Three periods after a sub -menu option or command,
means that a dialogue box will open when the optio or
command is selected. A dialogue box is used for the
insertion of additional information, such as the name of a
file.

To see a dialogue box, click the start button and select
the My Computer menu option. Next, select Tools on the
menu bar of the displayed window and Folder Options
from its sub -menu. This opens the Folder Options with its
General tab selected. In Fig. 2.6 on the next page we
show this dialogue box with its View tab selected so that
you can see two different types of option lists.

When a dialogue box opens, the Tab key can be used
to move the dotted rectangle (known as the focus) from
one field to another. Alternatively you can use the mouse
to left -click directly the desired field.
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2 The Windows Environment

Folder Options

General View File Types Offline Files

'You can apply the view (such as Details or Tiles) that4.3 you are using for this folder to all folders

Reset AM Folders 1Apply to AY Folders

Advanced settings:

1 Files and Folders

 Automatically search for network folder and printers
E Display file size information in folder tips

 Display simple folder view in Explorer's Folders list
 Display the contents of system folders
0 Display the full path in the address hai
O Display the lull path in the title bar
 Do not cache thumbnails

/ Hidden files and folders

0 Do not show hidden files and folders

0 Show hidden files and folders
 Hide extensions for known file types

OK

Restore Details

Cancel

Fig. 2.6 The Folder Options Dialogue Box.

Some dialogue boxes (such as the one shown in Fig. 2.6)
contain List boxes which show a column of available
choices. If there are more choices than can be seen in the
area provided, use the scroll bars to reveal them. Such

dialogue boxes may contain Check boxes, as shown
to the left, which offer a list of features you can

switch on or off. Selected options show a tick in the box
against the option name.
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The Windows Environment 2

Another type of option available in this dialogue box is
the Option button (sometimes called Radio button) with a

list of mutually exclusive items. The default choice is
174 marked with a black dot against its name, while
unavailable options are dimmed.

Another type of List box may display a column of
document files. To select a single file from such a List
box, either double-click the file, or use the arrow keys to
highlight the file and press Enter. Again, if there are
more files than can be seen in the area provided, use the
scroll bars to reveal them.

Other dialogue boxes may contain groups of options
within a field. In such cases, you can use the arrow keys
to move from one option to another. Having selected an
option or typed in information in a text box, you must
press a command button, such as the OK, Cancel or
Apply button (unavailable options or command buttons
are dimmed), or choose from additional options. To select
the OK button with the mouse, simply point and
left -click, while with the keyboard, you must first press
the Tab key until the focus moves to the required button,
and then press the Enter key.

To cancel a dialogue box, either press the Cancel
button, or the Esc key enough times to close the dialogue
box and then the menu system.

Note: At this stage it might be a good time to change the
default settings under the View tab of Fig. 2.6 by
unchecking the Hide extensions for known file types
option. Doing so could alert you to rogue and potentially
lethal e-mail attachments.
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2 The Windows Environment

Exercises
In the following exercises we will look at the System
Properties and make certain choices using My
Computer, and add a button to the Standard Buttons bar.
To do this, follow the instructions below:

2.1 To display the System Properties dialogue box do
the following:

Left -click the start button, then right -click the My
Computer entry on the start menu, and select
Properties.

The displayed Properties dialogue box should look
similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.? below.
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Irate RI
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1 38 GH:

128 MB of RAM

OK Cancel J

Fig. 2.7 The System Properties Dialogue Box.
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The Windows Environment 2

Next, click the Automatic Updates tab and make
sure that the 'Keep my computer up to date' box is
checked and that under 'Settings' the first radio
button is selected. In this way you will remain in
total control of automatic updates when you
connect to the Internet in the future.

Press OK to make changes.

2.2 To add a button to the Standard Buttons bar, do the
following:

Left -click the start button, then left -click My
Computer on the displayed menu list.

On the displayed My Computer window use the
View, Toolbars, Customize menu command to
display the Customize Toolbar dialogue box shown
in Fig. 2.8 below.

Customize Toolbar 2 X
Aveail* toobv batons

Seprdeie,

X Stop

Relresh

Map Nye

Tea options: Selective text on right

Icon options: teipe icons

Add
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Viet,

Sec
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4E9 History

Clow

"113-.1

Fig. 2.8 The Customize Toolbar Dialogue Box.

Left -click the Home entry under the Available
toolbar buttons list to select it, as shown above,
then click the Add button to add it to the Current
toolbar buttons, then click the Close button.
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2 The Windows Environment

Taskbar Buttons

At the bottom of the Desktop screen is the Taskbar. It
contains the start button which, as we have seen, can be
used to quickly start a program. Later on we will discuss
how we can search for a file, and how to get Help.

Fig. 2.9 Quick Launch Activation.

Before we go any
further, right -click an
empty part of the
Taskbar, point to the
Toolbars option which
displays the sub -menu,
shown on the right in
Fig. 2.9, and left -click
the Quick Launch
entry.

This displays three icons next to the start button; left -
clicking one of these, launches its application. In order of
appearance they have the following functions:

 Launch the Internet Explorer Browser.
Show Desktop.

101
Launch Windows Media Player.

When you open a program, or a window, a button for it is
placed on the Taskbar, as shown in Fig. 2.10 below.

Fig. 2.10 The Windows Taskbar.
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The Windows Environment 2

You can left -click your mouse on this button to make this
the active program, or window, which displays in a darker
shade of blue on the Taskbar. So, now you can always see
what windows you have open, which is the active one,
and quickly switch between them.

As more buttons are placed on the Taskbar their size
shrinks slightly, but up to a point. After that, common
entries are grouped together with a number indicating the
number of open windows. To see
details relating to a grouped button,
left -click it to open a list of
components, as shown in Fig. 2.11.

Another interesting Taskbar menu
option is Properties (Fig. 2.12). This
allows you to change the Taskbar
and start menu options.
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Fig. 2.11 Grouped
Taskbar Entries.

Fig. 2.12 The
Taskbar and Start
Menu Properties

box.
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2 The Windows Environment

To the far right of the Taskbar you can also see displayed
the current time, the Windows Messenger, the Options,

the Restore and the
Language icons.
Moving the mouse
pointer over the clock
will display the date.
Double-clicking the
clock, opens the
Date/Time Properties
box, shown in
Fig. 2.13, so that you
can make changes, if
necessary.
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1

Fig. 2.13 Date and Time Properties
Dialogue Box.

Manipulating Windows

To use any Windows program effectively, you will need
to be able to manipulate a series of windows, to select
which one is to be active, to move them, or change their
size, so that you can see all the relevant parts of each one.
What follows is a short discussion on how to achieve this.

Changing the Active Window
To select the active window amongst those displayed on
the screen (these will only be displayed on the screen
simultaneously if their Restore Down button has been
left -clicked), point to it and click the left mouse button,
or, if the one you want to activate is not visible, click its
icon on the Taskbar.
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The Windows Environment 2

Sizing a Window
You can change the size of a window with the mouse by
first moving the window so that the side you want to
change is visible, then moving the mouse pointer to the
edge of the window or corner so that it changes to a
two -headed arrow, then dragging the two -headed arrow in
the direction you want that side or corner to move.

Moving Windows and Dialogue Boxes
To move a window (or a dialogue box) with the mouse,
point to its title bar (see Fig. 2.14), and drag it until it is
where you want it to be on the screen, then release the
mouse button. This can only be achieved if the window
does not occupy the full screen.
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Fig. 2.14 Moving a Window with the Mouse.
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Minimising and Maximising Windows
To minimise a window into a Taskbar icon (to

temporarily free
desktop space) left-

, click the Minimise
button (the negative
sign in the upper -
right corner of the
window), shown in
Fig. 2.15.

To maximise a
window so that it fills the entire screen, left -click the
Maximise button (the rectangle in the upper -right corner
of the window.
An application which has been minimised or maximised

can
on the screen by either clicking on its Taskbar
icon to expand it to a window, or clicking on
the Restore Down button of the maximised

window, to reduce it to its former size.

Edit Vow firnstos Tools Hs

I my c.o.,.

System losks
4 Files Stored on Itis Computer

Shored DOO.InnriS

Noir Kontos's DcsuroMs

Fig. 2.15 Minimising a Window.

Closing a Window
A document window can be closed at any time to save

screen space and memory. To do this, left -click
the Close (X) button shown here. If you try to
close a window of an application document,

such as that of a word processor, in which you have made
changes since the last time you saved it, you will get a
warning in the form of a dialogue box asking
confirmation prior to closing it. This safeguards against
loss of information.
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Exercise
In the following exercise we will create a new folder,
name it, and rename it. To do this, follow the instructions
below:

2.3 To practise what we have described above do the
following:

Open the three applications My Computer, My
Documents, and My Pictures from the start menu,
in that order.

Make My Computer the active window by
left -clicking it.

Re -size the active window by dragging one of its
sides to make it bigger.

Move the active window so that its title bar touches
the top of the screen.

Minimise each open window into a Taskbar icon
by successively left -clicking each window's
Minimise button (the negative sign in the
upper -right corner of a window).

Left -click the My Computer Taskbar icon to
maximise its window and make it the active
window, then left -click the Close button (the X
sign in the upper -right corner of the window) to
exit the program.

Repeat the last two steps to close the remaining two
programs.

Do not be afraid if you make mistakes - you will only
learn from them!
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2 The Windows Environment

Windows Display Arrangement

In Windows and most Windows application programs,
you can display multiple windows
in both tiled and cascaded
(overlapping) forms - the choice
being a matter of balance between
personal preference and the type
of work you are doing at the time.
If you want to organise these
automatically, right -click on an
empty part of the. Taskbar which
opens the menu shown in
Fig. 2.16.

Below we show two forms of windows display; the
Cascade Windows option (Fig. 2.17) and the Tile
Windows Vertically option (Fig. 2.18).

Toobars

Tile Window s 1-:=M111F111.11rizailont y

The Windows Vertically

Show the Desktop

Task Manager

Lock the Taskbar

Properties

Fig. 2.16 The Taskbar
Shortcut Menu.

Fig. 2.17 Windows Displayed in Cascade Form.
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Fig. 2.18 Windows Displayed in Vertical Tile Form.

As we have discussed earlier, the size of these windows
can be changed, hence you might have to alter their size
to display exactly what is displayed in Fig. 2.17 and
Fig. 2.18.

Also note that the last five icons in Control Panel in
both Fig. 2.17 and Fig. 2.18 are only there if you have
installed Service Pack 2.
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Exercise

2.4 To practise what we have described above do the
following:

Open My Computer, and Control Panel from the
start menu.

Display their windows in horizontal form by right-

clicking an empty area of the Taskbar and selecting
Tile Windows Horizontally from the displayed
shortcut menu.

Next display the two windows in vertical form to
see which version you prefer.

***

In the next chapter we discuss how to create a new folder,
how to name it and rename it, how to search your
computer for specific files (or folders) and copy or move
them into the new folder. We then show you how to
create application shortcuts, followed by how to send files
or folders to specific destinations. These skills are
required if you want to keep your documents, pictures,
and music files in some sort of organised manner so that
you can find them later quickly and easily. Finally, we
discuss the Recycle Bin in which deleted files and folders
are kept until you decide whether you want them after all
or delete them for good.
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3

Working with Files and Folders

In this chapter we discuss the skills you will need to keep
your data organised so that you can easily find your
documents, pictures or music files at a later stage.
Windows provides you with the means to keep such files
in folders which you can create for the purpose, copy files
into them, or even delete unwanted files from them.
Folders, which can also contain other folders, are kept on
your hard disc which is not dissimilar to the idea of a
filing cabinet, if one is to use an analogy.

It is possible, of course, that you might have more than
one fixed hard disc (as we do - see Fig. 1.8), or that you
might have one or more removable hard discs attached to
your system. Whether you have such additional filing
cabinets or not, is not important as the skills required to
keep one organised can also be applied to the others.

Windows provides you, by default, with one folder
called My Documents which can be accessed from the
start menu. In this folder there are other folders such as
My Pictures and My Music also accessible from the start
menu. In what follows, we will carry on with this
structured tradition, so that folders we create are also
contained within the My Documents folder. In this way,
when you left -click My Documents on the start menu, all
the other folders will be available to you.
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3 Working with Files and Folders

Creating a New Folder

In what follows we will create a new folder, name it, and
rename it. To do this, follow the instructions below:

To create a new folder within, say My Documents, do
the following:

Left -click the start button to display its menu.

Left -click My Documents at the top of the right
column of the menu to display Fig. 3.1 below (in
your case the contents of this will be different).

Point to the Make a new folder entry on the Tasks
pane and when it changes to a hand, as shown in
Fig. 3.1 below, left -click it.

Fde and folder Tasks

la Relish older to the
Web

1./ Share this folder

Other Places

rh Desktop

Shared Documents

I MY CotrOuter
Nal MY Network PiaCeS

Details

Dommemits
System Folder

Fax Mobie My MY Date
Attachments Sources

desAtop.n QOATA2O20... Thunbsorke

Fig. 3.1 Creating a New Folder.
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To Name a newly created folder, do the following:

When Windows creates a new folder it places it at
the end of the list of existing folders
and names it New Folder, highlighting
its name and waiting for you to name it,
as shown here.

Type a name, say, Photos, which replaces the
default name given to it by Windows. If this
doesn't happen, don't worry, you must have
clicked the left mouse button an extra time which
fixes the default name (see below how to rename it)

To rename a folder or a file, do the following:

Method 1

Left -click the folder or file you want to rename to
select it.

Left -clicking it once more will display the insertion
pointer within its name. Type a different name to
replace the existing one.

Method 2

Left -click the folder or file you
want to rename to select it (in
this example we chose a folder).

Left -click the Rename this
folder entry on the Tasks menu
which causes the insertion
pointer to be displayed within
its name. Type a different name to replace the
existing one.

11111.111.11.111111111111111111111111.

hie end folder Tasks 2

mor ttas f

Copy tt-is trader

Publkh drsiolder .o
the Wet

fa Share this trader

E-mal flea

X Delete Ors Nom
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3 Working with Files and Folders

What do you want to search
for?

Q Pictures, musk, or video

Q Documents (word
processhg, spreadsheet,
etc.)

C] Al files

Computers people

V) Information in He and
Support Center

You may also want to...

ja Search the Internet

Change preferences

Fig. 3.2 Specifying Type of
Search.

You now need to specify
the name (or part of it - see
next page) of the item you
are searching for and the
drive you want to search (in
this case the drive where
Windows is installed on
your PC), as shown in
Fig. 3.3.

Searching for Files and Folders

In order to demonstrate how to select files (or folders) we
need to already have some files, common to both us and
you, that we can work with. To do this, Nye will search our
hard disc for picture files hopefully provided to all
Windows XP users.

To search for files, left -click the start menu and select
the Search option. This
opens the Search Dialogue
box, the left panel of which
is shown in Fig. 3.2. Next,
click the All files and
folders entry in the Tasks
pane (as shown in Fig. 3.2).

Search by any or all of the
criteria below.

At or part of the fie name:

1P9 1

A word or phrase in the fie:

Look in:

Local Disk (C:)

When was it modified?

What size is it? ..

More advanced options Z.

Back

Fig. 3.3 Specifying the Item
and Drive for a Search.
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Filename Convention
File names can be as long as 255 characters, including
spaces, but keeping them short is a very good idea as long
names can result in typographical errors. However, the
name must not contain any of the following keyboard
characters:

9

A filename can also include a file extension which is the
optional suffix following the period in a filename.
Windows uses this to identify the application program
that created it.

For example, if you were using Microsoft Word to
create, say, a letter, when you save it under the filename
My letter the program automatically adds the extension
.doc to it, so now the filename appears as My lefter.doc.
In this way Windows knows that this file was created by
Microsoft Word. Double-clicking such a filename causes
Windows to load Microsoft Word first then open the letter
ready for any changes you might want to make to it.

Below we list some of the popular filename extensions.

.bak a backup file

.exe an executable file

.hlp a hypertext help file

.html a hypertext markup language file

.jpeg or .jpg a graphic format file

.rtf a rich text format file

.sys a system file

.tmp or .temp a temporary file

.txt a basic text file

.wav a waveform of a soundbite.
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3 Working with Files and Folders

Search Results
Going back to our search criteria, we specified in Fig. 3.3
that part of the filename we want to search for is .jpg
which indicates we are interested in graphic files. Left-
clicking the Search button, produces the list of files
shown in Fig. 3.4 below.

Fig. 3.4 Search Results for .jpg Files.

What is displayed above is a fraction of the total files
found by this particular search. You might have to scroll
down a bit to find what appears above, which are part of
the contents of the Windows\Web\Wallpaper folder.

In what follows we will use these files to demonstrate
file management such as selecting, copying, sending,
deleting, etc. You could, of course, use your own choice
of files, but the ones we are using here are common to all
computers running Windows XP. That is why we chose to
use these files in particular.
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Selecting Files and Folders

What we demonstrate below with files could also be done
with folders, or a mixture of files and folders within any
folder. Here we use the files in the Wallpaper folder.

To select several objects, or icons, you have three
options:

If they form a contiguous list, as shown in Fig. 3.5
below, left -click the first in the list, then with the
Shift key depressed, click the last in the list.

=20

Fig. 3.5 Selecting Items in a Folder.

To select random objects hold the Ctrl key down
and left -click them, one by one.

To select all the items in a window use the Edit,
Select All menu command, or the Ctrl+A
keystrokes.

To cancel a selection, click in an empty area of the
window.
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3 Working with Files and Folders

Copying or Moving Files and Folders

When you copy a file or folder to somewhere else, the
original version of the folder or file is not altered or
removed, but when you move a folder or file to a new
location, the original is actually deleted.

To copy selected items into a target folder, right -click
the selected items and choose the Copy option from the
shortcut menu as shown in Fig. 3.6 below.

Fig. 3.6 Copying Selected Files to the Clipboard.

The selected files are then copied to the Windows
Clipboard which is a temporary storage area of memory
where text and graphics are stored with the Windows Cut
and Copy actions.

All you need to do now is navigate to the My Photos
folder, double-click it to open it, right -click it and select
the Paste option from the displayed shortcut menu.
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In Fig. 3.7 below, we show on the same screen dump the
action to be taken and the result you will get from oat
action. For you, of course, these will display separately

Ni' : \Document,. and SettingsgJoe I Yantaris \My Documents \My Photos - C x
Fie Edit Yew Favorites Tools Itin

Back 5ear:h Folders X 10 a 1st' Fa''°"tes
Adams EADoournents and Settrgs Noel rentares \My Donsnents1My Photos

"""

Co; Pa lure tasks

OS Order prints online

Prnt pilt.res

C opy yll items to CD

File and Folder Tasks

Other Places

j My Documents

My Computer

My Neteiork Places

A ,j Ascent.IPQ

 Auturm.pg
C rystal.pg

A Friend pg

AHorne. ing

APeace. pg
APower pg
APIs* flower. .pg
AF adiance.pg

P ed moon desert. kg

 Pl2PleTPd
Stonehenge. jpg

TollPsTP17

Avortec spate. Inc
A Wind.pg

Yew

Arrange Icons By

Refresh

Customize hes Folds

Paste Shortest

Undo Copy Chl+Z

flew

Properties

p

G')

Fig. 3.7 Pasting Items from the Clipboard.

The contents of the folder above are shown in List view.
To see them as displayed in Fig. 3.6 use the View,
Thumbnails menu command.

To move selected items into a target folder choose the
Cut option from the shortcut menu (see Fig. 3.6). This
removes the selected files from their current place and
copies them to the Windows Clipboard so that you can
Paste them into the target folder.

The method described above for copying or moving
files and folders is not the only one available (another
way is to use the drag and drop method or the Tasks Pane
options), but in this case it is the most convenient one.
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3 Working with Files and Folders

Sending Files and Folders

A very useful feature of Windows is the ability to quickly
send files and folders to specific destinations.

Open Containing Folder

OPen
Run as...

Scan with Norton AntiVirus

Pin to Start menu

NIME1111111.11112
Cut

Copy

Create Shortcut

Delete

Rename

Properties

ju Compressed (zipped) Folder

Mail Recipient

Desktop (create shortcut)

j My Documents

Floppy (A:)

CD Drive (3:)

Fig. 3.8 Sending Folders and Files.

As we have seen earlier, right -clicking selected folders, or
files, will open the menu shown in Fig. 3.8. Selecting the
Send To option opens the list of available destinations. In
your case these are bound to be different. Selecting the
Floppy (A) option will copy any selected folders and files
to a removable disc in the (A:) drive.

It is easy to add more locations to the Send To menu,
as it is controlled by the contents of the SendTo folder,
which is itself in the Windows folder. However, the
SendTo folder is hidden by default, so if you use the
start, Search command, you may not find it. To make it
visible, start My Computer, then use the Tools, Folder
Options command, click the View tab and finally click
the Show hidden files and folders option.
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To add a destination to the Send To menu use My
Computer to do the following:

Click the Documents and Settings folder on the
drive where Windows XP is installed.

Double-click the folder of a specific user.

Double-click the SendTo folder.

Use the File, New, Shortcut command as shown in
Fig. 3.9 below.

E: Vim itimmt mid Settings \Noel KantariskSend fo

ral Edlt New Famontes Tools Help

111=.011111

Close

Other Places

Noei t ant airs

_j My Documents

4:) Shared Documer

My Computer

ILI My Network. Plac

Details

SendTo
Fie Folder

Attributes: hidden

Date Mcxbfied: 30 Novemoer
2001, 13:10

Folder

fr

Q Microsoft AutoRoute European Map G'

10 Briefcase

Bitmap Image

ICI Microsoft Word Document

V Lotus Word Pro 9 Document

[?..i Microsoft Access Application

Microsoft Picture It! Document

itj Microsoft PowerPoint Presentation

Pant Shop Pro 7 Image

EMicrosoft PIA:Asher Document

7: Text Document

tn) Wave Sound

211 Microsoft Excel Worksheet

Ij Compressed (zipped) Folder

Fig. 3.9 Adding a Shortcut to the SendTo Folder.

Finally, follow the instructions on your screen.
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Exercises
To practice what we have discussed so far, do the
following:

3.1 Add both My Photos and
My Pictures as a destina-
tion to the Send To menu,
as described on the previous
page. The modified Send
To menu should now look
similar to that of Fig. 3.10.

3.2 Repeat the search for .jpg
files as discussed earlier and
copy any images from the
Wallpaper folder missing
from our previous selection
into My Photos. If you followed our instructions to
the letter, there should be four more images that you
could use; one above our selection shown in Fig. 3.6,
and three below (provided the width of your display
window was five images across). Since you are
selecting non-contiguous images, hold the Ctrl key
down and left -click them one by one.

L) My Photos

drj Compressed (zipped) Folder

Mail Recipient

co Desktop (create shortcut)

j My Documents

a My Pictures

ji Floppy (A:)

CD Drive (I)

Fig. 3.10 The Modified
Send To Menu.

3.3 Copy a selection of images from My Photos into My
Pictures using the Send To shortcut menu option.

If you decide to rename an item in the Send To menu, use
My Computer and navigate to the SendTo folder, via
Documents and Settings/User folder, right -click the item
which you want to rename, and select the Rename
command from the displayed shortcut menu.
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Creating Shortcuts

With Windows XP you can put a shortcut to any program
or document on your desktop or in any folder. Shortcuts
are quick ways to get to the items you use often; they save
you having to dig into cascade menus to access them.

One program that you might want to access quickly, to
say write a quick letter, is WordPad, so we will step you
through the process of finding and placing a shortcut to it
on the desktop.

Notepad

WPaint

of Program Comp

71 Scanner and C

t,4 Synchronize

Tour Windows

Windows Erplr

Windows Movi

Open
Run as...

Scan witi AVG

Pin to Start menu

Send To

Cut

Copy

Create Shortcut

Delete

Rename

Sort by +lame

Properties

My Pho:os

I.J Compressed (zipped) Folder

f Mail Recipient

My Documents

LI My Pictures

,11, Floppy (A:)

CD Drive (1)

Fig. 3.1 1 Placing a Shortcut to WordPad on the Desktop.

As WordPad is in the Accessories folder, to locate it use
the start, All Programs, Accessories menu option. Next,
highlight WordPad, right -click it, and select Send To,
Desktop (create shortcut) option, as shown in Fig. 3.11.

Double-clicking such a shortcut icon on the
desktop will be easier and quicker than digging
deep into the cascade menus to open the
program.
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3 Working with Files and Folders

Deleting Files or Folders

The operations described here must only be carried out on
the files held in the Photos folder, unless you really want
to delete specific items from another folder.

To delete or remove items (files or folders), first
highlight them, and then either select the Delete the
selected items entry in the Tasks pane. press the
Del key on the keyboard, or press the Delete button x
on the toolbar, shown here, or use the File, Delete
command from the window menu bar.

All of these methods open the confirmation box shown
in Fig. 3.12 which gives you the chance to abort the
operation by selecting No.

Colifitiii File DPIPIP

Are you stre you went to send blogo.qf to the Recyce Bin?

Yes No

Fig. 3.12 The Delete File Warning Dialogue Box.

To delete folders, follow the same procedure as for files.
A similar dialogue box to the one in Fig 3.12 will be
displayed. The only difference is that the word 'File' is
replaced by the word 'Folder'. To carry on with the
deletion in either case, select Yes.

Now is the time to delete two image files from our
Photos folder (any files will do). Do carry out this
suggestion as we need to demonstrate what happens to
deleted items when we discuss the Recycle Bin.
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The Recycle Bin

As you can see from the message boxes on the previous
page, by default all files or folders deleted from a hard
disc, are actually placed in a holding folder named the
Recycle Bin.

If you open the Recycle Bin, by double-
clicking its desktop icon, shown here, you will
see that it is just a special folder. It lists all the
files, folders, icons and shortcuts that have been deleted
from fixed drives since it was last emptied, as shown in
Fig. 3.13. To see the display as it appears below, use the
View, List menu option.

Fie Edit View Favorites: Tools Help

Back Search 11

Addres, Pec:/cle E:in

Fig. 3.13 The Recycle Bin Folder Showing Deleted Files.

Windows keeps a record of the original locations of the
deleted files, so that it can restore them if necessary. To
restore or delete all the items in the Recycle Bin, click the
Restore all items or Empty the Recycle Bin option in
the Tasks pane.
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3 Working with Files and Folders

To restore or delete specific files or folders from the
Recycle Bin, first select them then use the appropriate
Tasks pane entry. Choosing Restore the selected items
will restore the selected files to the folder they were
originally in, even if you have deleted that folder.

Clicking the Delete icon on the toolbar, removes the
selected items from the Recycle Bin. To save disc space,
every now and then, open the Recycle Bin and delete
unwanted files or folders.

Exercises
In the following exercises you will practise deleting files
and their folder, before restoring them to their original
location. We will use My Photos and its contents for this
exercises, therefore, if you haven't done so already, create
it and copy the recommended files into it before going on.

3.4 To delete files and folders, do the following:

Select five non-contiguous images held in My
Photos, then press the Delete keyboard key. In the
Confirm File Delete dialogue box, click Yes.

Next select the My Photos folder and delete it.

3.5 To restore files and folders, do the following:

Double-click the Recycle Bin on your desktop.

Left -click one of the image files to select it and
click Restore this item on the Tasks menu. Note
that the file is restored in its containing folder

Left -click the My Photos folder to select it and
click the Restore this item on the Tasks menu.
Note the warning message displayed on the screen.
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Other Image Folder Views

In Fig. 3.14 below, we display the contents of the My
Photos folder as Thumbnails with one image selected
and its shortcut (right -click) menu also shown.

E : %Doc ciments and Settingsktioel Kuntarls1k4y Documents%My Photos

view as a side show

fp Order Fonts mine

Pmt the picture

ier as desktop bericgowd

In cope is CD

File and folder Talcs a

Other Places

kh Documents

toy Pit res

MY Computer

?4,/ fkts..-

()et

Fig. 3.14 The Photos Folder Displayed in Thumbnail View.

Images can be arranged by name, size, type, etc., from the
View menu, or can be previewed, rotated, set as desktop
background, or opened in a variety of imaging programs,
from its shortcut menu, as shown in Fig. 3.14 above.

You can also use the Tasks menu to view images as a
slide show, set a selected image as a desktop background,
print a selected image, or copy selected images to a CD.
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Previewing an Image
If you double-click an image or select Preview from its
shortcut menu, then that image is displayed enlarged in
the Windows Picture and Fax Viewer, as shown in
Fig. 3.15 below.

4.r.7 *a X N*11111/ *

Fig. 3.15 The Windows Picture and Fax Viewer.

Note the buttons at the bottom of the screen. You can use
these to navigate through your pictures folder, select the
viewing size, view the pictures in your folder as a slide
show, zoom in or out, rotate the image, and generally
carry out certain housekeeping functions, including the
opening of the picture in Microsoft Photo Editor so that
you can edit it.

The Windows Picture and Fax Viewer can of course
be used with other image documents including scanned
pictures, digital camera photos or fax documents.
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The Filmstrip View
To see your photos in another interesting display, use the
View, Filmstrip command. To get the full benefit of this
view, you need to increase the size of the displayed
window to at least 3/4 of the size of your screen. The result
should look similar to that in Fig. 3.16 below.

r :1Dat laments and Settingskt+nylk,.1,11v VAy 1111,1'111.,M o' 111101,

;)11'11 tot. 1.1,3,

t.j 011; es a stet

,)rde, pints onine

14 Post this pass

 Sat as assKtp backcyosrld

) ,7c4i to .T.

File and Folder Tasks

(liner Pier et

3 My Documents

 My Pictvres

MY Connutee

si My NetvaskPlesers

Details

_ ' X

Fig. 3.16 Photos Displayed in Filmstrip View.

As each image is selected, an enlarged view of it displays
above the filmstrip. The four buttons below the enlarged
view can be used to navigate to the previous or the next
image, and to rotate the selected image clockwise or
anticlockwise.
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Copying Files or Folders to a CD

To copy files or folders to a CD, you will need a
recordable compact disc (CD -R) or a rewritable compact
disc (CD-RW) and a CD recorder. To start the process,
insert a blank recordable or rewritable CD in the CD
recorder, then do the following:

Use My Computer to locate and select the files or
folder you want to copy to the CD. Make sure that
the selected files or folder contents do not exceed
the CD's capacity (650 MB for a standard CD).

Click the Copy to CD Tasks menu option, as
shown in Fig. 3.17.

12/ I :111or liolentt dud celthip,s1J4nol Kant.tris1My rlin on, or.slt -
Fie Ede nee. Faeotees Tools Help

V3orrents and SettegsOloel 'tartans" 00coenents1Me Photos

Mnnon

newe as a sItia shoe.

Otdef prints mine
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PK6are'S

1de and F okk, Tasks

Del aola

16 term selected.

Total Fie Sce, 1.07 MB

z.ot,rrn.pq
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:frnedelg
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*Ale PI

14.3§1 flare, se3

Payee .pg

' hip* flower.
Padance.lpg

Pei moon es. el el
P11100.17.0
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Thumte.dh

  loke .e1e)
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51te Type

62 18 PEG Image

65 KB PEG Image

60 KB .PEG Image

63 KB PEG Image

50 KB AEG Image

61 KB PEG Image

42 KB PEG Image

76 re PEG Image

85 KB PEG Image
57 KB PEG Image

44 KB PEG Image

80 KB PEG Image

58 KB PEG Image

59 KB PEG Image

72 KB Data Base Fie

72 KB PEG Image

63 KB PEG Image

37 KB PEG Image

Fig. 3.17 Copying Selected Files to a CD.
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The copying process is then started and you will be
notified when it is completed. This method is excellent
for making backups of your important data.

However, should the data you are trying to copy on a
CD be large graphical images obtained from, say, a digital
camera or a scanner, then it might be a good idea to
compress such images before attempting to copy them
onto a CD, as discussed below.

Compressing Files and Folders

Compressing files and folders allows you to greatly
increase the storage
capacity of your hard
disc and increases
the amount of data
you can copy on a
single CD. As an
example we will use
data held on one of
our computers, in a
folder called My
Scans which is just
over 50 MB in size,
and send it to a

compressed folder that we will create.

To start the process, open the drive or folder in which
you want to create a compressed folder (we chose to
create it within My Documents), then use the File, New
menu command, and select the Compressed (zipped)
Folder option from the drop -down menu (see Fig. 3.18).

bet New swabs To Mee

immaim
XortcUt

ITS litcrosdt Autoeckte European M grl
 Onetime
SI Obey Mims
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dI. vise gj movsolt Access Applcabor

9,"Pis fere, fie Microsoft Pelee R Cohen..

Cmicrosolt PorwirPont Presentation

Sec Paw Sop Pm 7 Wee.
Mew Kw pri

rffl Microsoft Publisher Daunt.

Ottektite text Coherent

%wet: Demmer sows Sw^d

I eh Coma., C Microsoft Last Worksheet

94 Me Network MeCiri.1111.14

Fig. 3.18 Creating a Zipped Folder.
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The created folder has the extension .zip and you must
retain this when renaming it. We renamed our folder My
Scans.zip. We then opened My Computer and located
the original My Scans folder which, again, in our case is
to be found in My Documents, then used the Edit, Select
All menu command and dragged the highlighted files into
the newly renamed folder, as shown in Fig. 3.19.
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Fig. 3.19 Dragging a File into a Compressed Folder.

Releasing the mouse button displays the Compressing
dialogue box shown in Fig. 3.20 below.

I u ti .1111,..

Prelim Mpg 7.0.tap

c..f.cei

Fig. 3.20 Compressing a File.

You can send other files and folders into the compressed
folder by dragging them onto it. Selected files are then
compressed one at time before they are moved into the
folder, while the contents of the dragged folders are also
compressed.
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To find out the size of the folder's contents before and
after compression, double-click the compressed folder,
use the Edit, Select All menu command, right -click on
the highlighted files and select Properties from the drop -
down menu to display the box in Fig. 3.21.

Liimpie,,,,(1 !tom Prow I tit,
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Maw 34 Flee
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Index
Ccapreolorr <Multiply
Pecked Sire 40,546 KB

OK

Fig. 3.21 Compressed File Properties.

Note that the size of the original 34 files is displayed as
52.164 MB, while its packed size as 40.546 MB. Some
types of files compress even more. For example, the first
four chapters of this bcok compress from 27.73 MB to
11.45 MB; a large enough compression ratio and worth
exploiting.

You can open files and programs in a compressed
folder by double-clicking them. If a program requires .d11
(dynamic link library) or data files to run, then those flies
must first be extracted. To extract a file or folder from a
compressed folder, simply drag it to its new location. To
extract all files and folders within a compressed folder,
right -click the folder and select Extract All. In the
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Extract Wizard you can specify where you want these
files and folders to be extracted to.

When you compress files or folders as explained
earlier, the original files or folders remain on your hard
disc. To remove such files and folders from the
originating disc or folder you must delete them. Similarly,
when you extract files or folders it leaves a copy of these
in the compressed folder. To remove files and folders
from a compressed folder you must delete them.

Exercises
In the following exercises use the contents of My Photos
to:

3.6 Display the images as a slide show by doing the
following:

Use the View, Thumbnails menu option to display
the images as shown in Fig. 3.14.

Click the View as a slide show option on the
Tasks menu. When you have had enough, press the
Esc keyboard key to return to the Thumbnails
view.

3.7 Rotate an image by doing the following:

Right -click the Follow.jpg image (the goldfish)
and select Preview from the drop -down shortcut
menu.

In the Windows Picture and Fax Viewer, first
rotate the image by 180° so that the goldfish point
in the opposite direction, before restoring them to
their rightful direction by reversing the rotation.
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4

Controlling your PC

You can control your PC primarily from the Windows
Control Panel which provides a quick and easy way to
change the hardware and software settings of your
system.

The Windows Control Panel

To access the Control Panel, left -click the start button,
then left -click the Control Panel entry on the displayed
cascade menu, as shown in Fig. 4.1 below.

TaxCak 2003

 Adobe Acrobat 4.0

 FP PrecisionScan Pro

cirickTime Player

 Microsoft Photo Editor

 Eritannica Ready Ref ere-tce

AN Programs

Control PariPI

Connect To

14 Printers and Faxes

Help and Support

40:-.) Search

C7Rur"

Log Off Tun Off Con-ipute-

start hi% Or t
Fig. 4.1 The Control Panel Menu Option.
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This opens the Control Panel window which displays
either as shown in Fig. 4.2 (in Classic view) or Fig. 4.3
(in Category view).
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Speech Syrecrtec System Trovbar end
Lweupdate Start Monk
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Automatic Network Setup Seosty Yong.. wreless
Updates wizard Center Frewal NetworkSe

Fig. 4.2 The Control Panel Window.

To see the Control Panel in
Category view, left -click the
entry Switch to Category View
on the left panel (pointed to here)
to display Fig. 4.3.

Which view you choose to
work with is a matter of
preference. However, each option

within the Category view displays an additional screen in
which you are asked to Pick a task or Pick a Control
Panel icon, which can be a bit confusing.
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11/ Appearance and Themes
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Folder
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Fig. 4.3 The Control Panel Window in Category View.

From either of these views (we prefer the Classic view),
you can add new hardware, add or remove programs,
change the display type and its resolution, change the
printer fonts, and change the keyboard repeat rate.
Further, you can change the settings of your mouse,
install and configure your printer(s), specify regional
settings, such as the formatting of numbers and dates, and
access a variety of system administrative tools. If your
system is connected to the outside world or supports
multimedia, then you can also configure it appropriately.
All of these features control the environment in which the
Windows application programs operate and you should
become familiar with them.
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4 Controlling your PC

Changing your Display

Windows XP required a minimum screen resolution of
800 by 600 pixels (picture elements). If your display is
capable of higher resolution, you might like to increase it
to, say, 1024 by 768 pixels, or higher. This will allow you
to see a larger number of icons on a screen when a given
application is activated. To achieve this, do the following:

In the Control Panel window (Classic
double-click the Display icon shown here.

In the Display Properties dialogue box,
click the Settings tab to display Fig. 4.4.

view)

Display

Display Properties

Themes Desktop Screen Saver ii Appearance

Display:
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Screen resolution

Less More
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Settings
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1111111011111111 I III

( Troubleshoot..

OK I

Advanced

Cancel
L_AL.4,0)

Fig. 4.4 The Settings Screen of the Display Properties.
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For the new settings to take effect, click the Apply
button. While the Display Properties dialogue box is
open, you might like to explore the other available
settings. For example:

Click the Themes tab to change the looks of your
active windows - best left as it is.

Click the Desktop tab to change the background of
your desktop, which by default was set to 'Bliss'.
The first four background options are quite interest-
ing, or you could select 'None' - best left as it is.

Click the Screen Savers tab to select a different
screen saver (Fig. 4.5) - you will be able to preview
your selection before making a final choice.

Display Properties

T herne s Desktop Screer Syer Appearance Settng

Scieen wet

My Pictuies Sideshow

(None)
30 Flowed:lox
3D Filing Obtecti
3D Pipes
3D Text
Eleziets
Blank

Alystory

Steffield
Windows XP

Settngs Preview

me password protect

ower ->ertngs and r ave energ.

Cancel Apple'

Fig. 4.5 The Themes Screen of the Display Properties Dialogue,.
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Selecting My Pictures Slideshow option as a
screen saver allows you to rotate through the
contents of the My Pictures folder. Left -click the
Settings button to specify how often the picture
changes, how big the picture should be, and
whether to stretch small pictures, etc., as shown in
Fig. 4.6, then click OK to return to the Display
Properties dialogue box. For the new settings to
take effect, click the Apply button.

My Pictures Screen Saver Options X

My Pictures screen saver

How otren should pictures change?

More

6 seconds

How big should pictures be?

Smaler

1003: of the screen

Use pictures in this folder.

E \Documents and Settisgs\Noel Kantaris1My Document

E Stretch small pictures

0 Show file names

E Use trarotion effects between picture.;

Ej Allow scrolling through pictures with the 1 eyboard

Less

Larger

Browse

OK t I Cancel

Fig. 4.6 The My Pictures Screen Saver Options.

Click the Appearance tab to select a different look
for your windows and buttons, apply a different
colour scheme and select a different font size - best
left as it is.
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Controlling Printers

When you upgraded to Windows XP your printers should
have been installed automatically. If not, you would have
been stepped through the Add Printer Wizard.

Nearly 1,000 different printers are supported by
Windows XP so, hopefully, you shouldn't have too much
trouble getting yours to work. The printer and printing

functions are included in a single Printers
and Faxes folder. To open it, either

Printers and double-click its icon (shown to the left), in the
Faxes Control Panel or click its entry in the start

cascade menu.

Our Printers and Faxes folder, shown in Fig. 4.7, has
several printers available for use. Items in the list of
Printer Tasks provide a way of adding new printers,
configuring existing ones, and managing print jobs.

Printers and Faxes

Fie Edit View Favori[e5 rooks Help

0 Bad
Address Printers and Far et

Printer 1 ack,

Search C.:*2., Folders X 19

Li Add a printer

ft.) Send a fax

See Also

TroLbleshoot printing

1.49 Get help with printing

Acrobat Aaobat
PDFWriter

hp photosmart
7150 series

HP Laser)*
5/5M Pos...

Fig. 4.7 The Printers Folder.
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Windows XP supports the following printer set-up
methods:

Plug and Play printers are automatically detected at
installation time, or during the boot -up process.
You will be prompted for the necessary driver files
if they are not already in the Windows directory,
these should be supplied with a new Plug -and -Play
printer.

Point and Print printing enables you to quickly
connect to, and use, printers shared on some other
networked PCs.

For other situations, the Add Printer Wizard steps
you through the printer installation process,
whether the new printer is connected to your PC, or
on a network.

Installing an additional printer (not connected to your
system, but available to you, say, at work) allows you to
use the additional fonts available to that printer.
Documents prepared with such a selected printer, can then
be printed to file on a 3 V2" floppy disc (if they are less
than 1.44 MB in size) or a recordable compact disc
(CD -R), and later printed out on the selected printer at the
other location.

t'r ult rt I as4,

0 Send a fay

To install such an additional
printer, click the Add a printer
entry in the Printer Tasks list of
the Printers and Faxes window, as
shown here. This opens the Add

Printer Wizard, which makes the installation process very
easy indeed by following the on -screen instructions.
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Configuring your Printer
To configure your printer, left -click the Printers and
Faxes icon in the start cascade menu, select the printer
you want to configure, and click the Set printer
properties option in the Printer Tasks list pointed to in
Fig. 4.8 below. This opens the Properties dialogue box for
the selected printer.

Printers and Faxes

Fir Eck View Favcrites Tools Help
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I.

V

Folders

1.44
Acr obat Acrobat
Usher POFWnter

hp Photosmort
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HF 135er )Fr

F -,r r

Fig. 4.8 The Printer and Faxes Window.

From the displayed tabbed dialogue box you can control
all the printer's parameters, such as the printer port (or
network path), paper and graphics options, built-in fonts,
and other device options specific to the printer model. All
these settings are fairly self explanatory and as they
depend on your printer type, we will leave them to you.

A newly installed printer is automatically set as the
default printer, indicated by a tick against it. To change
this, select a printer connected to your PC, right -click it,
and choose the Set as Default Printer option on the
displayed shortcut menu.
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Once you have installed and configured your printers in
Windows they are then available for all your application
programs to use. The correct printer is selected usually in
one of the application's File menu options.

Managing Print Jobs
If you want to fmd out what exactly is happening while a
document or documents are being sent to your printer,
double-click the printer icon on the right end of the Task
bar, to open its window.

Pato Deaarea 9r. Help

Demme New Sties Cana Paps Sae itattted Pat
g Wool Ao torcloros3911004.6.6 P10.3 Noel KArtano 32 115 016.60 MB L3.59:3219)05(2033 LPII

4

I docurenta) tt queue

Fig. 4.9 The Print Queue Window.

As shown in Fig. 4.9, this displays detailed information
about the contents of any work actually being printed, or
of print jobs that are waiting in the queue. This includes
the name of the document, its status and 'owner', when it
was added to the print queue, the printing progress and
when printing was started.

You can control the printing operation from the
Printer and Document menu options of the Print Queue
window, from the object menu, or from the Printer
Tasks list. Selecting Printer, Pause Printing will stop
the operation until you make the same selection again; it
is a toggle menu option. The Cancel All Documents
option will remove all, or selected, print jobs from the
print queue. However, be patient as the deleting process
takes its time.
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Installing a Fax Printer

Windows XP includes its own Fax printer driver. To
install it, open the Printers and Faxes folder, shown in
Fig. 4.8, and click the Install a local fax printer entry in
the Printer Tasks box as shown in Fig. 4.10 below.

Fig. 4.10 The Printers and Faxes Dialogue box.

This starts the Install Fax Wizard which might ask you to
insert the Windows XP distribution CD in the CD-ROM
drive so that required files can be copied. Once that is
done, a Fax printer is installed.

All the printers installed on your system are available
to you from within any of the word processing or other
applications you might have on your computer so that you
can either print a document to your local printer, to a
shared printer (if you are connected to a network) or the
Fax printer (if you are connected to a phone line). To send
and receive Faxes all you need is a fax device, such as a
Fax modem - it must support Fax capabilities, not just
data standards.
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Exercise
For the following exercise, we suggest you use a friend
you can rely on to respond to your first Fax, so that you
can find out if your system is set up and functioning
correctly. It might be a good idea to phone first!

4.1 To begin, write a short message using your
favourite word processor, then do the following:

Select your word processor's File, Print menu
command and on the displayed Print dialogue box
choose to print to Fax, as shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Fig. 4.11 Selecting the Fax Printer.

Press Print to start the Send Fax Wizard which
displays its welcome screen. As usual, you progress
through the various Wizard screens by clicking the
Next button. On the second Wizard screen you are
asked to insert the name of the recipient (there can
be more than one) and their Fax number, as shown
in Fig. 4.12 on the next page.
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Fig. 4.12 The Second Send Fax Wizard Screen.

Alternatively, you could click the Address Book
button, select the Main Identity's Contacts from
the drop -down list, then choose the person you
want to send a Fax to, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The
Address book will be discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 4.13 Selecting a Recipient from the Address Book.
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Pressing the OK button, displays the fourth Wizard
screen, in which you can add more recipients, or
remove a selected one. In the fifth Wizard screen
you can select one cover page template from a
drop -down list, type a few words in the Subject
line box, and your main message in the Note box.
Pressing Next, displays the sixth Wizard screen in
which you can select to send the Fax now or later
when it might be cheaper. All these are self-
explanatory and we will leave it to you to explore.

Clicking the Next button, completes the Send Fax
Wizard by displaying the summary screen, as
shown in Fig. 4.14 below.
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Fig. 4.14 The Last Send Fax Wizard Screen.

Finally, click the Finish
button to activate the Fax
Monitor which rings the
specified number, and
sends the Fax.
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The Fax Console
To see the Fax Console, click start, All Programs,
Accessories, Communications, Fax, then select Fax
Console from the displayed options. The Fax Console,
shown in Fig. 4.15, displays incoming and outgoing Faxes
and allows you to view and manage your Faxes.

f ,fx Console

Fle Ed View Took Help

6 Lit EA [it jet
fey Fax

Lir Incoming

jyJ lnbox

Outbox

Lill Sent Items

For Help, pess Fl y: Ready

Fig. 4.15 The Address Book Screen.

The File menu options allow you to send a Fax (it starts
the Send Fax Wizard) - you can use the information held
in your Address Book, and specify multiple recipients for
the one Fax. You can also receive a Fax now, view, print,
save and mail a copy of it to someone else. While a Fax is
being sent, you can pause or resume its transmission,
restart or delete it. Incoming Faxes are intercepted by
your PC and can be read on screen.

The Edit menu options allow you to select Faxes in
various ways for further operations.

The View menu options allow you to configure what
you see and how you see it on the Fax Console.

The Tools menu options allow you to enter sender
information, create, open, copy or delete personal cover
pages, display the Fax printer's status, start the Fax
Configuration Wizard, or display the Fax Properties.
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The Address Book

The Address Book can be used not only with the Fax
utility, but also with the E-mail utility (to be discussed in
the next chapter). Although Fax numbers are straight-
forward to deal with, e-mail addresses are often quite
complicated and not at all easy to remember. Windows
provides an Address Book in which Fax numbers,
telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses can be gathered
together and used by its various communication utilities.

To access the Address Book, use the start, All
Programs, Accessories menu command, and
select the Address Book option. In Fig. 4.16

below, we show part of an example.
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Fig. 4.16 The Address Book Screen.

Once in the Address Book, you can
manually add a person's details, Fax number
and e-mail address, in the Properties box that
opens when you click the New toolbar icon

and select New Contact, as shown here. Selecting New
Group from this drop -down menu lets you create a
grouping of e-mail addresses, you can then send a Fax or
an e-mail to everyone in the group with one operation.
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The New Contact button lets you add details for a new
person to the Address Book, and the Properties button
lets you edit an existing entry, as shown in Fig. 4..17
below.

l'hil ()Iiuvr tipPi lie
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Street Address:
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Country/Regan:

Web Page:

 Default

http.//

Mey. Map

Alone:

Fax: 01209 123456

Mobile: 14

OK

Fig. 4.17 A Recipient's Properties Screen.

The Home tab screen is used to enter the recipient's
address, telephone and Fax number. You can also enter
similar information for Businesses. Use the Name tab to
enter the name, title, and e-mail address for the recipient.
Transferring information about your contacts (at this
stage, name, Fax number, and e-mail address) will save
you a lot of time in the future. The rest of the information
pertaining to an individual can be entered later as it is
needed, by editing an Address Book entry. Do investigate
the other tab screens by yourself.
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Address Book Help
We will leave it to you to find your way round this very
comprehensive facility. Don't forget that it has its own
Help system that you can use with the Help, Contents
and Index menu command. An example section is shown
open in Fig. 4.18.

b' Address Hook
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Open the Address Bonk

Stang Contact Information
Orgeriang You Addess Book
Finding People by Llsng Derec tory Service

LI song You Address Book vath Other Frog,

Address Book
Help

Introdudng the Address Book
The Address Book provides a convenient
place to store contact information for easy
retrieval by programs such as Microsoft
Outlook Express. It also features access to
Internet directory services, which you can
use to look up people and businesses on
the Internet. You'll find that the following
features help you organize all your contact
information into the most usable form for
you.

Store important information about
the people and groups who are
important to you
With your Address Book, you have a place
to store e-mail addresses, home and work
addresses, phone and fax numbers, digital
IDs, conferencing information, instant
messaging addresses, and personal
information such as birthdays or
anniversaries. You can also store
individual and business Internet
addresses, and link directly to them from
your Address Book. For extra information
that doesn't fit in these categones, there's
a generous section for notes.

Find people and bush, by using
Internet directory services
Directory services are powerful search
tools that enable you to look up names
and addresses on the Internet. The
Address Book supports Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) for using
Internet directory services.

Create groups of contacts for mailing
lists
You can create groups of contacts to make
it easy to send e-mail to a set of people,

Fig. 4.18 The Address Book Help System.

A
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Adding Hardware to your System

Windows XP automates the process of adding hardware
to your system by including a set of software standards
for controlling suitably designed hardware devices.

Plug -and -Play: Windows supports what are known as
Plug -and -Play compatible devices. So, when you buy new
hardware, make sure that it is Plug -and -Play compatible.
Adding such hardware devices to your system is

extremely easy, as Windows takes charge and
automatically controls all its settings so that it fits in with
the rest of the system.

Add New Hardware Wizard: If your new hardware is not
Plug -and -Play compatible all is not lost, as there is a very
powerful Wizard to help you with their installation. Fit
the new hardware before you run the Wizard, as it is just
possible that Windows will recognise the change and be
able to carry out the configuration by itself.

If the new hardware is not recognised, start the Wizard
by double-clicking the Add New Hardware
icon in the Control Panel, shown here, and
follow the instructions. The Wizard searches
your system for anything new, which takes a

few seconds to complete. Then, if the new hardware is not
recognised, a list of the installed hardware is displayed
and you are asked to specify the type of new hardware.

If your new hardware has come with a CD and
Windows asks you, insert it in the CD-ROM drive, as
Windows might need hardware drivers which are usually
supplied by the hardware manufacturer.

Add Hardware
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Adding Software to your PC

Installing Windows applications is very easy with
Windows XP. Place the CD, or the first disc,
with the software on it in its drive, double-click
the Add or Remove Programs icon in the
Control Panel and click the Add New
Programs option button on the left of the

displayed dialogue box, shown here in Fig. 4.19. The disc
drives will be searched and you will be asked to confirm
what you want installed.
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Fig. 4.19 The Add or Remove Programs Dialogue Box.

The Change or Remove Programs option icon only
works for programs on your system that were specially
written for Windows and are listed in the dialogue box
(Fig. 4.19). Using this option removes all trace of the
selected program from your hard disc, although
sometimes the folders are left empty on your hard drive.
These can be removed manually later by using My
Computer to find the main folder in which the software
was originally installed.
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Adding/Removing Windows Features
The Add/Remove Windows Components option icon in
Fig. 4.19, allows you to install or remove specific
Windows components at any time. To install or remove
such features, open the dialogue box, shown in Fig. 4.20,
highlight the group that contains them and click Details.
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Fig. 4.20 The Windows Components Wizard.

This examines your system and lists the components of
the chosen group (Fig.. 4.21). Clicking the box to the left
of an item name will install the selected component, while
any items with their ticks removed, will be uninstalled.
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Fig. 4.21 The Accessories Dialogue Box.
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You will need to have the original Windows XP CD
available, and when you have made the selections you
want, keep clicking OK to carry out the required changes.
It is easy to use up too much hard disc space with
Windows XP features, so keep your eye on the Total disk
space required entry.

Checking your Regional Settings

Most Windows application programs use Windows
settings to determine how they display and handle, time,
date, language, numbers, and currency. It is important that
you ensure your system was correctly set up during the
installation process.

Use the Start, Control Panel option, then
double-click the Regional and Language
Options icon, shown here, to open the tabbed
dialogue box shown in Fig. 4.22 on the next

page.

Make sure the various entries are correct. If not, change
them by clicking the down arrow to the right of an entry
to display a drop -down list and select the most
appropriate country and language in the tabbed pages of
the dialogue box.

If, in the future, you start getting '$' signs, instead of
`£' signs, or commas in numbers where you would expect
periods, check your regional settings and click the
Customize button to change the way currency, time, and
date display. You will have to click the Apply button
before any changes become effective.
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Regional and Language Options
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Fig. 4.22 The Regional Settings Properties Box.

To change the actual time and date of your computer's
clock, double-click the clock displayed at the bottom right
corner of the Windows screen.
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* * *

In chapter 5 and 6 we discuss how to connect to the
Internet and how to send and receive e-mail using
Outlook Express. Chapter 5 covers the basics, while
Chapter 6 delves into e-mail attachments and e-mail
organisation.
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5

E-mail - Outlook Express Basics

To be able to communicate electronically with the rest of
the world, many users will need to connect their PC
through a modem to an active phone line. This is a device
that converts data so that it can be transmitted over the
telephone system. Installing such a modem is quite easy
with Windows XP.

Modem Properties

Before using your modem,
configured. To
do this, double-
click the Phone

and Modem Options
icon in the Control
Panel. Windows will
open the Options
window (Fig. 5.1), with
its Modems tab selected.
Click the Properties
button, then select the
Diagnostics tab and click
the Query Modem
button.

1110
Mow ars]

MAIN
Oird.

check to ensure it is correctly

Phone dad Madam Options

klinj

lalsoav melon we ...abed

Aasival Id

41=2211E1121=1111111111111131111101

I Ammo

i I I

Fig. 5.1 Phone and Modem
Options Window.
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If it displays the word
`success', as shown in
Fig. 5.2, your modem is
working fine. If not,
make sure it is
connected correctly, and
if an external modem
that it is switched on.
Obviously, unless you
can get your computer
to communicate with
your modem, none of
what follows can be
achieved.

=NM
lowooll Modem Do7oson A0orced Onvet

.cdt, t.<.ttsencet

Fold Vim
Hardman ID SERENUM'.iLitt

Comort1 Floodaue

AT0M/1F Sum-est
.G141.1 001.04oND N07 ;UPPOR IED

AT SCLASS, 01 20
8145., 01208

kov..1 to Log V ow by

Fig. 5.2 Your Modem's
Diagnostics.

Microsoft Outlook Express

Windows XP comes with the very powerful mail and
news facility, Outlook Express 6, built into it, which
makes it very easy for you to send and receive e-mail
messages. The program should already have been added
to your PC by Setup (an entry being placed on the start
menu left column. Some users might prefer to have a
shortcut to Outlook Express on their desktop (right -click
it and use the Send To, Desktop command, while others
might prefer to have it placed in the Quick Launch area of
the Task bar (drag it there). The choice is yours!

To start the program, left -click the menu option on the
start menu, shown here, double-click its
icon on the desktop, or click its icon on

the Quick Launch toolbar. Either of these actions displays
the screen shown in Fig. 5.3 on the next page.

SI Outlook Express
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Fig. 5.3 The Outlook Express Opening Screen.

Obviously, to send and receive electronic mail over a
modem, you must make an arrangement with a
commercial server. There are quite a few around now, and
most have Internet options. Try and find one that is free
or can provide you with a reduced rate for local telephone
calls, to minimise your phone bills. Once you have
registered with such a service, you will be provided with
all the necessary information to enter in the Internet
Connection Wizard, so that you can fully exploit all the
available facilities.

Connecting to your Server
To tell Outlook Express how to connect to your server's
facilities, you must complete your personal e-mail
connection details in the Internet Connection Wizard,
which opens when you first attempt to use the Read Mail
facility pointed to in Fig. 5.3.
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If the Wizard does not open, or if you want to change
your connection details, use the Tools, Accounts menu
command, select the mail tab and click the Add button
and select Mail, as shown in the composite screen dump
in Fig. 5.4 below.

Inane.. al

9 ailia soma
;. 9 ;...; Pea.

um... ;

C q."11

.1  om ; 0...Serace

Conn.
r.10,1,0

;

ono
wean, nallt
bao.j  ana %an taleont

I, -

Fig. 5.4 The Internet Accounts Options Screen of Outlook Express.

In the first screen of the Wizard, type your name in the
text box, as shown in Fig. 5.5 below.

Display name No& rant Yr.

Fog example-. John Si

Fig. 5.5 Part of the First Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

We only show the relevant parts of the various Wizard
screens so you know what is expected of you, but
remember to type your own details (not what is shown) in
these Wizard screens, and click the Next button to
progress from one screen to another.
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In the second screen of the Wizard, enter your e-mail
address in the text box, as shown in Fig. 5.6 below.

ackkos: noeekantans corn

For example someone®microsottcom

Fig. 5.6 Part of the Second Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

If you have not organised one yet you could always sign
up for free e-mail with Hotmail, which is a free
browser -based e-mail service owned by Microsoft - we
will discuss this in Chapter 7.

In the third Wizard screen enter your e-mail server
details, as shown for us in Fig. 5.7 below. To complete
some of the details here you may need to ask your
Internet Service Provider (ISP), or system administrator,
for help. The details shown below will obviously only
work for the writer, so please don't try them!

My rg mai server is a FOE 3

Inconsmg mai (POP3, IMAP or I- TIP) saver

pop.prestel co uk

An SMTP server is the server that e used 101 your outgoing a-rrarl

Outgoing mai ISM T PI server

smtp prestel co uli

Fig. 5.7 Part of the Third Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

The next Wizard screen asks for your user name and
password. Both these would have been given to you by
your ISP. Type these in, as shown in Fig. 5.8 on the next
page.
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If you select the Remember password option in this box,
you will not have to enter these details every time you log
on. BUT it may not be wise to do this if your PC is in a
busy office - for security reasons.

Type the account name and password you Intemet service provider has Oven you

Account name: noekan

Password

CI Remember password

If you Internet service provider requires you to use Sews Password Authentication
(SPA) to access you mai account, select the log On Usirg Secure Password
Authentication (SPAT check box

0 Log on using Secure Password Authentication (SPA)

Fig. 5.8 Part of the Fourth Internet Connection Wizard Screen.

Pressing Next, leads to the final Wizard screen informing
you of your success, which completes the procedure, so
click Finish to return to the Internet Accounts tabbed
window, with your new mail account set up as shown for
us in Fig. 5.9 below.

biter owt ALI unfits ,

Mal News Dierbey Service

Account Type Connoxiion

pepseesbetaxac men Idea* Any Available

Ramose

Mopeds: j

Espcst

Cbse

Fig. 5.9 The Internet Mail Accounts Window.
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In the future, selecting the account in this box and
clicking the Properties button will give you access to the
settings sheets (to check, or change, your details).

Once your connection is established, you can click the
Read Mail coloured link, or the Inbox entry in the Folder
List to read your mail. Opening the Inbox for the first
time, will probably display a message from Microsoft,
like that shown in Fig. 5.10.

No. Tools Oftwep 0410

- sw 01 '4
Gnats Mid Reply Mott Finked

74. . .
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 lobo.
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- 9

Inbea

'V cub.
It.",

Q Delotod Items

Alts

contacts -
..loodrm
_0 Paola-tors
jp11101,.

ac,oun,s and Identlbet
 rit141, nesoge support
 Addroa M plc sod dorodetel SMOOS

masSK 0 trwilm

Fig. 5.10 The Inbox Outlook Express Screen.

This shows the default Outlook Express Main window
layout, which consists of a Folders List to the left with a
Contacts list (from the Address Book) below it, a
Message List to the right and a Preview Pane below that.
The list under Folders contains all the active mail folders,
news servers and newsgroups. Clicking on one of these
displays its contents in the Message List. Clicking on a
message opens a Preview of it, while double-clicking on a
message opens the message in its own window.
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Receiving an E-mail

To check your mail, click the Send/Recv toolbar icon
which will display the Dial -up Connection
window shown in Fig. 5.11 below.

a_u

Send/Roof

Clicking the Connect
button, activates your
modem and connects you
to the Internet. If you
have any new messages,
they will be downloaded
from your mailbox to
your hard disc. You can
then double-click on the
connection image on the

extreme right of
the Task bar,
shown here, to
display your

connection Status
window (Fig. 5.12).

Clicking
Disconnect
disconnects

the
button,

your PC
from the Internet so you
can read and process
your mail at your leisure
without still paying for a
telephone connection.

Didl op L riiimiction

11% Seed the service you want to comect
to. and then enter your user move and
password

Corned to

Use name:

Password

my-akiessilernyserver scorn

El Save password

D Corned automatic*

Connect Settings.. Cancel

Fig. 5.11 The Dial -up Connection
Window.
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Natation Crt 01 25

Swett 316 ItIsps

Reserved
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Campeanon 0 k j 0

E non 0

10!" Dvcr-orren

Close

Fig. 5.12 Your Connection's
Status Window.
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Sending a Test E-mail Message
Before explaining in more detail the main features of
Outlook Express we will step through the procedure of
sending a very simple e-mail message. The best way to
test out any unfamiliar e-mail features is to send a test
message to your own e-mail address. This saves wasting

somebody else's time, and the message can be
- very quickly checked to see the results. To

Crab Pld
start, click the Create Mail icon to open the

New Message window, shown in Fig. 5.13 below.

d. fisting nay first a mail

Fi Eh[ Yew Insert F,rmat To.* Me.ssege Help

send

Eti To: 7adckessCrnyserver. .com

glI2 Cc:

4! -
41.7k. Check Attartt Prf,:wItY ilps

a

Sublet!: lIestng my frst trial

a to a Y / u& i=C Kam. - 4111, I

It all is well, this message will be sent as soon as I connect to my ISP Checking for e-mail a
few seconds later I should receive the same message back

Fig. 5.13 Creating a New E-mail.

Type your own e-mail address in the To: field, and a title
for the message in the Subject: field. The text in this
subject field will form a header for the message when it is

received, so it helps to show in a few words what
Lsi the message is about. Type your message and

Send click the Send toolbar icon shown here.

By default, your message is stored in an Outbox folder,
and pressing the Send/Recv toolbar icon will connect to
the Internet and then send it, hopefully straight into your
mailbox.
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When Outlook Express next checks for mail, it will find
the message and download it into the Inbox folder, for
you to read.

The Main Outlook Express Window

After the initial opening window, Outlook Express uses
three other main windows, which we will refer to as: the
Main window which opens next; the Read Message
window for reading your mail; and the New Message
window, to compose your outgoing mail messages.

The Main window consists of a toolbar, a menu, and
five panes with the default display shown in our example
in Fig. 5.10. You can choose different pane layouts, and
customise the toolbar, with the View, Layout menu
command, but we will let you try these for yourself.

The Folders List
The folders pane contains a list of your mail folders, your
news servers and any newsgroups you have subscribed to.
There are always at least five mail folders, as shown in
Fig. 5.14 on the next page. You can add your own with
the File, Folder, New menu command from the Main
window. You can delete added folders with the File,
Folder, Delete command. These operations can also be
carried out after right -clicking a folder in the list. You can
drag messages from the Message list and drop them into
any of the folders, to 'store' them there.
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Note the icons shown below, any new folders you add
will have the same icon as that of the first added folder.

x
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Fig. 5.14 The Local Folders Pane.

The Contacts Pane
This pane simply lists the contacts held in your Address
Book. Double-clicking on an entry in this list opens a
New Message window with the message already
addressed to that person.

The Message List
When you select a folder, by clicking it in the Folders list,
the Message list shows the contents of that folder. Brief
details of each message are displayed on one line, as
shown in Fig. 5.15.

! Q P From

n Nod Ka tars, Testing my fret

Reastred

6/1C/2004 13745

Fig. 5.15 Received Messages in Ascending Date Order.
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The first column shows the message priority, if any, the
second whether the message has an attachment, and the
third whether the message has been 'flagged'. All of these
are indicated by icons on the message line. The 'From'
column shows the message status icon (see Fig. 5.17) and
the name of the sender, 'Subject' shows the title of each
mail message, and 'Received' shows the date it reached
you. You can control what columns display in this pane
with the View, Columns menu command.

To sort a list of messages, you can click the mouse
pointer in the title of the column you want the list sorted
on, clicking it again will sort it in reverse order. The
sorted column is shown with a triangle mark, as shown in
Fig. 5.16 below.

From Subject Received .7

L.-) Noel Kantans Testing my first e-mai 6/10/2004 1145

Fig. 5.16 Received Messages in Descending Date Order.

This shows the received messages sorted by date, with the
most recently received message appearing at the top. This
is our preferred method of display.

The Preview Pane
When you select a message in the Message list, by
clicking it once, it is displayed in the Preview pane, which
takes up the rest of the window. This lets you read the
first few lines to see if the message is worth bothering
with. If so, double-clicking the header, in the Message
list, will open the message in the Read Message window,
as shown later in the chapter.
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You could use the Preview pane to read all your mail,
especially if your messages are all on the short side, but it
is easier to process them from the Read Message window.

Message Status Icons

This Indicates this
icon

The message has one or more files attached.

The message has been marked high pnonty by the sender.

The message has been marked low pnority by the sender.

The message has been read. The message heading appears in light type.

The message has not been read. The message head ng appears in bold type.

The message has been replied to.

The message has been forwarded.j The message is in progress 1-1 the Drafts folder.

tyd The message is digitally signed and unopened.

yi The message is encrypted and unopened.

The message is digitally signed, encrypted and unopened.

The message is digitally signed and has been opened.

The message is encrypted and has been opened.

The message is digitally signed and encrypted, and has been opened.

The message has responses that are collapsed. Click the icon to show all th.'
responses (expand the conversation).
The message and all of its responses are expanded. Click the icon to hide a
the responses (collapse the conversation).
The unread message header is on ari IMAP server.

n The opened message is marked for deletion on an IMAP server.

The message is flagged.

The IMAP message is marked to be downloaded.

The IMAP message and al conversations are marked to be downloaded.

4 The individual IMAP message (without conversations) is marked to be
downloaded.

Fig. 5.17. Table of Message Status Icons.
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The Main Window Toolbar
Selecting any one of the local folders displays the
following buttons on Outlook's toolbar.

l)j
Create Mal

ft°
Reply

ge#
Reply All

Wi
Forward

Print

X
Delete

Send/Recv

Opens the New Message window for
creating a new mail message, with the To:
field blank.

Opens the New Message window for
replying to the current mail message, with
the To: field pre -addressed to the original
sender. The original Subject field is
prefixed with Re:.

Opens the New Message window for
replying to the current mail message, with
the To: field pre -addressed to all that
received copies of the original message.
The original Subject field is prefixed with
Re:.

Opens the New Message window for
forwarding the current mail message. The
To: field is blank. The original Subject
field is prefixed with Fw:.

Prints the selected message.

Deletes the currently selected message and
places it in the Deleted Items folder.

Connects to the mailbox server and
downloads waiting messages, which it
places in the Inbox folder. Sends any
messages waiting in the Outbox folder.
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Addresses

41 -
Fond

Opens the Address Book.

Finds a message or an e-mail address using
Find People facilities of the Address Book.

The Read Message Window

If you double-click a message in the Message list of the
Main window the Read Message window is opened, as
shown in Fig. 5.18 below.

r.i I .11,..

Fle Edit Nov To* Message Help

fri al 44 X 0 0
Reply Reply Al Forward Ar t WA Addresses

Front Microsoft Outlook Express Team

016a 06 October 2001 11.56

Tee New -Xdook Express User

Select Welcome to Outlook Express 6

7;7;1
lite solution fcr s R your messaging need

Featuring
 E mao
 multiple accounts and Identi Jet
 HTML message support
 Address Book and directory services
 °thine synchronization
 Improved Inbox rules

More Information

For the most current Outlook Exp-ess information, go to
the Help menu, and then click Read Me.

- :x

niait
Nelnell
Tired of sharing y sur e-
mail account with others
in your household?

..
Then read your mail from
any place on earth. :;ick

i/k right now,

Infelleat

Fig. 5.18 The Read Message Window.

This is the best window to read your mail in. It has its
own menu system and toolbar, which lets you rapidly
process and move between the messages in a folder.
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The Read Message Toolbar
This window has its own toolbar, but only two icons are
different from those in the Main window.

Previous - Displays the previous mail
Preytous message in the Read Message window.

Next - Displays the next mail message in
Next the Read Message window.

These buttons appear depressed if there are no previous or
further messages.

Signing your E-mail
You create a signature from the Main window using the
Tools, Options command which opens the Options
dialogue box shown in Fig. 5.19 when its Signature tab is
selected and the New button is clicked.

Genoa Read Recepts 1, Send Compose

Sionatiser Security Correction terantenarce

Signature Wangs ;

.614 El Add oinaluies to d outgong messages

0 Don't add signatures to Replies and Ft:reads

Signature

Si:nature pt Detail :geese

Et Spann
® Ted Noel Kedee

my-addiesseeorrenrer corn

0 Fie ;

New

Remove

Rowe

Advanced

OK Cancel

Fig. 5.19 The Tools Options Window.
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You could choose to Add signatures to all outgoing
messages which is preferable, or you could leave this
option blank and use the Insert, Signature command
from the New Message window menu system.

The New Message Window

This is the window, shown in Fig. 5.20, that you will use
to create any messages you want to send electronically
from Outlook Express. It is important to understand its
features, so that you can get the most out of it.

Flle EcIt New Insert Forrest

-a4 d't
Sind

Tool Mese". ree,

6e) Si ''*. I
Milo }wit Attach

.t .
Maly Scr

IP

4 ,-ir -la
&t rig only

Ns To fey-address/Payee/ye com

MCC I

%6O& IA

aro& :F. Li ¢ V Eei -.GM
now test MIS$4911

MI V to..
This message is another test

Noel Kantans
rnraddressamvserrer corn

Fig. 5.20 The New Message Window.

As we saw, this window can be opened by using the
Create Mail toolbar icon from the Main window, as well
as the Message, New Message menu command. From
other windows you can also use the Message, New
Message command, or the Ctrl+N keyboard shortcut.
The newly opened window has its own menu system and
toolbar, which let you rapidly prepare (you don't need to
be connected to the Internet for that), and send your new
e-mail messages after connecting to the Internet.
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Using Message Stationery
Another Outlook Express feature is that it
lets you send your messages on
pre -formatted stationery for added effect.

To access these, click the down arrow
next to the Create Mail button in the
Main window and either select from the 1
to 7 list, as shown here, or use the Select
Stationery command to open a box with
many more stationery types on offer.

aletel

I Sultan'
2 Masse

3 Oear Day

4 Neve
5 Qrus Rads
6 Blank

7 Leaves

Select Stab:nary...

No Stet onery

Web Papa...

Fig. 5.21 Using
Stationery.

The New Message Toolbar
The icons on the New Message toolbar window have the
following functions:

Send Message - Sends message, either to the
Send

recipient, or to the Outbox folder.

Cut - Cuts selected text to the Windows
clipboard.

Copy - Copies selected text to the Windows
Copy

clipboard.

iS Paste - Pastes the contents of the Windows
Paste

clipboard into the current message.

Undo - Undoes the last editing action.
Undo

Check Names - Checks that names match
your entries in the address book, or are inCheck

correct e-mail address format.

X
Cut
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Spelling - Checks the spelling of the current
message before it is sent, but is only available
if you have Word, Excel, or PowerPoint.

Attach File - Opens the Insert Attachment
""d'window for you to select a file to be attached

to the current message.

4! . Set Priority - Sets the message priority as
" high or low, to indicate its importance to the

recipient.

Digitally sign message - Adds a digital
signature to the message to confirm to the
recipient that it is from you.

Encrypt message - Encodes the message so
that only the recipient can read it.

Work Offline connection to the
OffOne Internet so that you can process your mail

offline. The button then changes to Work
Online.

Message Formatting
Outlook Express provides quite sophisticated formatting
options for an e-mail editor from both the Format menu

and toolbar. These only work if you
I"'Welke prepare the message in HTML format,

Pegeot) as used in Web documents. You can
Increase Intact set this to be your default mail
Decrease Indent

Badgand sending format using the Send tab in
Encodng the Tools, Options box.

 Arch Text (M174.)

Main Text

Apr* Stationery

to Send Actures with Message Fig. 5.22 The Format Sub -menu.
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To use the format for the current message only, select
Rich Text (HTML) from the Format menu, as we have
done here. If Plain Text is selected, the black dot will be
placed against this option on the menu, and the formatting
features will not then be available.

The Format toolbar shown in Fig. 5.23 below is added
to the New Message window when you are in HTML
mode and all the Format menu options are then made
active.

lo v I 11 6. iE - 4611-

Fig. 5.23 The Format Toolbar.

As all the formatting features are self-explanatory, we
will not delve into them here - most of these are quite
well demonstrated in Microsoft's opening message to
you. You should be able to prepare some very easily
readable e-mail messages with these features, but
remember that not everyone will be able to read the work
in the way that you spent hours creating. Only e-mail
programs that support MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions) can read HTML formatting. When your
recipient's e-mail program does not read HTML, and
many people choose not to, the message appears as plain
text with an HTML file attached.

Note: At the risk of being called boring we think it is
usually better to stick to plain text without the selection of
any message stationery; not only can everyone read it, but
it is much quicker to transmit and deal with.
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Replying to a Message

When you receive an e-mail message that you want to
reply to, Outlook Express makes it very easy to do. The
reply address and the new message subject fields are both
added automatically for you. Also, by default, the original
message is quoted in the reply window for you to edit as
required.

With the message you want to reply to still open, click
the Reply to Sender toolbar icon to open the
New Message window and the message you are

RePlY

replying to will, by default, be placed under the
insertion point.

With long messages, you should not leave all of the
original text in your reply. This can be bad practice,
which rapidly makes new and time
consuming to download. You should usually edit the
quoted text, so that it is obvious what you are referring to.
A few lines may be enough.

Removing Deleted Messages

Whenever you delete a message it is actually moved to
the Deleted Items folder. If ignored, this folder gets
bigger and bigger over time, so you need to check it
frequently and manually re -delete messages you are sure
you will not need again.
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Fig. 5.24 Cleaning up Messages.

* * *

If you are confident
that you will not need
this safety net, you can
opt to Empty
messages from the
`Deleted Items'
folder on exit in the
Maintenance tab
settings of the Tools,
Options box, opened
from the Main
window, as shown in
Fig. 5.24.

In the next chapter we discuss how to send a picture or a
word processed document as an attachment to an e-mail,
how to organise your e-mail folders and how to print an
e-mail.
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Using E-mail Attachments

If you want to include an attachment to your main e-mail
message, you simply click the Attach toolbar button in
the New Message window, as shown in Fig. 6.1 below.

lir I $1,11 11.1,0

Fle Eck Now Insert Format Teals Message Help

CIO 19 Si 4!
Send Undo Check Soellrc Mph Priority 019ine

In To: Imy-okressePrnyserve, can

go Cc:

Schlott: if -mad 4$ ettadvnent

v Io v  I utf, E a

This is a test to demonstrate e-mail alachments

Noel Kantans
my-address@myserver corn

Fig. 6.1 Adding an Attachment to an E-mail.

This opens the Insert Attachment dialogue box, shown in
Fig. 6.2 on the next page, for you to select the file, or
files, you want to go with your message.
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Insert Attachment

Look e Picture;

Agistri )pg

Fie name Autumn ipg

Fies of type An Files i"

Make Shortcut to this fie

Ascent ipg

v '

Fig. 6.2 The Insert Attachment Dialogue Box.

In Outlook Express the attached files are placed below the
Subject text box. In Fig. 6.3 we show two attachments
with their distinctive icons that tell the recipient what
each file is; a Word (.doc) document file and a graphics
(.jpg) file in this case.

f With attachment Pl5.1511
Fie Edt VAA Insert sonnet roots Message Help

:ft;
Send Check Spank Mtach Marty Skpn Encrypt

TO: ;11y-addressOMSe,',", CO.

al cc:
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Attach. CAcktess doc (23.0 KB) AdAtittenntpg(04.7KE01

This is a test to demonstrate e-mail attachments

Noel Kant arts
my-addresvarnyservet corn

A

Fig. 6.3 Adding an Attachment to an E-mail.
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It is only polite to include in your e-mail a short
description of what the attachments are, and which
applications were used to create them; it will help the
recipient to decipher them.

Clicking the Send icon on the toolbar, puts each e-mail
(with its attachments, if any) in Outlook's
Outbox folder. Next time you click the

Send
S end/Recv toolbar icon, Outlook Express
connects to your ISP and sends all the e -mails

stored in it.

Sending an E-mail to the Drafts Folder
If you decide that your e-mail is not complete yet and
further changes are needed before sending it, click the
Outbox folder, select its header line in the Message List
and with the left mouse button depressed 'drag' it to the
Drafts folder in the Folders List, as shown in Fig. 6.4.

Outbox Outlook Express

F le Meet look Message Melp

te.

Create M.

Folders

tla Outlook Express

- ft) Local Folders

lb lobos

Outboi

Sert Reins

cd Deleted Items

*411111

Fig. 6.4 Sending an E-mail to the Drafts Folder.

To edit an e-mail waiting in the Drafts folder, click the
folder, then double-click the e-mail to open it in its own
window, edit it, and click the Send icon on the toolbar.
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Receiving Attachments with an E-mail
To demonstrate what happens when you receive an e-mail
with attachments, we have sent the above e-mail to our
ISP, then a minute or so later we received it back, as
shown in Fig. 6.5 below.
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Fig. 6.5 A Received E-mail with Attachments.

Fig. 6.6 E-mail
Attachments.

Note that the received e-mail
shows the graphics (.jpg) file
open at the bottom of the
Preview pane, but there is no
indication of any other
attachments. To find out how
many attachments were included
with the received e-mail,
left -click the Attach (paper clip)
icon pointed to in Fig. 6.6 to
display all of them.
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Left -clicking a graphics
(.jpg) file opens it in the
Photo Editor, while left -
clicking the document
file opens the Warning
box shown in Fig. 6.7.
Each attached file can

x

01°P:rel esildreem.P4

Sae Ida Wm** te Omni tocan metal Moms or
limortat that Deorat comae,. Ws to be atter

Iron tortmeth. tome.
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0C90, I
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be opened in situ
saved to disc

or
by

Inc" 1 und

Fig. 6.7 The Open Attachment
selecting Open it or Warning Window.
Save it to disk.

Organising your Messages

Probably most of the e-mail messages you get you will
delete once you have dealt with them. Some however you
may well need to keep for future reference. After a few
weeks it can be surprising how many of these messages
can accumulate. If you don't do something with them
they seem to take over and slow the whole process down.
That is the reason for the Folders List.

As we saw earlier you can open folders in this area,
and can move and copy messages from one folder into
another. You can

folders
Outkx* Express

Local Folders

ttl Irbox

gs Outbox

cra Sent Items

Q Deleted Items

x

Fig. 6.8 Moving a
Message.

move messages by highlighting their
header line in the Message List and
dragging them into another folder.
The copy procedure is the same,
except you must also have the Ctrl
key depressed through the dragging
procedure. You can tell that
copying is taking place by the
`+' on the mouse pointer.

Lk]
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The System Folders
Outlook Express has five folders which it always keeps
intact and will not let you delete. Some of these we have
met already.

The Inbox folder holds all incoming messages; you
should delete or move them from this folder as
soon as you have read them. Messages in the Inbox
folder can be moved or copied into any other folder
except the Outbox folder.

The Outbox folder holds messages that have been
prepared but not yet transmitted. As soon as the
messages are sent they are automatically removed
to the Sent Items folder. Messages in the Outbox
folder can be moved or copied into any of the other
folders.

The Sent Items folder holds messages that have
been transmitted. You can then decide whether to
`file' your copies of these messages, or whether to
delete them. Messages in the Sent Items folder can
be moved or copied into any of the other folders
except the Outbox folder.

The Deleted Items folder holds messages that have
been deleted and placed in there as a safety feature.
Messages in the Deleted Items folder can be
moved or copied into any of the other folders,
except the Outbox folder.

The Drafts folder is used to hold a message you
closed down without sending - the program will
ask you whether to save such a message in this
folder. Messages in the Drafts folder cannot be
moved or copied into any of the other folders.
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As we have seen earlier, to transmit a message held in the
Drafts folder, double-click its header line in the Message
List to open it in its own window, edit it, then click the
Send icon on the toolbar to transfer it into the Outbox
folder.

To create additional folders, highlight the folder under
which you want to create a sub -folder - here we have
chosen to create a sub -folder under Local Folders.
Right -clicking the selected folder and choosing the New

Folder option from the drop -
down shortcut menu, as
shown in Fig. 6.9, displays
the Create Folder dialogue
box shown in Fig. 6.10
below.

Next, type an appropriate
name for the new folder and
click the OK button to add
the newly created folder to
the Local Folders list.

Folders

1;1 Curio* Express

EMI
Inbom OPin

c* Rnd

Vir Sent Ite

Delisted

cla Drafts
111111111111111.11

Fig. 6.9 Creating a New
Folder.
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0 Out Express
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Outbox

Sent nem
4 0/ Deleted Items

la Drafts

Fig. 6.10 The New Folder Dialogue Box.
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Spell Checking your Messages

Just because e-mail messages are a quick way of getting
in touch with friends and family, there is no reason why
they should be full of spelling mistakes. Some people do
not seem to read their work before clicking the 'Send'
button. With Outlook Express this should be a thing of the
past, as the program is linked to the spell checker that
comes with other Microsoft programs. If you do not have
any of these, the option will be greyed out, meaning that it
is not available.

To try it out, prepare a message in the New Message
window, but make an obvious spelling mistake, maybe
like ours below. Pressing the Spelling toolbar button, the
F7 function key, or using the Tools, Spelling menu
command, reveals the drop -down sub -menu shown below
in Fig. 6.11.

111-- resting the Jpettchecket

Sand Cut Copy Paste Undo Check Seeley Attach Pretty fmanit
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Noel Kantans
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Not In EilchonteY nil

Change To:
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Add

Ignore Al
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Fig. 6.11 Using the Spell Checker.
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Any words not recognised by the checker will be flagged
up as shown. If you are happy with the word just click
one of the Ignore buttons, if not, you can type a
correction in the Change To: field, or accept one of the
Suggestions:, and then click the Change button. With us
the Options button always seemed 'greyed out', but you
can get some control over the spell checker on the settings
sheet opened from the main Outlook Express menu with
the Tools, Options command, and then clicking the
Spelling tab.

The available options, as shown in Fig. 6.12, are self-
explanatory so we will not dwell on them. If you want
every message to be checked before it is sent, select the
Always check spelling before sending option.

X

Aenetat Fecept: Send Compose Stgnatunss

SOnIng Sect" Ccnnechon Mariethence

Settngs

Akwats check toeing beim cendsng

Suggest ,epacenvenis he ma:paled words

When checkmg 'peeing. raw sys grime

nby  Wads n UPPERCASE

 Wads nth nun ten

The anal test n a reply a lowed

'Memel Adctesies

Language

111
Encash Rinsed kngdorst

OK

Edit custom &tonna

AP*

Fig. 6.12 The Options Spelling Dialogue Box.

You could also choose to have the Spell Checker ignore
Words with numbers, before clicking the Apply button.
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Connection at Start-up

While you are looking at the program settings, open the
Tools, Options, Connection tabbed sheet, shown in

Fig. 6.13 below.

Options

General Read Receipts
Send COrnpo Signarun

Spelling Security Connection M"witenance

Dial up

Ask before switching dial up connections

11 Hang up alter sending and receiving

Internet Connection Settings

Outlook Express shares you Internet Connection .:etiings ,,oh Interns
Explorer

Click the Change button to modify these settings r Change

OK Cancel

Fig. 6.13 The Options Connection Dialogue Box.

This gives you some control of what happens when you
open Outlook Express, depending on your connection
settings for Internet Explorer. If you have a modem
connection to the Internet, it can be annoying when a
program goes into dial -up mode unexpectedly. To look at
these settings, click the Change button which displays the
dialogue box in Fig. 6.14 shown on the next page.
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Internet Properties .

General Security Privacy Content Connection= Rog' ants Advanced

 . To set up an Inter-iet connection, click
gSetup.

Dial.up and Virtual Piuvate Notwoik setting;

Choose Settrigs if you need to configure a proxy
server for a connection.

Local Aiea Netiroctil, ILA/4) ;rungs

LAN Settings do not apt*, to dial -up connections.
Choose Settrup above for dial -up settings.

OK

Setup

(LAN Settings j

Cancel

Fig. 6.14 The iv emet Properties Dialogue

Next, select the Never dial a connection option so that
you only 'go on line' (as long as you have not chosen to

Work Offline from the File menu option), when

s.vp. you click the Send/Recv toolbar icon shown
here. If you have more than one Internet

connection, the down arrow to the right of the icon leis
you select which one to use.

If, on the other hand, you have a permanent Internet
connection, you might like to deselect the Never dial a
connection option.
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Printing your Messages

Outlook Express lets you print e-mail messages to paper,
but it does not give you any
control over the page settings
it uses. You can, however,
alter the font size of your
printed output as it depends on
the font size you set for
viewing your messages. As
shown here, you have five
`relative' size options
available from the View, Text Refresh F5

Size menu command.

When you are ready to print
a message in the Read Message window, use the Ctrl+P
key combination, or the File, Print menu command, to
open the Print dialogue box shown in Fig. 6.16 with its
General tab selected.
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Fig. 6.15 The View Menu.
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Fig. 6.16 The Print Dialogue Box.
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Make sure the correct printer, Page Range, and Number
of copies you want are selected, then click Print.
You can also start the printing procedure by

Prit clicking the Print toolbar icon shown here.

If the message has Web page links on it, there are two
useful features in the Options tab of the Print dialogue
box shown in Fig. 6.16. These are:

The Print all linked documents option, which
when checked not only prints the message, but also
all the Web pages linked to it.

The Print table of links option, which when
checked, gives a hard copy listing of the URL
addresses of all the links present in the page.

Using Message Rules

These days we seem to be in a situation of receiving
e-mail messages from sources we do not want to hear
from - known as junk mail. If you have this problem also,
use the Message Rules menu option to filter your
incoming messages. Unwanted ones can be placed in your
Deleted Items folder straight away. It can also be useful
for sorting incoming messages and automatically
directing them to their correct folders.

To open this feature, which is shown in Fig. 6.17 on
the next page, use the Tools, Message Rules, Mail menu
command and select the criteria you want your incoming
messages to be processed by.
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Select you Conditions and Actions first, then specify the 'values n the Desoptifin

1. Select the Concilions tor you rule:

 Where the FIOM Ise contarn people
 Where the Subpct Yne contains speak words

 Where the manage body =tarn specific words
 Where the To fne contemn people

2 Select the Actions for your ruler

 Move it to the specked folder
 Copy It to the specked toldet

 Forward it to people

Delete it

3. Rule Doscoption lack an an unduktod VIII to odt 4

Apply the rule after the message arrives
Where the Subtect be Contains soonfrds
Delete g

4. Nerved the rule

New Mad Rule 41

OK Cancel

Fig. 6.17 Creating Message Rules, Box 1.

In the first box, shown in Fig. 6.17 above, you select the
conditions for the new rule. In box 2 you control what
actions are taken, and the new rule itself is automatically
`built' for you in box 3. If you use this feature much you
will probably want to name each of your rules in box 4.

In Fig. 6.18 on the next page, we have set to intercept
and delete messages which contain certain words in their
Subject Lines. To complete the rule we clicked on the
`contains specific words' link and filled in the following
dialogue box, clicking the Add button after each phrase.
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Type Specific Words

Type specific words or aphis's, and *lc Add

special offer

Week

Where the Subject line :ontains

'sex'

01 101 sale'

017-1

[ O pion

Cancel

Fig. 6.18 Entering Words to Act Upon.

When finished clicking on OK twice opens the Message
Rules dialogue box shown in Fig. 6.19 below.

Message Rules Ii110
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Fig. 6.19 The Message Rules Box.
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In this box you can control your rules. You can set
multiple rules for incoming messages and control the sort
priority for the list. The higher up a multiple list a
condition is the higher will be its priority.

If an incoming message matches more than one rule,
then it is sorted according to the first rule it matches in
your list.

The Blocked Senders List
With Outlook Express there is a very easy way to prevent
messages from a problem source ever disturbing your
peace again. When you first receive a problem message,
select it in the Messages List and action the Message,
Block Sender menu command, as we did in the example

Fig. 6.20 Blocking Messages from a Single Source.

This can be a very powerful tool, but be careful how you
use it. If you are not, you may block messages that you
really would rather have received!
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The Message, Create Rule from Message menu
command is a quick way to start the New Rule process,
as the details of the currently selected message are
automatically placed in the New Mail Rule box for you.

People that send mass junk mailings often buy lists of
e-mail addresses and once you are on a list you can be
sure that your mailbox will never be empty again! With
these tools at your disposal you should only ever receive
`junk mail' once from any particular source.

The Address Book in Outlook Express

As we have seen in Chapter 4, the Address Book is a
useful utility for keeping information about your contacts.
The same Address book is used by Outlook Express to
refer to the same contacts and their e-mail addresses
which are often quite complicated and not at all easy to

remember. The Address Book can be accessed
:=.t\ by clicking the menu icon with the same name.

Adcfresses In Fig. 6.21 below, we show part of an example.
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Busmen:
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0129 32132

Fig. 6.21 The Address Book Screen.
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Once in the Address Book, you can manually add a
person's full details and e-mail address, in
the Properties box that opens when you
click the New toolbar icon and select New
Contact, as shown here. Selecting New
Group from this drop -down menu lets

you create a grouping of e-mail addresses, you can then
send mail to everyone in the group with one operation.

New

New GIIMIlirlIFilloup

New Felder...

To send a new message to anyone listed in
your Address Book, open a New Message
window and use the Tools, Select Recipients
command, or click on any of the To: or Cc:
icons shown here on the left.

In the Select Recipients box which is shown opened in
Fig. 6.22, you can select a person's name and click either
the To:-> button to place it in the To: field of your
message, the Cc:-> button to place it in the Cc: field, or
the Bcc:-> button to place it in the Bcc: field.

\PI, 1:1,4 11.11.10: X

Type mine or select how 1st:

Shared Contacts

Noma To: ->

Noel Tentatts

Oireer

New Contact Propertses

Message recipients:

OK Carve

Fig. 6.22 The Select Recipients Screen.
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Fig. 6.24 Adding a Sender to
the Address Book.

The Properties button lets you edit an existing entry, and
the New Contact button lets you add details for a new
person to the Address Book, as shown in Fig. 6.23 below.

Jane Goodfellow Properties

Name Home filuoness Personal Other NetMeeting Digital IDs

Enter name and e-mail int ormabor, about the contact here,

First lane Middle Last Goodtellc.,

T,t1.

E -Mail Addresses.

[splay .ane :rood ellow v NKIu-and

lare_9oodherk wig.hotmall ror,,

 Send CAA using Pen text is*

Add

OK Cancel

Fig. 6.23 A Recipient's Properties Screen.

Clicking the OK button adds
the new contact to your
address book. To add the
e-mail address of a newly
received message to your
Address Book, highlight the
header line in the Message
List and use the Tools, Add
Sender to the Address Book
menu command, as shown in
Fig. 6.24.
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Outlook Express Help

Outlook Express has a built-in Help system, which is
accessed with the Help, Contents and Index menu
command, or the Fl function key. These open a Windows
type Help window, as shown in Fig. 6.25 below.

X

Options Web Help

Gettng slated 4110131ga Espies:
Readng E-mail Messages

Dean° and Sending &mad Messages
Viewing and Poem to Newsmen
Marsaseig Loge Nantes of Messages

Working Offfne

Tcis end Ticks
Tioubleshootrg
Accessibility

Address Book

................. ......... .................

Introdudng Outlook Express
Microsoft Outlook Express puts the world of online
communication on your desktop. Whether you went to
exchange e-mail with colleagues and &lends or Join
newsgroups to trade ideas and information, the tools you need
are here.

Manage multiple e-mail and newsgroup accounts
If you have several e-mail or newsgroup accounts, you can
work with all of them within one window. You can also create
multiple users, or identities, for the same computer. Each
identity has unique e-mail folders and an individual Address
Book. Multiple identities make it easy for you to keep work e-
mail separate from personal e-mail, cad also to keep
individual users' e-mail separated.

Fig. 6.25 The Outlook Express Help System.

We strongly recommend that you work your way through
all the items listed in the Contents tabbed section.
Clicking on a closed book icon will open it and display a
listing of its contents. Double-clicking on a list item will
then open a window with a few lines of Help information.

Another way of browsing the Help system is to click
the Index tab and work your way through the alphabetic
listing. The Search tab, on the other hand, opens a search
facility you can use by typing your query in the Type in
the keyword to find text field and clicking the List
Topics button, then selecting one of the topics found and
clicking Display to open Help information on it.
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7

Using the Internet Explorer

To start the Internet Explorer, either click start, All
Programs, and select Internet Explorer from the

cascade menu, or click its icon on the Quick Launch
area of the Task bar. Clicking either of these opens

the browser. The first time you do this, and if you haven't
already carried out the procedure of connecting to the
Internet described in Chapter 5, it will probably start the
New Connection Wizard, which steps you through the
process of establishing your link to the Internet.

New Connection Wizard

Network Connectron Type
What do you want to do'

® Connect to the Internet
Connect to the Internet so to_ can browse the Web and read stoat

o Connect to the network ac rey workplace
Corned to a bustles: networ: (using d orVPN I so you can work horn home,
a held office or another b, alma

' Set up a hone or mall oFice network
Con,e. t an among hone a small othce network or set up a new one

0 Set up an advanced cenrection
Connect drrecdy to anothe ccrnputer usmg your sena, parallel, or rased port, or
set tp thr: corrputer so thee oiler computers can connect to

< Bock r can-T-1.1

Fig. 7.1 The New Connection Wizard.
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This Wizard can make the process of setting up your
i'nternet connection quite painless. You can open it at any
time with the Tools, Internet Options menu command
by clicking the Setup button on the Connections tabbed
sheet. However, before starting this operation be sure to
find out from your Internet Service Provider (ISP), or
your system administrator, exactly what settings you will
need to enter. Obviously how you complete the various
options will depend on your particular system and
circumstances.

After all this, and if all is well, you get your first look
at the Internet Explorer browser. You may get an opening
screen which may look something like that shown in
Fig. 7.2., but what actually appears will depend on
Microsoft, or your ISP, and will also change very often.
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Fig. 7.2 A Typical First Opening Screen.
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Note that when the Explorer is actually downloading data
from the network, the Status Indicator on the right of the
- menu bar, and shown here, gives an active display

I and the status bar gives an indication of what is
actually happening.

The default opening screen shown In Fig. 7.2 is that of
msn.co.uk, a portal service provided by Microsoft. You
can control what Web page is displayed when you start
Explorer (called your home page), in the General settings
sheet opened with the Tools, Internet Options menu
command. Select Use Current to make any currently
open page your home page, or Use Blank to show a clear
window whenever you start up Explorer. The Use Default
option lets you start up in msn.co.uk again.

Your PC Settings

Before we go any further, a few words on screen display
resolutions may be useful. Your computer may well have
started life set to a screen resolution of 800 x 600 pixels.
It then displays a screen of 800 pixels wide and 600
pixels high on the monitor. The bigger the monitor you
have, the bigger the screen resolution you can use, as
everything gets smaller as the resolution goes up.

For Web browsing you want as large a resolution as
you can get so that you can fit more on the screen. Web
pages are almost always too large to fit on one screen. We
recommend using a resolution of 800 x 600 if you have a
14" or 15" monitor, and a resolution of 1024 x 768 for 17"
and larger monitors. We have already discussed how to
change the screen setting in Chapter 4.
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Searching the Web

There are many millions of Web pages to look at on the
Web, so where do we start? You may have started already
from the opening page, but there is one UK institution
that we all know, and don't particularly love; `DVLA' the
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency. There is a lot of
information on their Web site, so let's take a quick look.

Start Explorer, if it is not already going, log onto the
Internet, and click the Search button, shown here, which

is on the button bar known as the toolbar. This
P Search opens the Search of the
Explorer window, which
should be similar to the
one shown in Fig. 7.3.
Next, type `DVLA' in
the text box, and click
the Search button to
`Start Searching' the
Web.

In our case, this
displayed several links to
pages on the DVLA site,
as shown on the left
panel in Fig. 7.4 on the
next page.

Explorer uses various search engines so your search
may not use msn Search, but another one. The msn
Search utility is just one of many search `engines'
available for finding your way round the Web. Hopefully
the results will be similar.

panel on the left

Search

4 Nr. Custom*

Choose a categoty to you seach

® Find a Web page

o Remus sesches

Frd appo

Frd a Web per cater."
DVLA

8.0.41 to you by NISN Seams

Sesch ra Oho items

E.13 -as

x

Fig. 7.3 The Search Bar.
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Clicking the `DVLA - Rates of Vehicle Excise Duty' link
displays the right panel in Fig. 7.4, and from there you
can choose other links that might be of interest to you. Do
bear in mind that this and subsequent screens of this Web
site might be different by the time you access them.
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Fig. 7.4 Using the Search Bar.

The first link 'Private/Light Goods Vehicles registered
before 1st March 2001' looks interesting, so click it to
display the page holding the relevant information. In
Fig. 7.5 the result is displayed with the 'Search' panel
closed (click the X button), so as to maximise what can be
seen on the screen. In this case we found that the engine
capacity threshold for the lower taxation is 1549 cc. This
is 50 cc more than we thought the figure was before
carrying out this search, and the good news is that you
can claim a rebate if your car meets the regulations!
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Fig. 7.5 Following Links Between Web Pages.

Other links will take you to different parts of the Web site
and if you want information on renewing your licence,
this is a very useful site indeed. You can even download
different types of forms, such as licence renewal forms,
vehicle registration forms, etc. That's the beauty of the
Internet, once you find your way around you can get
almost any up-to-date information you need without
moving from your desk.
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The Address Bar

If we had known the URL address of the site we wanted,
www.dvla.gov.uk in our case, we could have typed it
straight into the Explorer Address bar, as shown below.

Address www.dvla.gow.uk

Fig. 7.6 Using the Address Bar.

This will open the Web page shown in Fig. 7.7 when the
Enter key on the keyboard is pressed, or the Go button
(on the right of the bar) !s clicked.
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Fig. 7.7 The Welcome Page of DVLA.
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The Address bar is the main way of opening new Web
pages. If you are not connected to the Internet when you
click the Go button, the program will start the connection
procedure. A pull -down menu, opened by clicking the
down-arrow at the right of the field, lets you choose from
the most recent locations you have typed here, which can
save both effort and errors.

Again try moving the mouse pointer around the screen.
When it passes over some of the screen items it changes
to a hand, as shown in Fig. 7.7. What that means is that
each of these underlined text areas (or could be graphics)
is actually a link to another Web page. The status bar, at
the bottom of the screen, shows the URL address of the
link pointed to, and the banner that opens next to the
pointer describes the function of the link. Clicking any of
these links on the page will open another page, which
may well contain more links. We will leave it to you to
explore these sites further. You may find some interesting
information.

The Standard Toolbar

As we have discussed earlier in this book, Windows
applications are now fully equipped with a toolbar option,
and Internet Explorer is no exception. It contains a series
of buttons that you can click with your mouse pointer to
quickly carry out a program function.

.22.-1 s'; ter'Back Forward Stop Refresh Home Search FarnessHeck. History Mal Print

Fig. 7.8 The Default Standard Toolbar.
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Most of the buttons are pretty self-explanatory and have
the following functions:

Button Function

Back Displays the previous page viewed, or
selects from the drop -down history list.

Forward Displays the next page on the history list.

Stop Halts any on-line transfer of page data.

Refresh Brings a fresh copy of the current Web
page to the viewer.

Home Displays your specified home page, with
a Microsoft page as the default.

Search Opens the Search bar with access to
Microsoft selected search facilities.

Fay orites Opens the Favorites bar with access to
your saved favourite sites, or bookmarks.

Media Opens the Media bar which can locate
and control the playing of music and
videos.

History Opens the History bar and displays a
hierarchical list of the Web pages you
have previously viewed. You can browse
through these again in Offline mode.

Mail Gives quick access to your e-mail and
Newsgroup facilities.

Print Prints the open Web page, or frame, using
the current print settings.

You can reach additional Standard toolbar options
by clicking the button shown here and located on
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the extreme right of the Standard toolbar. One of these
has the following function:

Messenger Gives you access to Chat Rooms, or starts
a Wizard for you to join the Windows
.net Messenger Service.

If the toolbar is not showing when a window is opened,
you simply open the View menu, select the toolbars
option and choose what features you want to show. This
places a tick `,1' character on the selected options.
Selecting them again, will toggle the options off.

Favorites

Using Favorites (their spel
of Bookmarks, is an easy
that you need to visit on a

Tools Help

Add to Favorites...

Organize Favorites...

O Del
Financial Links

0 Links
0 MEDIA

410 1&1 -Login

d) Account Manager Loon VertSign

413 Adobe Systems 1

Amazon.co.uk Associates

Amazon.com Associates

4Ig Barclaycard111,1M1
 Berdays mark
 BOSVIGO

Fig. 7.9 The Favorites List.

ling, not ours) which are a kind
way to access the Web pages
regular basis. It is much easier
to select a page URL address
from a sorted list, than to look
it up and manually type it into
the Address field. With
Internet Explorer, a Favorite is
simply a Windows shortcut to
a Web page.

When you first use Internet
Explorer there may already be
some Favorites available for
you to use. Later, as your list
of regular sites grows, your
Favorites menu structure will
grow too.
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Favorites

 Add.

With Explorer 6 there are two ways of accessing your list
of Favorites. From the menu bar, as shown previously,

and by clicking the Favorites toolbar button
shown here. The latter method opens the

Favorites list into an Explorer bar on the left of the
Explorer window, as shown in Fig. 7.10 below. This bar
remains open until it is replaced by another Explorer Task
bar, or either the Favorites button or the X button on the
top right of the Favorites bar are clicked.
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Fig. 7.10 The Favorites Bar Open.
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Adding a Favorite
There are several ways to add a Favorite to the menu.
When you are viewing a Web page that you want to visit
again, the easiest method is to right -click on the page and
select Add to Favorites from the object menu, as shown
in Fig. 7.11.

Back

Save fkrkgri..ff-tri As...

Si*

Copy BackcarJuvi

Set at; Dtsktop

Select AI

Rst.kr,

Create Shortcut

sourceView

Encoding

Print

Refresh

Export to Microsoft Excel

Properties

Fig. 7.11 Using the
Object Menu.

You can also use the Favorites,
Add to Favorites menu command
or, if the Favorites bar is open, click
its Add button shown in Fig. 7.10.
All these methods start the same
procedure by opening the Add
Favorite dialogue box shown open
in Fig. 7.12.

x
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Fig. 7.12 The Add Favorites Dialogue Box.

In this example we are adding the DVLA Welcome page
to our Favorite list. If your Add Favorite dialogue box
does not show the list of folders, just click the Create in
button which then opens the lower part of the box, for you
to select a folder to receive the new Favorite. Clicking the
OK button then completes the process.
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History Files

Explorer stores all the Web pages and files you view on
your hard disc, and places temporary pointers to them in a
folder. To return to these in the future, first use the File,

Work Offline command and then click the
History icon on the toolbar, shown here,
which opens the History Explorer bar, as

shown in Figure 7.13 below.
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I lg. 7.13 Using the History Bar.
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In this vertical bar, you can scroll offline through the sites
you have recently visited. Moving the pointer over the
entries will open a banner giving details of the dates, or
file locations involved. Clicking on a blue 'date' icon
opens a list of the sites visited. Clicking on a site will
open a list of the pages you accessed there, and selecting
one of these will open it so you can read it offline.

This is an excellent feature. If you pay for your
Internet access by the minute, you needn't read Web
pages when they are live, but just make sure they have
completely downloaded, go offline and use the History
Bar to work through them at your leisure.

Right -clicking on any list item gives
you the options to Expand or
Collapse the list, or to Delete it, as
shown here. This gives you the option

of editing out any pages you don't want to keep in the list.
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Fig. 7.14 The Internet Options.

The length of time
history items are kept
on your hard disc can
he controlled by using
the Tools, Internet
Options menu
command which
displays the tabbed
dialogue box shown
in Fig. 7.14. To delete
all history items click
the Clear History
button which will
release the hard disc
space used.
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The Cache
You may have noticed that a Web page, especially one
with lots of graphics, loads more quickly into Explorer if
you have already recently viewed it. This is because all
the pages and files you view are stored either in the
History folder or in a cache folder on your hard disc,
called Temporary Internet files. The next time you
access that page, depending on your settings, Explorer
checks to see if the page has been updated before bringing
it to the screen. If any change to the page has occurred,
the new version is downloaded. If not, a cached copy is
quickly retrieved.

As with the History files, you control the cache, from
the Internet Options dialogue box. The Temporary
Internet files section of the General settings tabbed sheet
is shown in Fig. 7.14 on the previous page. Pressing the
Delete Files button will clear the cache, which will very
rapidly free up space on your hard disc.

Finally, in the Internet Options dialogue box of
Fig. 7.14, you can change the Web site which is displayed
when you first start Internet Explorer. The default Web
site is that of Microsoft's msn. To change it to one of
your choice, type its URL in the Address text box (or
navigate to it and click the Use Current button), then
click the Apply button. In this way, when you start

Internet Explorer (or click the Home toolbar
button, shown here, while connected to the
Internet), the Web page of your choice will be

displayed, instead of Microsoft's msn. You can also have
a blank page loaded on starting the Explorer. The choice
is yours!
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msn Hotmail

If you don't have a mail account with an Internet Service
Provider you can always use msn Hotmail (owned by
Microsoft), where your messages are stored on a server as
Web pages. Using it you can access your e-mail from any
computer with an Internet connection, anywhere in the
world.

You have to be live to sign up with Hotmail, so you
may have to do it from work, or a friend's PC, or a Cyber
Cafe. You can't do this any more from Outlook Express
itself, so open Internet Explorer and enter the following
URL into the Address box:

www.hotmail.com

This opens the Hotmail home page shown in Fig. 7.15
below.
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Fig. 7.15 The msn Hotmail Opening Web Page.
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For a full description of Hotmail's facilities you can use
the All About Hotmail tab near the top of the screen.
Next, click the New Accounts Sign Up tab (pointed to in
the screen below), which should open a registration
screen similar to the one in Fig. 7.16 below.
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Fig. 7.16 The nsn Hotmail Registration Page.

Fill in this form carefully, including the text box asking
you whether you can see a displayed picture or not, and
click the I Agree button at the bottom of the form. If you
are asked to type in the characters shown in the picture
box (a security measure), do so without typing any
spaces.
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In our case after only a few minutes we were registered
and presented with the screen in Fig. 7.17.
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Fig. 7.17 Activating your msn Hotmail Account.

As can be seen above, you have the choice of either
paying a small yearly sum to keep your chosen e-mail
address for as long as you pay without any restrictions, or
get a free e-mail address which has to be used often, or
will be lost! The Continue at Hotmail button passes you
through some unwelcome advertising screens and finally
to the e-mail site shown in Fig. 7.18 on the next page.
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Fig. 7.18 Our Individual Hotmail Home Page.

That's as far as we will go with Hotmail. If you are
interested, you can explore and learn more by using the
e-mail features.

We suggest you set your Hotmail home page as one of
your Favorites, or even your own home page. That way it

r Hotmad H
is very easy to access it in the future. You
could also use it to carry on with your

Web surfing when you have checked your messages.
Good luck.
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Explorer Help

Internet Explorer 6 has a built-in Help system, which is
accessed with the Help, Contents and Index menu
command. This opens a Windows XP type Help window,
as shown in Fig. 7.19.
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Fndrig pages you've tecerely visited

(Owing Web recemanzn MOM easy

I(homing the Web Oftlne
%trig end Serena information
Sercing Inlortnabon ova the Intone Sale

Undentandng Secuity and Pinacy on the
Cornolnd Access to I nappopnate Interne.

Customorig You Web !Nowt&
4CCOSStalY
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Getting started with
Internet Explorer
With an Internet connection and Internet Explorer, you can
find and view information about anything on the Web. Just
did, the topics below to get started find more
information to help YOU browse the Internet in the Help
Contents.

Basic setup

If you aren't connected to the Internet, or you want to create
a new connection, click this link

Oct LW an Internet connection

Learning about Internet Explorer
If you're new to the Internet or to Internet Explorer, here's the
information you need to get started

 introduana the Internet (colorer Web browser

Learrano how to browse the Web faster and easier

Findino the information yol want

Fig. 7.19 Using Help with Internet Explorer.

Clicking on a closed book icon will open it and display a
listing of its contents. Double-clicking on a list item will
open a window with a few lines of Help information on
the topic. We strongly recommend that you work your
way through all the listed items. Another way of browsing
the Help system is to click the Index tab and work your
way through the alphabetic listing.
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The Favorites tab opens a page that lets you store help
screens that you may want to refer to again, while the
Search tab opens a search facility you can use to find
specific topics. You can also access product support from
Microsoft by using the Help, Online Support menu
command and following the available lInks.

If you want to know more on Internet Explorer or
Outlook Express, then may we suggest you take a look at
our book Internet Explorer 6 and Outlook Express 6
explained (BP5 13), also published by Bernard Babani
(publishing) Ltd.
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8

Accessibility, Scanners and
Cameras

In this chapter we will examine how you can adjust your
PC's settings for vision, hearing and mobility. We begin
by using the start, Control Panel menu command which
displays the screen in Fig. 8.1 below.
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Fig. 8.1 The Control Panel Screen in Category View.

If the Control Panel screen displays in Category View,
click the Switch to Classical view option to be found at
the top -left panel of the screen.
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8 Accessibility, Scanners and Cameras

Next, click the Accessibility Options icon to display the
screen shown in Fig. 8.2 below.

Keyboard Sound Display Mouse General

StickyKeys

Use StickyKeys it you want to use SHIFT CTRL, ALT, or
Windows logo key by pressing one key at a time

(11 Use StickyKeys Settings

Filterkeys

Use FlerKeys it you want Windows to ignore bilet a repeated
keystrokes, or slow the repeat rate

El Use FilterKeys Settings

ToggleKeys

Use ToggleKeys it you warn to hear tones when pressing
CAPS LOCK, NUM LOCK, and SCROLL LOCK

 Use ToggleKeys

El Show extra keyboard help in programs

Settings

OK Cancel 1

Fig. 8.2 The Accessibility Options Screen.

Windows XP gives you the opportunity to make your PC
more accessible to individuals who have difficulty typing
or using a mouse, have slightly impaired vision, or are
hard of hearing.

Clicking each tab in turn on this Accessibility Options
dialogue box displays screens on which you can change
the behaviour of the keyboard, sound, display, mouse and
other general categories.
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The Keyboard Options
Activating the StickyKeys option (Fig. 8.2), allows the
user to press a modifier key such as Ctrl, Alt, Shift, or
the Windows Logo and keep it active until another, but
different, key is pressed. This is useful to people who
have difficulty pressing two keys simultaneously.

Activating the FilterKeys option, instructs the
keyboard to ignore brief or repeated keystrokes. The
keyboard repeat rate can also be adjusted.

Activating the ToggleKeys option, instructs your PC
to play a high-pitched sound when the Caps Lock, Scroll
Lock, or Num Lock keys are on and low-pitched sound
when they are off.

The Settings buttons against each of the above options
allow for fine tuning of these preferences.

The Sound Options
Activating the SoundSentry option on the Sound tabbed
sheet, shown in Fig. 8.3 on the next page, instructs your
PC to flash part of its screen every time the system's
built-in speaker plays a sound. Once this option is
activated, you can click the down-arrow against the
Choose the visual warning box to display a drop -down
menu from which you can choose which part of the screen
you want to flash.

Activating the ShowSounds option, instructs programs
that use sound only to provide information on what they
are doing at the time, to also provide visual information.
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eyboardl Sound Disc,layl Mouse General

SoundSentry4

Use SoundSentry if you want Windows to generate visual
warnings when your system makes a sound

 Use SoundSentry

Use ShowSounds to tell your programs to dispky capt ons for
the speech and sounds they make

El Use ShowSounds

OK Cance

Fig. 8.3 The Sound Accessibility Ortions Tab Sheet.

The Display Options
Activating the High Contrast option on the Display
tabbed sheet of the Accessibility Options screen, shown
in Fig. 8.4 on the next page, instructs programs to change
their colour -specific schemes to the one specified in the
Settings sheet. Fonts are also changed whenever possible
to improve legibility.

You can also change the rate at which the insertion
point blinks and its width by dragging the two sliders
appropriately.
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Accessibility Option--;

Keyboard Sound ['),Play Mouse General

High Contrast

Use this option it you want Windows to use colors and fonts
designed for easy reedrig

 Use High Contra a Settings

Cursor Option:

Move the sliders to c barge the speed that the cursoi blinks
)cursor blink rate) and the width of the cursor

Blinf. Rate

None Fast

Width

Narrow '1 Wide
\o

OK Cancel

Fig. 8.4 The Display Accessibility Options Tab Sheet.

The Mouse Options
Activating the MouseKeys option on the Mouse tabbed
sheet of the Accessibility Options screen, shown in
Fig. 8.5 on the next page, allows the keys on the numeric
keypad to be used to move the mouse pointer.

The shortcut key combination you need to use to
activate and deactivate the numeric keypad MouseKeys is
displayed in the Settings sheet, where you can also
change the pointer speed, and specify whether to use the
MouseKeys when the Num Lock key is on or off.
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Accessibility Options

---
Keyboard Sound' ....... Mouse GenoaII

MouseKey.:

Use MouseKeys if you want to control the pointer wit-) the
numeric keypad on your keyboard

D Use MouseKeys

OK

Settings

Cancel

Fig. 8.5 The Mouse Accessibility Options Tab Sheet.

Once the MouseKeys option is activated, you can also
use the numeric keypad to simulate mouse operations
such as click, double-click, or drag. To carry out these
operations, do the following:

To click, press 5 on the numeric k

To double-click, press the plus
numeric keypad.

To right -click, press the minus
numeric keypad, and then press 5
the plus sign (+) to double-click.

To click as if you were using both
once, press the asterisk (*) on the
and then press 5 to click or the
double-click.

To switch back to standard clicking, press slash (/)
on the numeric keypad.

eypad.

sign (+) on the

sign (-) on the
to click, or press

mouse buttons at
numeric keypad,
plus sign (+) to
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The General Options
Activating the Automatic reset option on the General
tabbed sheet of the Accessibility Options screen, shown
in Fig. 8.6 below, turns off all the accessibility features,
apart from the SerialKeys option, after the specified time.
The Automatic reset option is only used if more than one
person is using the same User Account.

Accessibility Options

Keyboard Sound Dismay Mouse General

Automatic re;el

 Turn off accessibthy t-aatures after idle for

5 tranur

Notification

 Give warning message when turning a teature or

E Make a sound when turning a feature on or oft

SeriaVey device-

SenaKey devices alloN elternatrve access to keybomd and
mouse features

 Use Serial Keys

Adrnmistrative options

 Apply al settings tc lotion desktop

 Apply a settings to defaults for new users

1 OK

Settings

Cancel

Fig. 8.6 The General Accessibility Options Tab Sheet.

Activating the SerialKeys services allows you to connect
an alternative input device to the computer's serial port.
Use the Settings button to display the Settings for
SerialKeys screen, shown in Fig. 8.7 on the next page.
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Spt f x

Choose th pm where yOu cored an altonaave exalt anion

Soial oat Bead met

300

OK Camel

Fig. 8.7 The Settings for
SerialKeys Sheet.

Next, click the down-
arrow to the right of
the Serial port text
box and choose the
serial (COM) port to
be used. This feature is
useful for people who
are not able to use the
computer's standard
keyboard or mouse.

For the next two sections of this chapter, we need to
switch the Control Panel screen to display the Category
view. To do this, click the Switch to Category view
option to be found at the top -left part of the Control Panel
screen (see Fig. 8.1). Doing this displays the screen
shown in Fig. 8.8 below.
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*Imbed% Update

10 Help and Sweet

0 Other Cortter Panel
Cvnors

Pick a category

lre. Am...want e and 34pied errs and Othet
Kul/ware

1111,

orE Net...it and Internet
Unmet lam.-

aAdd Remove
Program,

Sounds. Speech, and
iti Audio De...aces
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Ilse- A. voted 

nate. Tune. t anquage,

1111
td Stes4kmad Outruns

Atte tnittddy Utttloter

Fig. 8.8 The Control Panel in Category View.

Next, click the Accessibility Options entry (pointed to)
under the Pick a category panel to display the screen
shown in Fig. 8.9 on the next page.
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The Microsoft Magnifier

To start the Microsoft Magnifier, click the Magnifier link
(pointed to) under the See Also entry in Fig. 8.9 below.

Irn

See Also

,73

cCIrw treAmed

At e..ththttiptlOrt,

Pic s a task...
FAO .1 the if ontrast tot beset and i oke. on your at reen

4, Gionibuisre Modews to work to your oissies he sinew and niubdot y
f 4,41b

or pick a Control 'anel icon
Aressibtlity Options

Fig. 8.9 The Magnifier link on the Accessibility Options Screen.

The displayed Magnifier screen is shown in Fig. 8.10 on
the next page. The first thing to notice here is the display
of the Microsoft Magnifier message, which can be
prevented from displaying by clicking the Do not show
this message again box.

However, before closing this message, note that it is
magnified at the top of the screen as shown, because the
mouse pointer happens to be within the actual (lower)
message box. In fact, wherever you move the mouse
pointer, that part of the screen is magnified in a window
at the top of the screen. The magnifying window can be
made bigger in the usual way.
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Magnifier is intended to provide a minimum lev al of functionahty
for usC:i., with slight visual impairments Most users with visual
impaimi&its will need a magnification utility prooram with higher
functionality for daily use.

trio rosott Magnifier

Do rot dorm Ira mow. von
a laser ..d ..ix. an your V reef

or pick a Control Panel icon
Artrorloloty Dotson,

Fig. 8.10 The Magnifier Screen.

Pr Magnifier Settings

Hascancation level MEIN I.

Tracirrg

0 Faker moose CUSP

El Follow keyboard focus

Folow text editing

Presenksecr.

0 Invert colas

Sled Minimized

2 SW...Marko

Help Eret

Fig. 8.11 The General
Magnifier Settings Box.

After closing the Microsoft
Magnifier message box, the
Magnifier Settings dialogue box
becomes fully visible, as shown
in Fig. 8.11. From here you can
set the Magnification level
from 1 (low) to 9 (high), and
select Tracking and
Presentation options. Clicking
the Exit button removes the
Magnifier facility from your
screen.
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Selecting Start Minimized under Presentation,
minimises the Magnifier Settings box on the Task bar
next time you start the Magnifier. To now exit the
Magnifier, click the Magnifier Settings entry on the Task
bar and remove the minimise option.

The On -Screen Keyboard

To activate the On -Screen Keyboard, click its link
(pointed to) under the See Also entry in Fig. 8.12 below.

r f,. I I 11111117..1 uu x
FY Edit View Favorites Tools t

0 Bad J Seerch

Accesstaav CVO.,

X IQ 7'
ir

Ad 1 41,11.111d y Opt yen

Pick a task...
i4 Mow, the c tot try, end I otos  on your screen

,4, f unitssee Wis.-tows to 41.13-1, to, your Anion, hrertnts, and mu ntsty
ncis

or pick a Control Panel icon

essitont y °photos

Fig. 8.12 The On -Screen Keyboard link on the
Accessibility Options Screen.

This displays the screen shown in Fig. 8.13 on the next
page. The virtual keyboard allows users with mobility
impairments to type data using a pointing device or
joystick. The result is exactly as if you were using the
actual keyboard.
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 On Screen Keyboard
Rle Keyboard Settnos Help

CM WOMB CHEIMEIS
111111MMICIMMOU 00 bk., MCI= 'a MOMelleumminenumemm IMIMM MM.

leek annunnanamm mum
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old A, att at old 4- 4. 4 p1101

0

Fig. 8.13 The On -Screen Virtual Keyboard.

The On -Screen Keyboard has three typing modes you can
use to type data. These are:

Clicking mode - you click the on -screen keys to
type text.

Hovering mode - you use a mouse or joystick to
point to a key for a predefined period of time, and
the selected character is typed automatically.

Scanning mode - the On -Screen Keyboard continu-
ally scans the keyboard and highlights areas where
you can type keyboard characters by pressing a hot
key or using a switch -input device.

Settings kHep

w Always on Top

Use Click Sound

Typing Mode ...

Font ...

Fig. 8.14 The Settings
Menu of the

On -Screen Keyboard.

The three typing modes are selected
by choosing the Settings Typing
Mode menu command, as shown in
Fig. 8.14. This opens the Typing
Mode dialogue box shown in
Fig. 8.15 in which you click the
option you prefer and, if
appropriate, the time interval before
the command is actioned.
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Fig. 8.15 The Typing Mode of the
On -Screen Keyboard.

Also, note that you can
select from the Settings
menu to have the virtual
keyboard appear Always
on Top of all other
windows displayed on
your screen, and select to
Use Click Sound which
is particularly useful if
you

to select option of Typing Mode.

There are several types of
On -Screen Keyboards which are
chosen from the Keyboard menu
(Fig. 8.16). These are:

The Enhanced Keyboard
that includes the numeric
keypad.

The Standard Keyboard
that does not include the
numeric keypad.

are using the Hover

reyboardkSettings Help

 Enhanced Keyboarc

Standard Keyboard

 Regular Layout

Block Layout

 101 keys
102 keys

106 keys

Fig. 8.16 The
Keyboard Menu of the
On -Screen Keyboard.

You can also display the keyboard with the keys in the
Regular Layout, or in a Block Layout (arranged in
rectangular blocks). Block layout is especially useful in
scanning mode. Finally, you can select to display the US
standard keyboard (101 keys), the universal keyboard
(102 keys), or a keyboard with additional Japanese
language characters (106 keys).

As you can see, the Accessibility Options are many
and varied, and some of these can also be used by people
who have no disability whatsoever. The choice is yours!
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Using a Scanner or Camera

If your scanner or digital camera are Plug -and -Play,
Windows XP will detect them (if connected to your PC)

and will start the
Scanner and Camera
Wizard. If your camera
is not Plug -and -Play, or
you are using a scanner,
right -click the camera or
scanner icon in My
Computer, then click
the appropriate option

for that device. In Fig. 8.17 we show the shortcut menu
for our scanner.

IttEMEMESEMMIll
Scan

Get picture using Scanner Wizard

Delete

Rename

Properbes

Fig. 8.17 The Scanner
Shortcut Menu.

Another way of starting the Scanner and Camera
Installation Wizard is to click Start, Control Panel, and
then:

If you are using the Classic View,
double-click the Scanners and
Cameras icon shown here.

Scanners and
Cameras

If you are using the Category View, click the
Printers and Other Hardware link under Pick a
category, then click the Scanners and Cameras
link under or pick a Control Panel icon.

If your scanner or camera are not Plug -and -Play, follow
the instructions that came with that device. It is possible,
however, that you might need to get the latest driver for
your device which is compatible with Windows XP or
Windows 2000, by looking at your hardware
manufacturer's Web site.
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To start the scanning process, start the Scanner Wizard
using one of the methods suggested on the previous page.
After the initial Wizard page the screen shown in
Fig. 8.18 is displayed.

Scanner and Camera Wizard

Choose Scanning Preferences
Choose you scarnrig preferences erd then click FlevIe... to :ee how vooti rgetelertce,.. attect
the white

Picture type

0 Color picture

0 Gieyscale picture

0 Bleck end wFe picture at tee

_LI 0 Custom

Custom settings

Review

[ < Bad, Nest rCancel j

Fig. 8.18 Using Scanner and Camera Wizard to Scan a Picture.

1

I sea* I Nor> I coca '

As you can see above, there are
four scanning choices; colour,
grey -scale, black and white, or
custom, with colour being the
default. Clicking the Preview
button activates the scanner and
a preview of the picture appears
on the right side of the Scanner
window (Fig. 8.19).

Fig. 8.19 The Scanner Preview.
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Clicking the 'enlarge preview' button pointed to in
Fig. 8.19, displays the screen in Fig. 8.20. In this way you
can check the result of your scanning preferences.

Scanner and Camera Wizard

Choose Scanning References
Choose your scanning prefetences, and then dick Preview to see how you prelerences affect
the psetute

lichee type

1 0 COlOr picture

i±t1f0 Giaysceie picture

ILlaj 0 Black and whas picture o kk

0 ate=

Custce settings

< Back

NIC

Carlos!

Fig. 8.20 The Enlarged Scanner Preview.

Clicking the Next button, displays the Wizard screen
shown in Fig 8.21 on the next page, in which you can
give your picture a name, select the file format and
specify in which folder it should be saved. In this case, we
selected the file format as Bitmap Image (.bmp), because
in this format you get the maximum number of pixels
giving best quality, which makes it ideal for printing the
image in the future on photographic paper. If, however,
you never intend to print this image, you might like to
select the .jpeg file format which does not produce such
large files and saves space on your hard disc.
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Scanner and Camera Wizard

Picture Name and Destination
Select a name and desindion to your pictures

1. Type a name to Mss gimp of wham

Metecsa

2. Select a lie tarnat

BMP (Bimap Image)

3. Choose a place to save this gram of pilules

.,z5 My Pictures

< Back Next >

Browse.

Cancel

Fig. 8.21 Picture Name, File Type and Destination Screen.

Clicking the Next button, reactivates the scanner, re -scans
and saves the picture, and displays the penultimate
Wizard screen, as shown in Fig. 8.22 below.

aneer and tl i/.1 t1

Mei Options
You can choose to keep wcskrg oeth you; pctues

You pictures have been succeastuly cooled to you computer or network
You can also publish these peonies to a 'Web site or cede, prints opine.

Whet do you wart to do?

C Publish these pictures to a Web site

We mints at these pictures horn a photo piing Web sae

QQ Nothing. I'm Washed working with these pictures

Lean more about 6mrtirtg_segrot.

< Back ) Next > Cancel

Fig. 8.22 The Penultimate Wizard Screen.
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If you want to learn more about working with pictures,
click the link by the same name, pointed to in Fig. 8.22,
otherwise select nothing under the what do you want to
do? option of the Wizard screen and click the Next
button.

It is worth noting the size of the saved file (in this case
1,845 KB, as shown in Fig. 8.23 below) - use the View,
Details menu option to see this.
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Fig. 8.23 The Penultimate Wizard Screen.

Getting pictures from your digital camera follows a
similar procedure to getting pictures from a scanner. Your
computer will sense the presence of your camera (if it is
connected and is Plug -and -Play) and the Wizard will react
appropriately. Your digital camera will, no doubt, come
with its own software, as will also be the case with your
scanner, so whether you use the Wizard or not, it is up to
you. Nevertheless, the process is the same.
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E -mailing Scanner and Camera Pictures
Should you choose to e-mail a picture obtained from your
scanner or digital camera, you will be pleased to know
that Windows automatically shrinks the file size for you.
As we have seen, good definition pictures can be very
large indeed, and sending such a file as an attachment to
an e-mail can be expensive and time consuming if your
connection to the Internet is via a modem.

To start the shrinking process, select the file, then click
the E-mail this file
option under the File
and Folder Tasks
panel, as shown in

Fig. 8.23 on the
previous page. This
opens the dialogue box
shown in Fig. 8.24.

Clicking the OK button attaches the picture to a new
e-mail, ready for you to fill in, as shown in Fig. 8.25 on
the next page.

Note that in this case the file has shrunk from
1,845 KB to a bare 35.2 KB which still looks very good
on screen. However, were you to print this image, the
quality on paper is passable, but not photographically
excellent. That is why it is prudent to keep your pictures
(particularly those from a digital camera), in their original
file size and format.

Try sending one of your scanned or digital camera
pictures as an attachment to an e-mail to yourself, using
the method outlined above, then look at and/or print the
received attachment to see the result. Good luck!

Fig. 8.24 The Send Pictures via
E -Mail dialogue box.
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L:4
Send

et To:

ea cc:

111% Fmeiting: Mvteora.jpg

Fie Edit View Insert Format Took Message Help

it) A.47

Cho* SpeOng

Subject: }Eroding: Meteora.pg

Attach; I AMeteora.jpg (35.2 KB)

B g

Your files are attached and ready to send with this message

Fig. 8.25 The Shrunk E-mail Attachment.

Sending Video Clips as Attachments
Some digital cameras have the facility of recording short
video clips of 15-30 seconds duration in audio video
interleaved (.avi) format - it interleaves waveform audio
and digital video. These are fun to watch on your
computer's Media Player, but rather large (2.5-4.5 MB) in
size to send as an attachment to friends or relatives. Such
files cannot be shrunk in the way scanned or digital
camera pictures can, but there is a way of dealing with the
problem.

To shrink such an audio video file, do the following:

Use start, All Programs, Accessories, and select
the Windows Movie Maker option from the
displayed cascade menu. The program is loaded
and displays on your screen as shown in Fig. 8.26.
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Fig. 8.26 The Movie Maker Screen.

Next, use the File, Import
command (Fig. 8.27) to
open the Select File to
Import dialogue box,
shown in Fig. 8.28 on the
next page.

Navigate to where the
video clip is to be found,
click it to select it, and
click the Open button.
This imports the picture
into the Movie Maker and
displays the screen shown
in Fig. 8.29, also on the
next page.
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1.11111:1111
VI lecord.. Ctri *P

Fig. 8.27 The File Menu
of Movie Maker.
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Fig. 8.28 Selecting File to Import.
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Fig. 8.29 Imported File into Movie Maker.
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Next, drag the clip to the movie strip, as shown in
Fig. 8.30 below.

Untitled - Windows Movie Maker

File Edit View CNI:i Play Help

n. My CoNections

121 Porth Chape

e

Fig. 8.30 Dragging Clip onto Movie Maker strip.

Next, use the File, Save Movie menu option, or
click the Save Movie icon on the toolbar to display
the Save Movie dialogue box shown in Fig. 8.31 on
the next page. Under Playback quality, select the
High quality setting otherwise the saved video clip
might not be good enough to enjoy. Finally, give
the video clip a Title and click the OK button to
display the Save As dialogue box shown in
Fig. 8.32 also on the next page.
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424.0 K8

000203 29.8 Kbps (moders)

00:01:03 56 Kbps (modem)

000027 128 Kbps 910 spied)

Fig. 8.31 The Save Movie Dialogue Box.

Save As

Save n M My V deos

My Recent
Docunents

Desktop

My Docume nts

My Compute.

My
1164
NelwOlk

Weldor.' Move Make,
Serge Fie mei

F Or ,Inn,

saw a: lype.

Fig. 8.32 The Save As Dialogue Box.
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Make a note of the Title you gave to this video and
the name under which you saved it, as these two
pieces of information will be required when you
attempt to send your video as an attachment. Press-
ing the Save button, creates your video and saves it
under its given name in the default My Videos
folder.

Next, use the File, Send Movie To and select
E-mail, or click the Send toolbar icon and select
E-mail to display a screen similar to the one shown
in Fig. 8.31, where you are asked to give the Title
of your video. Then, the Name the movie to send
dialogue box is displayed asking you to enter the
name of the movie file.

Finally, the movie is created, and the E-mail
Movie dialogue box is displayed (Fig. 8.33) in
which you are asked to choose your e-mail client.
In our case this is Outlook Express.

Movie

Select your e-mai program iron theist:

Defauk e -mad program
Hotmad
Microsoft Outlook
MSN E et

As an attachment in anotha, e-mail program

0 Don't ask me agam

OK Cancel

Fig. 8.33 The E-mail Movie Dialogue Box.
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Clicking the OK button displays the Outlook
Express e-mail box with the movie clip ready
attached, as shown in Fig. 8.34 below. All you have
to do is add a short message and send it on its way.

d I v 'X
Fle Edit View Insert Format Tools Message ebb

Send Check Spellrm

1118 To:

rij Cc:

Sublect: jtsebd.wmv

Attach: *a Isabel.wmv (327 KB)

tT /

This is a movie created with Microsoft(R) Windows(R) Movie Maker.

To watch the movie, double-click the attachment or save it to your
hard disk.

For the best viewing expenence, use Microsoft(R) Windows Media
(TM) Player. Chck this link to get the latest version.

http .11windowsmedia com/moviemaker/wmpdetect. asp ?LCTD=04 09

Fig. 8.34 The Outlook Express E-mail Window
with a Movie Attachment.

Note that our video clip has shrunk from 2.62 MB to
327 KB and its quality remains quite acceptable. Of
course, if you don't pay telephone charges for using the
Internet, then you don't have to go through this
procedure.
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Looking After your PC

Windows XP comes equipped with a full range of utilities
so that you can easily maintain your PC's health. You can
access all these tools by using the start, All Programs,
Accessories, and selecting System Tools. This opens the
menu options shown in Fig. 9.1 below.

A Activate Windows

 Backup

I Character Map

Disk Cleanup

Disk Defragmenter

oi Files and Settings Transfer Wizard

Scheduled Tasks

I) System Information

4 System Restore

Fig. 9.1 The System Tools
Menu.

Problem Prevention

Of all the available tools,
the System Information is
the easiest to examine - it
displays a number of options
such as System Summary,
Hardware Resources, etc.
However, as each one of
these is bound to be
different for different PCs,
we leave it to you to
examine the information for
your system.

Windows XP provides a threefold protection against
System corruption. These are:

System File Protection
Automatic Update
System Restore
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These will be discussed shortly, so now all you have to
look after is your data which can easily be copied to a CD
as discussed earlier in the book. After all, hard discs can
`crash' and your PC could be stolen, or lost in a fire, or
flood. Any of these events would cause a serious data
loss, unless you had a copy of it all, and stored it safely.

System File Protection
Windows applications sometimes can, and do, overwrite
important System files which, in the past, could render
your system unusable. Windows XP protects such System
files by automatically restoring them to their original
version, if any changes have been attempted by an
application program.

Automatic Update

411 Internet Explorer

Outlook Express

a Character Map

43 Lotus Word Pro

ek Paint Shop Pro 7

el Pant Shop Pro 7

Notepad

3 WordPad

let MrPer Terminal

Send a Fax-

V Paint

All Programs

New Office Document

 Open Office Document

windows Catalog

 Accessories

d Adobe Acrobat 4.0

ti Games

Jesc Software

di Lotus SmartSulte

Lt5 Microsoft Office Toc4s

d startup
4 Internet Explorer

foicrosoft Excel

T4 14544 Explorer

 Outlook Express

Remote Assistance

O Windows Mixia Player

4 Windows Messenger

Windows XP can
update automatically
any System files, if
these become available,
from Microsoft's Web
site. All you have to do
is click start, All
Programs, and select
the Windows Update
menu option, as shown
here in Fig. 9.2. If you
have installed Service
Pack 2, please refer to
Chapter 10.

Fig. 9.2 The Windows
Update Menu Option.
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After connecting to the Internet through your Internet
Service Provider (ISP), you will be connected
automatically to Microsoft's Web site, as shown in
Fig. 9.3 below.

ht.3..,ti windows Ilpdnle Mw. insult bier nil I sobirei

Ere etweetet Tools ie

A Farcotas let Mona T ' y

httpliSaLierciotenodateancroecit.carefenSiefalt au,

Windows Update
Viamt,vv. y

Wityl.ww. I

 Welcome

 Plci, updates to red

0 Review and natal Jadates

Daher Optiern

0 Maw lystaaarion hr/p)

 Presonaide Widows :tame

o Get nate arc extort

ni Oft oft

- Gs

Ntadogne Upotta Wn.44rndet

Checking for the latest version of the Willi:tows
Update software

amercing on rev connection speed, this wale tee a ranee Canna des true, too
nay receive one or more security wormy:is Ramey each society iwenrio to weave
hat the content es signed by ricrosoft, end then dal Yes to rata' re software

ui ..at T itY.a_af Sr "St ..,11/1111.12

o fesoweions  - [11 Sits .be.' Discussions not available on httpny4 wrabasoodate rwroset c

4] Done  Irtems

Fig. 9.3 Connecting to Microsoft's Update Home Page.

Next, click the Pick updates to install link to get an
appropriate list of updates for your system. However, in
order to be able to download program patches to your
system, the Windows Update program needs to have
information relating to your system configuration, as
shown in Fig. 9.4. Clicking on the Scan for updates link,
pointed to, causes Update to scan your system, which
might take about a minute.
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3 Microsoft Windows Update Microsoft loft:met I xpluret

Fie Ede Yew Fayories Tools Melo

Search Fayontes Mersa

41j sup yandowsupdate micros°, t canfen/detadt asp

Windows Update

0 Welcome

0 PiCi tixiates to instal

 Review and meal updates

Other Options

 eree Ins, alarm IvadY

 Per...We WeiCeIS UNA.,

0 co. help and WPM,

See Also

0 About frrekrers,8-Kiriff

C.  .:Au A: I Sipper* 15earch I .r

Welcome to Windows Upc ate

';et the Latest updates aveiabie f cr rd.r computer's operatng system,
software, and hardware.

Windows Update scans your compier and Voider You we, e select., of
updates tamed Not for you

Note Update does not colect any 'one of personal/ dent/ode
ricernabon from your computer

0.aftrer

Zbo: My,u. to Si...Aar s

XDrscussrprrs 5.5scrbe

41,3 wascript:parentinScana

DISCUSSIORS not aiaiablean httgellre.weidowsupdate.mermi

 Internet

Fig. 9.4 Connecting to Microsoft's Scan for Updates Screen.

Once this is done, you can select which software to
download, if any. Be careful you don't go overboard with
your selection of downloads ... think of your telephone
bill and the time it will take.

To give you an idea of what it is involved, we started
the Update program for one of our computers, which had
not been updated for three weeks, and the result of the
process is shown in Fig. 9.5 on the next page.
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Windows Update
Meth. Wrwarrwr. I ,r1r.r&ar, Wrarlaa., tatrly afar.. trarl,.. Warairt.r. 1104 Wothiraltio

tl..

o Welcome

a Pa updates to resod

o [Ma al Updates and
Service Packs (to)

 Windows tin' (13)

 Drayer Ueda. (I)
0 Reviver and Instal updates

(le)

Other Options

 voa retaliation faster*

Mlatxac*

Pick updates to install

WW2.. Update hes fund IS nasal mdse., for yes compeer.

a ,te7.6.1.f.ltAI..PUti.T.

Verelhers Updste has oleo found other updates for you ones ter. To norm
tired, these updates and select the ones 1.ou want to real, el& a category tae
a tin rt.

Fig. 9.5 The Updates to be Installed.

Note that there are 18 Critical Updates and Service Packs,
13 Windows XP Updates and 1 Driver Update. To see
what is what before installing, click the Review and
install updates link. This displays the screen in Fig. 9.6.

Mart twfJnq wir..dovv. rwr.ay Off.. Yrindiwu upq.e. Wo.44".&

 *drone
Wt upletes ts Tot

 (renal Updates end
Service Packs (IS)

 Windorin ftf, (13)

 (Meer Updates (I)

 Review and bead updates
(tin)

Other OPtinu

0 No. InealatIon rectory

Total Selected Updates

Review and install your selected updates
Lwow the tee of tams you Nee chosen ft download and Mal on you compute.
005 remove any tun you dont runt.

Mat Nee TOW: 18 - 27.5 IS, 2 bars
39 minutes

 ItSrk June 2003,Cusnolative atch for Internet Erspkeer
Service Pack I
Preload see 2.0 PS. 11 merles
A Natter at frosty Issues have been cletted ri Microsoft® Internet
Esplorer that cold doe an attacker to orrox area your ?loosen
Wrelosull-based systems and then tate a variety of actions. For example,
ar admin. could nal program on a computer used to NOW the attecar's

Fig. 9.6 Reviewing the Updates Before Installation.

As you can see it might be a very good idea to review
these updates and select what you need before clicking
the Install Now button. The time given for the download
of 27.5 MB is very optimistic!
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On successful completion of program downloads, the
Windows Setup program installs the new patches or
programs to your system automatically, after which you
can either go back to browse Microsoft's site, or you can
disconnect from the Internet.

New to Windows XP is the ability of the program to
manage critical updates automatically as you can see on
the entry in the right panel of the updates screen. We
suggest you spend some time finding out a bit more about
this before you commit to it.

System Restore
If things go really wrong, System Restore can be used to
return your PC to the last date it was working perfectly.
Every time you start to install a new program, Windows
XP takes a snapshot of your system prior to starting the
new installation. Alternatively, you can force Windows to
take a snapshot at any time you choose.

To examine the System Restore utility, use the start,
All Programs, Accessories, System Tools and
click on its icon, shown here, which displays the
screen in Fig. 9.7 on the next page. As you can see,

from this screen you can select to Restore your computer
to an earlier time, or create a Restore point.

To demonstrate further what happens, we chose the
Restore my computer to an earlier time option, then
clicked the Next button. This displays a further screen, as
shown in Fig. 9.8 also on the next page.
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tamer to System Restore
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Fig. 9.7 The Welcome to System Restore Screen.
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Fig. 9.8 Selecting a System Restore Point.
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The dates shown in bold in the calendar are Restore
points created by Windows XP. The three possible types
of Restore points are:

System Restore points created by your computer

Manual Restore points created by you

Restore points automatically created prior to
installing certain programs.

If you select to create a Manual Restore point (you must
click the Create a restore point option on the Welcome
to System Restore screen), Windows XP asks you to
give a description of this Restore point so that you can
identify it easily at a later stage. In our example, as shown
in Fig. 9.9 below, we chose to call this After Installing
Windows Updates, which together with the date given to
it by the Restore program, gives us a pretty good clue of
the circumstances surrounding its creation.

Select a Restore Point

it. 1 alarm aria a.cg.n r. bold al d de rides that new nacre pars «Isbie the Ise &On, tte
macre pans that am ../ebb to Ne 111111.1.3 date

14.1:18 On d.sloe pots an 'run crodports (W.:LW restoe cots a.. Dv rw cocoa 1,
MW .Man car. (ntwo mots aastd by pea), ad reads, natant ports (mAanar morn, pats
,eaten don cert. P/0,416 to ralasd)

I. Ore ties carnets,. dick  bold Ye. 2. On th1.1110. clki  mg.. pm..

1%.4. 71.
rirnrnririn

NMEME
MONENIMOKEIFLIIIE
ormr.w11111E;WEnWIEMICEZO
MIEMINEMIMIN

0% W... you

Fig. 9.9 A Manual Restore Point.
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Activating the Firewall
It is a good idea to activate the Internet Connection
Firewall (ICF) found in Windows XP, especially if you
are using a network. A firewall is a software security
system that sits between a network and the outside world
and is used to set restrictions on what information is
communicated from your home or small office network to
and from the Internet. It protects you from uninvited
outside access.

If you have installed Service Pack 2, please refer to
Chapter 10.

To activate the firewall, click start, Control
Panel, then double-click the Network
Connections icon, shown here, to display the

window in Fig. 9.10 below.

Network Connections

File Ede View Favorite Tools Advanced tide

j FAO,

work Connectwns

Nr1 vv,r 1. 1

1...N1 Create a new
correction

2 5.74:.:P=7°`"
Vt, Start the connection

4 Rerore tris correction

g Croiete this connection

La ttg,

Search

L'OreTel.net

Folders X flt) "

-

Fig. 9.10 The Network Connections Window.

Next, select the Dial -up connection and click the Change
settings of this connection entry under the Network
Tasks. In the displayed Properties dialogue box click the
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Advanced tab and check the Protect my computer and
network by limiting or preventing access to this
computer from the Internet box shown in Fig. 9.11.

OneTelmetuk Properties X

General Options Secuoty Networking Advanced

Internet Connection FirewaA

E Protect my computer and network by linirling or preventing
14access to this computer trom the Internet

Learn more about Internet Connection Firewall

If you're not sure how to set these properties, use
the Network Setuo Wizard instead Settings..

1 OK [Cencel

Fig. 9.11 The Advanced Properties Window.

Disk Cleanup

You can run Disk Cleanup to help you free up space on
your hard drive. The first thing that Disk Cleanup
does after activation, is to ask you to select the
drive you want to c can up, as shown in Fig. 9.12.

It then scans the specified
drive, and then lists
temporary files, Internet
cache files, and other
program files that you can
safely delete, as shown in
Fig. 9.13 on the next page.

Select Ortve 7 X

,etlecter, dew. ectu want to clean to

(E.

OK E.*

Fig. 9.12 Selecting a Drive.
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11 gt Recycle Bin
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6.449 KB

0 KB ,

Total amount of desk space you gain 12.761 KB
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Downloaded %gram Kies am ActresX controls aid Java ar/Olelk
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pages They am temp:tardy stated el the Doenbaded Program
Files !cadet on you hard disk

View Fries

Camel

Fig. 9.13 Files Found by Cleanup.

As you can see in
Fig. 9.13, we could
free quite a bit of
disc space by
deleting the
Temporary Internet
Files (Web pages
stored on your hard
disc for quick
viewing), and even
more by deleting
files in the Recycle
Bin. The More
Options tab allows
you to remove
some Windows
components and

other installed programs that you do not use any more.

Scanning a Hard Disc for Errors

Windows XP incorporates a utility that can check the
integrity of your hard disc, and if it finds any errors, it can
attempt to repair them. To start this utility, click My
Computer then in the displayed screen right -click the
drive you want to check, select Properties from the
drop -down menu and click the Tools tab to display the
screen in Fig. 9.14 shown on the next page.
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Local Disk (E:) Properties x
Gel Tools Hardware Sharing

Errol check mg

SThis option will check the volume tot
errors

Delragmeniai.

This option will deliagrnent tiles on the volume

Backup

Detragment Now

This option will back up fees on the volume.

Backup Now

Cancel

Fig. 9.14 The Disk Properties Screen.

As you can see, you have three choices; Check Now for
disc errors, Defragment Now, or Backup Now. The last
option is not available in the Windows XP Home edition.
Before you can start scanning your selected drive for
errors, all running programs and applications on that drive
must be closed. If you start this utility while a program on
that drive is running, you will be informed of the fact in a
warning box.
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Defragmenting your Hard Discs

The Disk Defragmenter optimises a hard disc by
rearranging the data on it to eliminate unused
spaces, which speeds up access to the disc by
Windows operations. You don't need to exit a

running application before starting the Disk
Defragmenter.

Choose which drive to defragment and you can
defragment it in the background while working by
minimising the utility onto the Task bar. On the other
hand, you can watch the process of the operation. For
example, having selected a drive and clicked the Analyze
button, you will be told whether defragmentation is

needed or not. On the other hand, clicking the
Defragment button, starts the process which is shown in
Fig. 9.15 below.

Estimated due usege aka defragnertatx.

11111111 I

stcv

 Fragmented Nes III Coneguaus fief fk6 0 Eme space

f(E Defragmentng %% Coepactme files

Fig. 9.15 Defragmentation in Progress.
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On your screen you can see which files are fragmented
(shown in red) and which files are not fragmented (shown
in blue), while free space is shown in white. For large
drives this process can take a long time, so do it in the
background while you are working on something else, or
make lots of time for it!

Scheduled Tasks

The Scheduled Tasks option allows you to carry out
several housekeeping tasks, such as disc cleanup,

2/ or defragmenting your data, at times convenient
to you. Clicking its icon, opens the window

shown in Fig. 9.16 below.

IL Scheduled Tasks

File Edit View Favorites Tools Advanced Help

- it Search IL Folders

Addles.: 1 LI Scheduled Tasks

Add Scheduled Task

Other Places

O. Control Panel

3 My Documents

Shared Documents

oil My Network Places

Fig. 9.16 The Scheduled Tasks Window.

Next, double-click the Add Scheduled Task icon to start
the Wizard. Clicking Next on the first Wizard screen
displays the second Wizard screen, shown in Fig. 9.17 on
the next page.
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Scheduled Task Wizard

Click the program you want Windows to run
To see more programs, dick Browse

Application I Version

a Character Map 5.1.2600.0 (x.

(111111 Command Prompt 5.1.2600.0(K..

IV Data Sources (ODBC) 35207713.0

6 00.2600.00

kw ;a: Console' 521776.0
4:4 Fas Cove, Page Editor 5.21776.0

rincannr..

Dd. Cleanup

< Back 111112111

eons.--;
Cancel

Fig. 9.17 The Second Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.

On this screen, select the task to be Scheduled then click
the Next button to display Fig. 9.18.

Scheduled Task Wizard

Type a name for this task. The task name can be
the same name as the program name

Dust. Ceanup

Perform this task.

Davy

 Weekly
 Monthly

One tine only

(' When my computer start:.

When I log on

< Back LCancel

Fig. 9.18 The Third Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.
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On the screen of Fig. 9.18 you are asked to specify the
frequency at which you would like the selected task to be
performed (we selected weekly in our example). Having
done so, press the Next button to display the fourth
Wizard screen, shown in Fig. 9.19 below.

SrArtitlitled task Wizard

Select the time and day you want thr tad, to start

Start tore

11200

Every [1 Tt weeks

Select the day(s1 of the week below

r Monday Thursday

r Tuesday Friday

I- Wednesday Saturday

< Back711_11t > Cancel

Fig. 9.19 The Fourth Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.

On this screen you are asked to specify when you want
the selected task to be carried out. Obviously, your
computer must be switched on in order to perform such
scheduled tasks, so it's up to you to choose a convenient
time. Having done so, press the Next button to display the
fifth Wizard screen, shown in Fig. 9.20 on the next page.
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Scheduled Task Wizard

Erin the name and password of a user. The task wit
run .3c 3 t were started by that uses.

Eater the user name IHOME -INIKWoel Kanto

Enter the password

Contrn password

If a password is not entered scheduled tasks might
not an

<Back Next > Cancel

Fig. 9.20 The Fifth Scheduled Task Wizard Screen.

As you can see from the above Wizard screen, you can
enter the name of a user and a password. The task is then
run as if it were started by the specified user. Clicking
Next, displays the final Wizard screen and clicking the
Finish button, performs the selected task at its chosen
time.

It is a good idea to perform such tasks regularly, but
make sure that

your computer is switched on at the selected times,
and

you are not inconvenienced by your time selection.

It is, of course assumed that your PC's clock is showing
the same time as your watch, otherwise you might get
some unexpected surprises!
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Power Saving Management

You can automatically put your computer into hibernation
or standby, provided you log on as an administrator, and
your computer is set up by the manufacturer to support
these options. If your computer is connected to a network,
network policy settings may prevent you from completing
these tasks.

Hibernation Mode
When your computer is put into hibernation mode,
everything in the computer memory is saved on your hard
disc, and your computer is switched off. When you turn
the computer back on, all programs and documents that
were open when you turned the computer off are restored
on the desktop.

To initiate hibernation, activate the Control Panel and
double-click the Power Options icon shown
here. Then, in the displayed Power Options
Properties dialogue box, click the Hibernate tab.
If the Hibernate tab is unavailable, then this is

because your computer does not support this feature. If it
does, make sure the Enable hibernation box is checked,
as shown in Fig. 9.21 on the next page.

Next, click the Advanced tab and select what you want
under Options, then click the down-arrow button against
the When I press the power button on my computer
box and choose what you want to happen from the
drop -down options list shown in Fig. 9.22 also shown on
the next page.
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Power Options Properties

Power Schemes Advanced Hibernate UPS

40
When you <amulet hibernates.* stores whatever it has c
memory on you Fed disk and then shuts down When you
computer comes Rol of hternation A returns to As previous state

Hibernate

El Enable hibernation

Disk space tor hternetor,

Free desk space 2215 MB

Disk space required to hibernate. 128 MB

OK Cancel

Fig. 9.2 I The l'ok et- Options Properties Screen.

Power Opt ions Properties

Power Schemes Advance< Hibernate UPS

Ai Select the power saving settings you want to use

Option

0 Always show on cn tie taskbar

Prompt la password When computer resumes ftom s andby

Power builCri`.

When I press the power biton on my computer

Shut down

Do nothing
Ask me what to do
Stand by
Hibernate

Fig. 9.22 The Power Button Options List.
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Finally, click the Power Schemes tab, and select a time in
System hibernates, as shown in Fig. 9.23. If you set this
to, say, 'after 1 min', then you can sit back and see what
happens. With our system, after one minute we were
informed that it was safe to switch off the computer,
which we did. When switching on the computer a few
seconds later, Windows XP started up automatically and
loaded all the programs that happened to be loaded at the
time of hibernation.

Power Options Properties

Power Schemes Advanced Hibernate UPS

Select the power scheme with the most appioixiate settings for
this computer Note that changing the settngs below wit modify
the selected scheme

Pave! schemes

Home/Office Desk

Save As.

Settings for Home:Office Desk power scheme

Tun off monitor Mtn 20 mins

Turn off hard disks Never

System stancby. !Never

System hibernates Never

OK

Delete

Cancel

Fig. 9.23 The Power Options Power Scheme

Obviously this is a time saver much favoured by users of
laptop computers. However, there is no reason why users
of desktop computers should not also be in favour of this
power saving management.
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If you decide that you do not want your system to
hibernate, just go through the procedure described above
and uncheck the selected option in the Power Options
Properties screen of Fig. 9.21. Finally, click the Power
Schemes tab, and select 'never' for the time the System
hibernates.

Standby Mode
When your computer is put into standby mode,
information in computer memory is not saved to your
hard disc. You must save all your work before putting
your computer into standby mode, because if there is an
interruption in power, all information in the computer's
memory will be lost.

To initiate standby mode, activate the Control Panel
and click on the Power Options icon. In the displayed
Power Options Properties dialogue box, click the Power
Schemes tab, as shown in Fig. 9.23.

If you are using a portable computer, you can specify
one setting for battery power and a different setting for
AC power. In fact, you can adjust any power management
option that your computer's hardware configuration
supports.
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On Turning your Computer Off
As we have seen at the beginning of this book, you turn
off your computer by the sequence start, Turn Off
Computer, which displays a screen similar to the one in
Fig. 9.24 below.

Fig. 9.24 The Turn Off Computer Box.

This exact box is displayed only if you have logged on as
an administrator, your computer is set up by the
manufacturer to support the two power management
options of Standby and Hibernate, and you have to make
sure that the Enable hibernation box is checked in
Fig. 9.21.

Provided all of the above conditions are satisfied, then
you can put your computer into immediate standby by
clicking the Stand By button, or into hibernation by
holding the Shift key down, which causes the Stand By
button to change to Hibernate, and clicking it. This has
the effect of putting your computer into either of these
two modes for this time only, unlike the procedures
described earlier which are effective each time you switch
off. Personally, we prefer this method of power
management, as it is dependent on what you intend to do
next, and it suits varying circumstances.
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Backing up ),our Data

Hard discs can 'crash' (though not as often these days as
they used to) or your PC could be stolen, or lost in a lire
or flood. Any of these events would cause a serious data
loss, unless you had backed up all your data on a regular
basis, and stored it somewhere safely, preferably away
from the vicinity of your PC.

Although Microsoft includes with Windows XP
Professional Edition a Backup program, we will not
discuss it here but will suggest an alternative procedure.
After all, users of Windows XP Home Edition have just
as important data that needs to be backed up!

Making a Back-up
Before we start making a back-up, it will be convenient to
have the destination of the back-up on the SendTo folder.
Although we have discussed this, as well as all the other
procedures required in making a back-up in Chapter 3, we
will put these together here, as we feel the subject is
extremely important. You should get into the habit of
making a back-up at least once a week.

The destination for the back-up could be an external
hard disc, a zip drive, or a CD recorder. In the latter case,
you will need a recordable compact disc (CD -R) or a
rewritable compact disc (CD-RW). Since these days most
users have a computer with a CD rewriter, we will use
this as the back-up destination in our example, although
you can apply the procedure to any of the other media
mentioned above, even to floppy discs, if you have an
endless supply of them.
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To add a new location to the Send To menu, do the
following:

Click start, My Computer, and select the
Documents and Settings folder on the drive where
Windows XP is installed.

Double-click the folder of a specific user.

If the SendTo folder is not visible, use the Tools,
Folder Options command, click the View tab,
click the Show hidden files and folders option,
and click the Apply button. Double-click the now
visible SendTo folder.

Use the File, New, Shortcut command, as shown
in Fig. 9.25, and follow the instructions on your
screen specifying your chosen back-up drive.

sib E:1Documents and Settings%Noel Kantaris%Seod lo

Fie Edit View Favorites Tools Help

New

Close

Other Places

0 Noel KantarIs

a My Documents

0 Shared Daum!

9 MY Conputar

My Nem* P*

Details

__) Folder

12 Microsoft AutcRoute European Map

al Briefcase

S. Mimi, Image
10.) Microsoft Word Document

Et Lotus Word Pro 9 Docurnent

Microsoft Access Appication

i'', Microsoft Picture It! Document

CI Microsoft PowerPoint Presentation

tg Paint Shop Pro 7 Image

IM Microsoft Ptbisher locunent

Text Document

61 were Sound

40 Microsoft Excel Worksheet

Compressed (zipped) Folder

Fig. 9.25 Adding a Shortcut to the SendTo Folder.
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To start the back-up process, insert a blank recordable or
rewritable CD in the CD recorder (or whatever other
media you have chosen for your back-up into an
appropriate drive), then do the following:

Use My Computer to locate and select the files or
folders you want to back up, as shown in Fig. 9.26
below.

111111M1111111111111111
Elle Edit yew Fvoriles T)ols Help

Back tt 9--) Search X 19
Address :819 ... Go

File and Folder Tasks

cig Move the selected
ternsa Copy the selected
terns

E-mai the selected
terns

X Delete the selectee
terns

Other Places

My Computer

My Documents

4.) Shared Documents

4.1 My Network Places

JBACKUP
et Books

On:disc s

Downloads

Favourites

,_)System

Ut I IS

VALIDA'

t;Web Tic!
Web 7,4

itWeb_50
wUTern:

,j ZpMags:

Folder Settings

AUTOE>

_)MAL AVG6DE

msdownld trro BOOT . -

BOOT

BOOTLCI

BOOTSE

COMMA'

COMMA'

a My Documents

iOrgantser

_2)Q1345

Recycled

Fig. 9.26 Selecting Folder to Back Up.

While selecting your files or folder, keep the Ctrl
key depressed if the files or folders you want to
back up are not contiguous on the displayed list. In
our example above, we chose to back up the
highlighted folders on our D: drive.
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Next, and while these files or folders are selected
and the Ctrl key is still depressed, right -click near
your selection, and on the displayed menu choose
the Properties option. We do this in order to find
out the size of the selected items, as shown in
Fig. 9.27 below.

Organiser .... I 11'1

General Customize

3,0673,067 Files, 124 Folders

Type: Al of type Fie Folder

Location: Ai in DA

Size: 1.27 GB (1,364,398,013 bytes)

Size on disk: 1.30 GB (1,399,259,136 bytes)

Attributes
-----

 didden

DArchtve

OK Cancel

Fig. 9.27 The Size of Selected Items.

As you can see, the selected folders require 1.30 GB of
disc space and, naturally, will not fit on a 650 MB CD,
unless you compress them by selecting each folder in
turn, right -clicking it, and choosing the Send To,
Compressed (zipped) folder option from the drop -down
menu. Even then, you might find that you need more than
one CD to copy the required zipped folders. Whether you
compress these folders or not, before making the back-up,
is a matter of personal choice.
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To continue with the back-up process, do the following:

Select the folders that will fit on one CD (or your
chosen back-up media).

While still holding the Ctrl key depressed, right -
click near your selection and choose the Send To
option, then click the back-up destination drive -
drive J: in our case, as shown in Fig. 9.28.
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PasteAll111111.1111111 pug txvimt
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so. soot Drive 010
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11111111111111111111111111.
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Fig. 9.28 Sending Selected Items to Back-up Media.
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After the selected folders have been transferred to
our chosen back-up drive (in our example this
being a CD writer), they are first prepared before
starting to burn the CD, as shown in Fig. 9.29.

Co nyi NJ.

prob 6c.bas

9 Minutes Remaining

Fig. 9.29 Copying Files and Folders.

Once all Files and Folders are copied into memory,
they are ready to be written to CD, as shown in
Fig. 9.30.

Fie Edit View Foyorites Tools Help

I
A0E55143:I

CD WnHnq tasks.

tite ttiee:H,- i't

rill Delete temper

File and folder Tasks

Make a new fader

outsh this folder to
the Web

Search Folders X I,

Jorganiser

:6 Address Book

 .Disclecs

w Downloads
Favourtes

La My Documents

Fig. 9.30 Files and Folders Ready for Writing to CD.
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Next, click the Write these files to CD Tasks
option which starts the CD Writing Wizard. On the
first screen of the Wizard, give the back-up media a
suitable name with the date of the back-up, then
click Next to burn the selected files and folders
onto a CD.

Obviously if you have selected a different back-up media,
the Wizard instructions for copying will be different.

Retrieving Back-up Files
Once the writing process is finished, transfer the CD into
your CD-ROM drive and examine its contents. You
should find a complete duplicate of all the selected files
and folders, as shown in Fig. 9.31.

Eke Edit ysw Frortes took tieip .7,

0 ps.th r X w)
1.0.dtss I:\ r Go

LiAddress Book]

LjDestiscs
L)Downloads
.Favourites
!,..)My Documents

L'iOroarvser

Other Plat es

I my compute,

za My Documerts

i;;:::) Shared Documents

tril My Network. Maces

Fig. 9.31 The Back-up List of items.

To restore data from the back-up media, copy it back to
the place it first came from. In our example the D: drive.
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Adding Files and Folders to a Back-up
To add files and folders to a back-up, even with a CD -R
as is the case in our example, select the required files or
folder and send it to the back-up drive. This will only
succeed provided the addition of these files or folder to
the existing back-up does not cause it to exceed the
capacity of the media.

In Fig. 9.32, we show the contents of our back-up CD,
after adding to it a folder from our D: drive.

: ywn Favorites Dols help

5 %etch Fctders X l)
Address [..41:

File and Folder Tasks

Rename this folder

4 Move this folder

copy this folder

 Pubish this folder to
the Web

k,4 Share this folder

E-mail this folder's files

Delete this folder

rft iLD Address Book

Downloads

L)Favourptes

*)My Documents 4
...5 Or gantser

V

Fig. 9.32 The New Back-up List of Items.

We hope we have convinced you how easy it is and how
necessary to make regular back-ups of your important
data. Believe us, there is nothing more devastating than
losing all your letters, pictures, videos, and all the other
items you treasure so much for the sake of spending half
an hour or so every week. Good luck!
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Windows Service Pack 2

As mentioned at the beginning of this book, Microsoft
released Service Pack 2 in August 2004, and it can be
downloaded from the Microsoft Web site. However, as
this update is over 260 MB in size, downloading it via a
56K modem might take a rather long time! Alternatively,
you might be able to find a PC magazine (as we did) that
provides this update free on CD.

Whichever way you choose to get this update, we
recommend you install it, but before doing so, ensure that
all other programs are closed and that you have made a
back-up of your data before you start. Installation is
extremely easy; just follow the instructions on the screen.

During installation, Setup inspects your current
configuration, archives your current files and updates
them. This includes making an inventory of your
computer's drivers, backing up its registry, creating a
restore point, installing the new update files, updating the
registry keys, and running various processes. Finally,
Setup performs a cleanup and you are asked to restart
your PC. The whole installation process takes a good half
hour.

Microsoft has made security the central theme of SP2,
although there are some additional features that are not
specifically geared to protecting your computer.
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The main visible changes are to be seen in the form of
additional Control Panel utilities which allow you to:

Automatically update windows XP by periodically
checking its servers for new updates. These can be
downloaded and installed automatically, or you
could be notified of their existence so that you
could do so at your convenience. This utility makes
sure that you do not forget to update your
Operating System and thus become compromised
by virus attacks.

Start a new, friendlier, Network Setup Wizard,
which helps users to network their computers.

Have Bluetooth support as native, which makes
communication with suitably equipped PDAs and
mobile phones a lot easier. The Alerter and
Messenger services (which were abused by
spammers, and annoyed users) are disabled by
default.

Access a new Security Center which monitors your
PC's security settings with respect to its Firewall,
Automatic Updates, and Virus protection. If your
virus suite cannot be detected or its renewal date is
pending, then the Security Center will let you
know.

Access and configure the new Windows firewall
which is far more sophisticated than the old and
rather weak Internet Connection Firewall.

Access a new Wireless Connection Wizard that
simplifies the process of joining a wireless service
with encryption in place so that your data are
protected.
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Check automatically the safety of Outlook Express
attachments with the Attachment Execution Service
in an effort to unify the approach to attachment
security with that of Microsoft Outlook. Now, SP2
protects areas of memory where previously viruses
could hide and execute without your knowledge.

Improve your privacy when you're on the Web.
SP2 helps protect your private information by
applying the new security settings that guard your
PC to the files and content downloaded using
Internet Explorer.

Reduce annoying pop -ups with the new Internet
Explorer Pop -Up Blocker which makes browsing
the Internet more enjoyable by helping you reduce
the unwanted ads and pop -ups.

Taking into consideration the above mentioned
improvements (and many more we haven't mentioned),
obtaining and installing Service Pack 2 is well worth the
effort, and we strongly recommended it.

The Windows SP2 Security Center

If you have installed Service Pack 2, you can click the
Security Center icon in the Control Panel,
shown here, lo display the Windows Security
Center screen shown in Fig. 10.1 on the next page.

Seo..tv
Center
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Fig. 10.1 The Windows Security Center Dialogue Box.

The Security Center's job is to make sure that Windows
users are kept secure by installing the Firewall, keep
Windows up-to-date at all times, and use antivirus
software.

Each of these essential security components has a
traffic light indicator; a green light means the security
component is in place and is up-to-date, a yellow light
indicates that you have disabled its monitor, and a red
light means that there is a security risk and you are
required to take action.

Each security component can be managed by clicking
the relevant link at the bottom of the Security Center
screen. We very strongly advise you to use these security
components if you want to avoid malicious attacks on
your computer from hackers and viruses.
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Internet Options

To set the various Internet options, click the Internet
Options link on the Windows Security Center screen to
open the multi -tab dialogue box shown in Fig. 10.2 below
(also discussed in Chapter 7).

Internet Properties x

Genael Secuiyi Privacy Content Connections Progarns Advarced

Home page

You can change which page to use tor you hone page.

Address:

Use Detail Use Blank

Temporary Internet Ides

Pages you yew on the Internet am stored n a special loldei
for quick viewing tales

Delete Cooker...

History

Delete Vies Setengs

[allSeidel caTWO
access to recently vowed pages

TheHistory careens inks to pages you've visited. la

Days to keep pages n Finlay 20

Cokes...

Clear History

Languages...

OK Cancel

Fig. 10.2 The Internet Properties Dialogue
Box.

Most of these tab settings are the original ones available
to all Windows XP users, with the exception of the
Privacy tab settings that incorporate an additional feature
when you install Service Pack 2. Therefore, we will
discuss only the latter addition.
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Internet Privacy
Clicking the Privacy tab of the Internet Properties box
displays the screen in Fig. 10.3.

Internet Properties

General Security Privacy Content Connections Prayams Advanced:

S e
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LJ
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Blocks third -party cookies that use personally iderthable
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Restricts first -party cookies that use peisonaly identifiable
information without ereproil content

Sites.. j ImPok Advanced..

Pop-up Blocker

opPrevent most pop-up windows horn appening.

2 Block pop -Los

OK

111=1111

Fig. 10.3 The Internet Privacy Tab Screen.

On here you can specify the security level for the Internet
zone. As you move the slider up a notch at a time, you
impose higher and higher security, while moving the
slider downwards diminishes it. An explanation on what
is allowed and what is not, is given next to the slider as
you move it to a different level. You can also Block
pop -ups, a feature added by Service Pack 2.
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Automatic Update

Clicking the Automatic Update link on the Windows
Security Center screen, displays the screen in Fig. 10.4.
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Fig. 10.4 The Automatic Updates Dialogue Box.

Note that in this case, Automatic Updates is turned ON by
default. From here you can set the day and time for the
Automatic Update to be activated.

Alternatively you can click the link pointed to in
Fig. 10.4 to connect right now to the Microsoft Update
Web site which opens the screen shown in Fig. 10.5 on
the next page. The choice is yours.
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Fig. 10.5 The Windows Update Screen under Service Pack 2.
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To set the various
Internet options, click
the Windows Firewall
link on the Windows
Security Center screen
to open the dialogue
box shown in Fig. 10.6
to the left.

Fig. 10.6 The Windows
Firewall Dialogue Box.
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To find more about the Windows Firewall, click the link
pointed to in the screen of Fig. 10.6. The Help and
Support Center will display detailed information relating
to the subject and most importantly will tell you what the
Windows Firewall can do and what it cannot do.

Clicking the Exceptions tab of the Windows Firewall
dialogue box, will open the screen shown in Fig. 10.7
below, in which you can specify what programs and
services should be exempt. For example, both the File and
Printer sharing and the Remote Assistance are exempt by
default. If either of these are not relevant to you, we
suggest you uncheck their boxes.
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Fig. 10.7 The Windows Firewall Exceptions
screen.
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Unfortunately, each time you specify an exception, which
allows a program to communicate through the Windows
Firewall, your PC is made more vulnerable, as intruders
often use software that scan the Internet looking for
computers with unprotected connections. If you have
many exceptions and open ports, your PC can become a
victim of these intruders.

If you need to add a program to the exemption list you
must log on as the Administrator and, if the program or
service that you want to allow is not listed, click the Add
Program button and in the displayed list select the
program that you want to add (or browse to it if not listed)
and then click OK. The chosen program will then appear
selected on the list under Programs and Services.
Adding an exception is preferable to adding a port, as the
former is more secure because the firewall is only open
while the program is waiting to receive the connection,
while the latter is an open door to an intruder.

Unless you know what you are doing, the facilities
available in the Advanced tab sheet, are best left alone.

As you can see from the above, Service Pack 2 is a major,
but free, update of Windows XP, and for the sake of
security you must make the effort to install it. Good luck!
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Glossary of Terms

Access control A security mechanism that
determines which operations a user
is authorised to perform on a PC, a
file, a printer, etc.

Active Describes the folder, window or
icon that you are currently using or
that is currently selected.

Address A unique number or name that
identifies a specific computer or
user on a network.

Administrator The person responsible for setting
up and managing local computers,
their user and group accounts, and
assigning passwords and
permissions.

Application Software (program) designed to
carry out a certain activity, such as
word processing, or data
management.

Association An identification of a filename
extension to a program. This lets
Windows open the program when its
files are selected.
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11 Glossary of Terms

Background

Backup

Banner

Baud rate

The screen background image used
on a graphical user interface such as
Windows.

To make a back-up copy of a file or
a disc for safekeeping.

An advertising graphic shown on a
Web page.

The speed at which a modem
communicates.

Bit The smallest unit of information
handled by a computer.

Browse A button in some Windows dialogue
boxes that lets you view a list of
files and folders before you make a
selection.

Browser A program, like the Internet
Explorer, that lets you view Web
pages.

Bytes A unit of data that holds a single
character, such as a letter, or a digit.

Cache An area of memory, or disc space,
reserved for data, which speeds up
downloading.

CD -R Recordable compact disc.

CD-ROM Read Only Memory compact disc.
Data can be read but not written.
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CD-RW

Client

Rewritable compact disc. Data can
be copied to the CD on more than
one occasion and can be erased.

A PC that has access to services
over a computer network. The
computer providing the services is a
server.

Clipboard A temporary storage area of
memory, where text and graphics
are stored with the Windows cut and
copy actions.

Command An instruction given to a computer
to carry out a particular action.

Compressed file One that is compacted to save server
space and reduce transfer times. In
Windows the file extension is .zip.

Configuration A general term referring to the way
you have your computer set up.

Cookies Files stored on your hard drive by
your Web browser that hold
information for it to use.

CPU The Central Processing Unit; the
main chip that executes all
instructions entered into a computer.

Default The command, device or option
automatically chosen.

Defragmentation The process of rewriting parts of a
file to contiguous sectors on a hard
disc to increase the speed of access.
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11 Glossary of Terms

Desktop

Device driver

The Windows screen working
background, on which you place
icons, folders, etc.

A special file that must be loaded
into memory for Windows to be able
to address a specific procedure or
hardware device.

Device name A logical name used to identify a
device, such as LPT1 or COM1 for
the parallel or serial printer.

Dial -up connection The connection to a network via a
device that uses the telephone
network. This includes modems
with a standard phone line, ISDN
cards with high-speed ISDN lines.

Digital signature A means for originators of a
message, file, or other digitally
encoded information to bind their
identity to the information.

Directory An area on disc where information
relating to a group of files is kept.
Also known as a folder.

Document A file produced by an application
program. When used in reference to
the Web, a document is any file
containing text, media or hyperlinks
that can be transferred from an
HTTP server to a browser.

Domain A group of devices, servers and
computers on a network.
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Domain Name The name of an Internet site, for
example www.microsoft.com, which
allows you to reference Internet sites
without knowing their true
numerical address.

Download/Upload The process of transferring flies
between PCs. Files are downloaded
from another computer to your own
PC and uploaded from your
computer to another PC.

DPI Dots Per Inch - a resolution standard
for laser printers.

Drag To move an object on the screen by
pressing and holding down the left
mouse button while moving the
mouse.

Drive name

Engine

Extract a file

FAT

File extension

The letter followed by a colon which
identifies a floppy or hard disc
drive.

Software used by search services.

Create an uncompressed copy of the
file in a folder you specify.

The File Allocation Table. An area
on disc where information is kept on
which part of the disc a file is

located.

The suffix following the period in a
filename. Windows uses this to
identify the source application
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11 Glossary of Terms

Filename

Firewall

program. For example .jpg indicates
a graphic file.

The name given to a file. In
Windows this can be up to 256
characters long.

Security measures designed to
protect a networked system, or a PC,
from unauthorised access.

Folder An area used to store a group of
files, usually with a common link.

Format The structure of a file that defines
the way it is stored and laid out on
the screen or in print.

Gigabyte (GB); 1,024 megabytes. Usually
thought of as one billion bytes.

Graphic A picture or illustration, also called
an image. Formats include GIF,
JPEG, BMP, PCX, and TIFF.

Group A collection of users, computers,
contacts, and other groups.

Handshaking A series of signals acknowledging
that communication can take place
between computers or other devices.

Hard copy Output on paper.

Hard disc A device built into the computer for
holding programs and data.
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Hardware

Home page

The equipment that makes up a
computer system, excluding the
programs or software.

The document displayed when y Du
first open your Web browser, or the
first document you come to at a
Web site.

Host Computer connected directly to the
Internet that provides services to
other local and/or remote computers.

HTML HyperText Markup Language; used
to format documents on the Web.

Hyperlink A segment of text, or an image, that
refers to another document on the
Web, an intranet or your PC.

Hypertext A system that allows documents to
be cross -linked so that the reader
can explore related links, or
documents, by clicking on a
highlighted symbol.

Icon A small graphic image that
represents a function or object.

Interface A device that allows you to connect
a computer to its peripherals.

Internet The global system of computer
networks.

Intranet A private network inside an
organisation using the same kind of
software as the Internet.
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IP Internet Protocol - The rules that
provide basic Internet functions.

IP Address Internet Protocol Address - every
computer on the Internet has a
unique identifying number.

ISP Internet Service Provider - A
company that offers access to the
Internet.

JPEG I JPG Joint Photographic Experts Group, a
popular cross -platform format for
image files. JPEG is best suited for
true colour original images.

Kilobyte (KB); 1024 bytes of information or
storage space.

LAN Local Area Network - High-speed,
privately -owned network covering a
limited geographical area, such as
an office or a building.

Links The hypertext connections between
Web pages.

Local A resource that is located on your
computer, not linked to it over a
network.

Location An Internet address.

Log on To gain access to a network, or the
Internet.

Megabyte (MB); 1024 kilobytes of information
or storage space.
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Megahertz (MHz); Speed of processor in
millions of cycles per second.

Modem Short for Modulator -demodulator.
An electronic device that lets
computers communicate
electronically.

Network Two or more computers connected
together to share resources.

Network server Central computer which stores files
for several linked computers.

NTFS file system An advanced file system that
provides performance, security,
reliability, and features that are not
found in any version of FAT.

Online Having access to the Internet.

Operating system Software that runs a computer.

Parallel port

Partition

Password

The input/output connector for a
parallel interface device. Printers are
normally plugged into a parallel
port.

A portion of a physical disc that
functions as though it were a

physically separate disc.

A unique character string used to
gain access to a network, program,
or mailbox.

Peripheral Any device attached to a PC.
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Pixel The smallest picture element on
screen that car. be independently
assigned colour and intensity.

Plug -and -play Hardware which can be plugged into
a PC and be used immediately
without configuration.

POP Post Office Protocol - a method of
storing and returning e-mail.

The place where information goes
into or out of a computer, such as a
modem.

Port

PostScript

Print queue

Program

Protocol

Queue

RAM

A page -description language (PDL),
developed by Adobe Systems for
printing on laser printers.

A list of print jobs waiting to be sent
to a printer.

A set of instructions which cause a
computer to perform tasks.

A set of rules or standards that
define how computers communicate
with each other.

A list of e-mail messages waiting to
be sent over the Internet, or files to a
printer.

Random Access Memory; the PC's
volatile memory. Data held in it is
lost when power is switched off.
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Refresh To update displayed information
with current data.

Registered file type File types that are tracked by the
system registry and are recognised
by the programs you have installed
on your computer.

Registry A database where information about
a PC's configuration is deposited.
The registry contains information
that Windows continually references
during its operation.

Remote computer A PC that you can access only via a
communications device, such as a
modem, or a communications line.

ROM Read Only Memory; a PC's non-
volatile memory. Data is written into
this memory at manufacture and is
not affected by power loss.

Search Submit a query to a search engine.

Search engine A program that helps users find
information across the Internet.

Server

Shared resource

Shortcut

A computer system that manages
and delivers information for client
computers.

Any device, program or file that is
available to network users.

A link to any item accessible on
your PC or on a network, such as a
program, file, folder, or a disc drive.
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11 Glossary of Terms

Spooler Software which handles the transfer
of information to a store to be used
by a peripheral device.

System disc A disc containing files to enable a
PC to start up.

System files Files used by Windows to load,
configure, and run the operating
system.

Task Manager A utility that provides information
about programs and processes
running on the computer.

Text file An unformatted file of text
characters.

Toggle To turn an action on and off with the
same switch.

URL Uniform Resource Locator, the
addressing system used on the Web.

USB Universal Serial Bus - an external
bus standard that enables data
transfer rates of 12 Mbps.

User ID The unique identifier, usually used
in conjunction with a password,
which identifies you on a computer.

Virus A malicious program, downloaded
from a web site or disc, designed to
wipe out information on your PC.

Web Page An HTML document that is
accessible on the Web.
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K
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P
Paste command. 48
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